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Introduction 
The purpose of this application note is to take the 

user through the internal operation of NOVRAMs as 
well as their external operation. These devices are find
ing their way Into many diverse applications due to 
their ease of use. The major features of the XICOR 
family of NOVRAMs are 1) only 5 volts is required for all 
operations including programming, 2) only TIL signals 
are required and 3) all pulse widths are short ( < 450 ns). 

Basically a NOVRAM is a memory device that has a 
static RAM overlaid with an EEPROM (Electrically Eras
able Programmable ROM). The operation of the RAM is 
identical with other popular static RAMs such as the 
2102A and the 2114. Figure 1 shows the block diagram 
of the XICOR NOVRAM family. NOVRAMs have CS and 
WE pins in common with their standard static RAM 
cousins but also have two additional control oins: 
STORE and RECALL. The STORE and RECALL pins 
control movement of data between the RAM and the 
EE PROM. 

NONVOLATILE -~-

~:~g~y ~~====::;., 

A -

A·- - -
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STORE __ ___, CONTROL , . ..._': _ __, 
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Figure 1) Bloc I< diagram of the XICOR NOVRAM family 
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The STORE pin is used to transfer the contents of 
the RAM to the EEPROM in a single operation. The 
entire contents of the RAM are transferred with one 
STORE operation. After a STORE operation is com
pleted the original data is still in the RAM as well as 
the EEPROM. 

The RECALL pin is used to transfer the contents 
of the EEPROM back to the RAM. When this is done, 
whatever data were in the RAM prior to the RECALL 
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operation are totally replaced by the contents of the 
EEPROM. The STORE and RECALL operations function 
on the entire contents of the memory and not on a 
word by word basis. After either operation the contents 
of both the RAM and the EEPROM will be the same. 

This may seem too good to be true; however. with 
XICOR's family of NOVRAMs the life of the systems 
designer is made even easier. Only a single five volt 
power supply is required for all operations including the 
STORE and RECALL operations. All addresses, data 
lines and control pins are TIL compatible and all pulse 
widths are short enough that most microprocessors do 
not require wait states. There are no high voltages or 
long pulse widths required which will inhibit t_he design
er from designing a system with clean operation 

Technology 
The XICOR NOVRAM stores its nonvolatile data 

during periods of power off by the absence or oresence 
of charges on floating polysilicon gates. This is the 
same structure that is widely used in UV-EPROMS. The 
floating gate is an island of polysilicon surrour)ded by 
oxides with thicknesses of about 800 A 0 . Charge can 
be injected or removed from the floating gate by apply
ing electric fields of sufficient strength to cause elec
tron tunneling through the oxides. At normal field 
strengths the charges are permanently trapped on 
the floating gate even when power is removed. 

The XICOR family of NOVRAMs uses three layers of 
polysilicon; the second layer is the floating gate. This 
structure employs a phenomenon known as Fowler
Nordheim tunneling. This form of tunneling 1s described 
in Vol. 40 No. 1 (Jan. 1969, pg. 278) of the Journal of 
Applied Physics and Vol. 27 No. 9 (Nov. 1975, pg 505) 
of the Applied Physics Letters. In XICOR NOVRAMs 
this tunneling is enhanced by the use of textured poly-
silicon surfaces to generate higher field strengths at 
the surface to enhance electron injection into the 
oxide. The alternative to field enhancement by textured 
surfaces is to use ultrathin oxide layers in order to 
conduct the charge. The use by XICOR of standard 
oxide thickness gives XICOR a very manufacturable 
product, thus ensuring its low cost and volume delivery. 

Figure 2. shows the circuit of the NOVRAM cell con
taining a conventional 6 transistor static RAM cell and 
a floating gate EEPROM cell with 2 additional transistors 
to control the action of data transfer. The floating gate 
(POLY 2) is connected to the rest of the circuit only 
through capacitance. Electrons are moved to the float
ing gate by tunneling from POLY 1 to POLY 2 and 
removed by tunneling from POLY 2 to POLY 3. 

The capacitance ratios are the key to the operation 
of the transfer of data from RAM to EEPROM. If node 



N1 is LOW, transistor 07 is turned OFF. This allows the 
junction between CC2 and CC3 to float. Since the com
bined capacitance of CC2 and CC3 are larger than CP 
the floating gate follows the Internal Store Voltage 
node. When the voltage on the floating gate is high 
enough electrons are tunneled from POLY 1 to POLY 2 
and the floating gate is negatively charged. 

INTERNAL 
STORE VOLTAGE 

Q!I 
CC3f_l· ! ~ 

,~ 0 m T'' r 
Figure 2) Crrcwt diagram of a NOVRAM cell. 

WORD 
LINE 

If node N1 1s HIGH, transistor 07 is turned ON which 
grounds the junction between CC2 and CC3. Since CC2 
is larger than CE, CC2 holds the floating gate near 
ground when the Internal Store Voltage node is pulled 
HIGH. This creates a sufficient field between POLY 2 
and POLY 3 to tunnel electrons away from the floating 
gate leaving it with a positive charge. 

The RECALL operation also takes advantage of 
capacitance ratios The value of C2 in Figure 2 is larger 
than that of C1. When the external RECALL command 
1s received, the internal power supply. VCCA, is first 
pulled LOW to equalize the voltage on N1 and N2. 
When the internal power node is allowed to rise, the 
node which has the lighter loading will rise more rapidly 
and the gain of the flip-flop will cause it to latch HIGH 
and the opposite node to latch LOW. If the floating gate 
has a positive charge C2, is connected to N2 through 
08 and N2 will latch LOW. lf the floating gate has a 
negative charge 08, is turned OFF and N1 will have the 
heavier loading. 

The Xicor NOVRAM Family 
XICOR's family of NOVRAMs contains three 

members with identical operating characteristics. The 
three parts offer the designer a choice of memory 
organization. The X2201A, X2210 andX2212 are organ
ized 1024 x 1, 64 x 4 and 256 x 4 respectively. All three 
devices are packaged in 18 pin DIPs with 300 mil 
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centers. Figure 3 shows the pin configuration of the 
three different NOVRAMs. · 

1K I 1 64 x 4 256 x 4 

Figure 31 Pin configuration of I.he X!COR NOVRAM fam 1l'y 

The only functional difference between the three 
devices is that the X2201 A has separate Data 1/0 lines 
while the two 4 bit wide parts have common 1/0. Addi
tionally, the X2210 and the X2212 are pin compatible 
The two unused pins on the X2210 are used for the two 
higher order addresses on the X2212. The control pins 
STORE, RECALL, CS and WE operate identically on all 
three parts. 

Write Operation 
The WRITE operation is initiated by applying valid 

addresses followed by both CS and WE going LOW. On 
the 300ns version access time version. at least one of 
these two signals must remain HIGH until the address
es are valid. CS and WE must remain LOW simulta
neously for 1 OOns. 

An easy way to look at this is to consider the internal 
write command as the simultaneous LOW of CS and 
WE. The internal write command is started by tr1e last 
edge down and terminated by the first edge up. Valid 
addresses must overlap this internal write command. 
Data must be referenced to the first positive edge of 
CS or WE. The timing required for writing to the RAM is 
shown in Figure 4. 

WRITE CYCLE EARLY WRITE Cvr;1 f 

ADDREss=x~ _____ >e: 

--4-- l.u; - -·----L.,..~-

WE ~ WE~.__.,~-----~/--

1 ·- ·! -. 
DATA ~N Dh1A IN xxxxxxxxx 8AT.~ •'.\,_.,::, ~ 

DATA OUT ~B+<~~x~x:Zx2;)0H;Olo--~~-c DATA OUT-----~~-

Figure 4) Timing diagram for Writing to the RAM 



Read Operation 
The READ operation is the easiest of the four oper

ations performed by the NOVRAM. In the case of the 
300ns access time version, data will be valid at the 
outputs 300ns after valid addresses or 200ns after CS 
goes LOW, whichever is later. 

----t.,----~ 

Figure 5) Timing diagram for Reading from the RAM. 

Store Operation 
The STORE operation is initiated by the application 

of an active LOW TIL pulse of 100ns or greater on the 
STORE pin. As long as the power supply remains within 
its specification for 10ms after the beginning of the 
STORE pulse the contents of the RAM will have been 
transferred to the EEPROM in total. The STORE oper
ation cannot be terminated once initiated except by 
removing the power supply. This can not be counted 
upon to rapidly terminate the STORE operation since 
the user cannot determine how far the STORE opera
tion the device has progressed. Additionally, if the 
power supply drops below the specification during the 
10ms the integrity of the STORE operation is not 
assured. Figure 6 shows the timing diagram for trans
ferring data from the RAM to the EEPROM. 

-----~1,. -------

"0"~-···-4 Z Z Z Z)) Zn Z tr _.,, .. ,- * "'"~ 
DATAI 0 ' ' H•Z ~xxxx 

Figure 6) Timing diagram for the STORE operation where data is 
transferred from the RAM to the EEPROM. 

The STORE operation takes precedence over all 
other operations except the RECALL operation. If the 
RECALL operation has begun, any STORE command 
is ignored as long as the RECALL pin remains LOW. 
Once the STORE operation has started, taking the 
RECALL pin LOW has no effect and the STORE opera
tion will be completed. If a READ or WRITE cycle is in 
progress when a STORE command is received, that 
cycle is terminated. The data in the selected RAM 

address during an interrupted WRITE cycle would be 
indeterminate. 

During the 1 Oms of the STORE operation the 
NOVRAM should not be accessed for any other opera
tion as it would not be known if the internal STORE 
operation was completed or not. If the internal STORE 
operation was completed before the 10ms and another 
operation command was entered, that command would 
be executed. However, lf the internal STORE operation 
was not completed and another operation command 
was received, the later command would be ignored. 
During the STORE operation the outputs of the 
NOVRAM are in the floating state. 

Recall Operation 
The RECALL operation is initiated by the application 

of an active LOW TIL pulse of 450ns or greater on the 
RECALL pin. The positive going edge of this pulse 
determines when it is possible to read data from the 
RAM. Valid data from the RAM can be viewed on the 
outputs of the NOVRAM 750ns after the rising edge of 
RECALL or 300ns after application of valid addresses, 
whichever comes latest. FIGURE 7 shows the timing 
requirements for transferring data from the EEPROM 
to the RAM. 

Figure 7) Timing diagram for the RECALL operation. 

The RECALL operation takes precedence over al I 
other operations. RECALL will terminate a READ or 
WRITE cycle if applied in the middle of either cycle. 
The RECALL operation can take precedence over the 
STORE operation only if the RECALL command was 
received prior to the STORE command. 

Hooking up the NOV RAM 
Now that the basics of the four NOVRAM operations 

have been described, we may discuss using these 
unique parts in a system. Let's first discuss a system in 
in which we connect the NOVRAMs to a 6502. We'll 
assume that the system powers up and down cleanly. 
The problem of systems where this does not occur will 
be dealt with later. 
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The 6502 microprocessor uses memory space for 
1/0 functions. The design uses one set of addresses for 
the READ and WRITE operations and other blocks of 
addresses to initiate the STORE and RECALL opera
tions. An APPLE II* computer was used as the 6502 
computer because it has address space already de
coded for 1/0 functions and convenient card slots to 
communicate with these decoder outputs. 

The RAM was placed in the address space starting 
at HEX address $C800 by connecting pin 20 on the 
APPLE II peripheral connector to the CS on the 
NOVRAM. This pin is activated when any of the 2048 
bytes starting at $C800 are accessed. Peripheral slot 2 
was selected for the NOVRAM design. On slot 2 pin 41 
is activated whenever the 16 bytes located at HEX 
address $COAD are accessed. This address space is 
sent only to slot 2 and was tied to the STORE pin on 
the NOVRAM. Pl N 1 also has a unique address space 
for slot 2 and was tied to the RECALL pin. This space 
is the 256 bytes starting at HEX address $C200. 

Figure 8 shows the connections of the card to be 
plugged into peripheral card slot 2. Reading and writing 
are accomplished from the BASIC programming lan
guage by PEEK and POKE inst(uctions to HEX address
es starting at $C800. The STORE operation is called by 
either a PEEK or a POKE instruction to any of the 16 
addresses starting at $COAO. RECALL is initiated by 
accessing any of the 256 bytes starting at $C200. 

APPLE II COMPUTER BOARD SLOT#2 

1 $CllH-SCFFF 

I SC2H-SC2FF 

ANi-----~ 

X221DOA 
X2212 

Ao-Ao~-------~ 

0,,-0, ~========::::::'...J 

Figure 8) Connections for operating the NOVRAM on the 110 Bus of an 
APPLE II computer. 

The APPLESOFT* program in Table 1 demonstrates 
how a NOVRAM can be accessed easily. The state
ment 210 is a Write operation to HEX address $C200 
while statement 310 is a Write to HEX address $COAD. 
The CS pin is activated with statement 430 and state-

'*APPLE II and APPLESOFT are trademarks of Apple Computers. 
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ment 580 respectively. This program was written for 
the X2210 but it could be easily modified for the X2212 
or even eight X2201 s. 

S TEH 1 HOME 
l(i At ~ "•! WELCOME TO THE WOkLD" 

5 EASIEST TO USENONVOLArtU;: 
STATIC RAH'"' 

:.''• E<t u "#2 ONLY M SINGLE 5 VOLT 
POWER SUPPL'v IS REQUIRED FOR 

OPERATIONS'•• 
;':(1 Ct s "•::; ALL INPUTS ANP OUTPUT 

S f'CEOUIRE ONLY TTL lNTERFAC 
E SHiNALS' I ' .. 

4,, Ft = "•4 ALL TIMING SIGNALS AR 
E 111 Cf<OPROCESSORCOMF-A Tl 9LE-N 
0 STRECHI

0

NG 1 
" 

50 Gt = "#5 ~ SllES AVAILAE!LE• ( X2 
:?01>lv24x1. < x2::12) ~5oX4 
, H2210lb'4X4" 

b•.l llTAB 52 HTAB llt PRINT "XICOR 
'S X2210 DEMO" 

75 PRINT 1 PRlNT t HTAB 51 PRINT 
"l~RECALL"l 1 HTAB 25i PRINT 
":"•READ" 

8(• F·RtNf ' HTAB S: l"RINT "2•STOR 
E"n HTAB 251 PRINT ·"4•WRlTE 

95 FRINT ~ HTAB 171 PRINT "5•EU 
T" 

<;>n V1AB 151 HTA8 121 INPUT ''SELE 
er ONE?, "•A 

10•) IF A <: l OR A · 5 THEN HOME 
1 VTl'IB 51 HTl'\B 51 PRINT "ONL 
Y 1-5 ALLOWED---TRV AGAIN''o GOTO 
75 

110 ON A SOTO 2~1u, ·.so0,4•)0,5(1<:•,b•) 
0 

2<:10 REM '******•*"'****'**•*** 
201 REM * RECALL SUBROUTINE l 

202 REM **********'*******'** 210 POl<E - 15972,0 
215 HOME l VTAB 51 HTAB 14 
21b PRINT "RECALi. COMPLETE'" 
219 FDR t ~ l. 1D l(•(>(>i NEXl 1 
22<• HOME 1 GOTO 60 
J.(•0 REM uun.•••n••••·UUt 
301 REM t STORE SU8ROUTINE * 
">02 REM *'*''*'"*'*"**"'**"* 3H• POJ..E -· 11!.224,') 
315 HOME 1 llTAl:I 51 HlAB 14i PRINT 

"STORE COMPLETE" 
3;;Xt FOR I ; 1 TO ! •:.C>,)1 NE.< T I 
3-25 HOME o GOTO b•.> 

400 REM '*'*****"'**UU**** 
40 1 REM t READ SUBROUTl NE ' 
402 REM UUUUUUUtUU 
422 HOME 
423 VTAE;o 51 HTA8 121 PRINT "RESU 

L TS FROM RAM" 1 PR lNT 1 PR INT 

425 FOR I "' t TO 64 
43~1 PRINT CHR• < PEn l - 14336 

+ I>)' 
435 NEXT I 
440 FOR I • 1 TO 50001 NEXT I 

. 445 HOME 1 GOTO 60 
50<• REM uu:uunununu 
501 REM * WRITE SUBROU'l"INE * 
502 REH '*'*'"**'***'*''**' 505 HOME 1 VTAB Sa HTAB 61 PRINT 

"f'flESELECTED MESSAGES < 1-51" 
1 PRINT 1 PRINT 

51'!5 PRINT J PRINT 1 HTA8 41 PRINT 
"ENTER MESSAGE FROM KEV90AFID 

(b)" 

520 PRINT J PRINT 1 HTAB 111 INPUT 
"SELECT ONE U-6> ?<." t A 

525 ON A GOTO 531, 532, 533, 534, 53 
5,540 

531 Q• • A•• GOTO 548 
532 Q• • B• 1 GOTO 548 
533 Q• • .C$1 GOTO 548 
534 Q. • F• 1 G(ITO 548 
5:S5 O• • G•1 GOTO 548 
540 PRINT 1 PRINT 1 HTAB 51 PRINT 

"INPUT MESSAGE-"4CHARACTER8 
1'1AlC"1 INPUT Qt 

54:5 U• • o• + " 

S49 Hot£ 1 VTAB 51 HTAB 1'21 PRINT 
"WRITTEN INTjl RA1'1"1 PRINT 1 PRINT 

550 a• • I.EFT• <O•,b4l 
57<) FOR I • 1 TO 64 
575 Zt • MIDt <Iii•. I, 1l1 Z '"' ASC 

!Z•l 
580 POKE - 14336 + 1, 2 
582' PRINT Z•I 
585 NEXT 1 
5'10 FOR I ~ I TO 50001 NElCT I 
5q5 HOME : GOTO 60 
600 END 

Table 1) An APPLE SOFT BASIC program for demonstrating the four 
operations of NOVRAMs. 



Protection Against 
Inadvertent Store 

The circuit described in the previous section 
assumes that the system is powered up and down in an 
orderly manner. This would mean that the microproces
sor would never generate addresses unless they were 
part of the program. Unfortunately real systems do not 
operate in this ideal manner. Although the circuit 
described above has not produced a fault during exten
sive testing, the possibility exists that the hex address
es $COAO-$COAF could come up du ring power up, or 
during a brown out when the supply dropped below the 
operating specification, or during a power failure. 

Several methods can be used to Insure that the 
NOVRAM does not react to errors produced by the 
system when it is out of its operating specification. Set
ting the RECALL pin LOW to block a STORE operation 
is the easiest. Holding the STORE pin between VIH MIN 
and the falling power supply is another. 

Most microprocessors are not totally under control 
for the first few cycles after power up. Their early 
addresses depend on what is in the registers after the 
System Reset pulse terminates. There is a possibility 
that these registers can cause one of the early ad
dresses to be the same selected for a STORE oper
ation. In this case the circuit shown in Figure 8 could 
cause the EEPROM to be written with false data during 
the power up operation. Figure 8 allows the STORE 
operation to be initiated if any of 16 addresses is 
selected for either a read or a write. 

Although microprocessors can put out uncontrolled 
addresses they do not put out uncontrolled write com
mands. By AN Ding the System Write line with the 
System STORE command, the NOVRAM would recog
nize a STORE operation only on a machlne write cycle. 

A potential danger in the use of the above schemes 
is the fact that three state TIL gates are not under total 
control while the power supply is coming up. This could 
produce glitches on the STORE pin even though no 
Write command was received at the input of the gate. 
A more positive way to insure that the STORE pin 
follows the power supply as the voltage increases is to 
use an open collector NAN D gate with one of the in
puts provided by a signal that determines power supply 
status (Circuitry for power supply status will be covered 
later in this application note). If one input of an open 
collector NANO gate is held LOW the output transistor 
is turned OFF since it can not receive base current. 
Pulling the output of this gate to the power supply of the 
NOVRAM through a pullup resistor will then insure that 
the output follows the power supply with no glitches. 

Carrying the use of a power supply status signal one 
step further. would be to use it to hold the RECALL pin 
LOW in addition to holding the STORE pin HIGH. A dir-
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ect connection of this status signal to the RECALL pin 
is all that is necessary as shown in Figure 9. This circuit 
has a more positive control of the NOVRAM since it 
takes two actions to prevent an inadvertent STORE· 
operation. 

Sys1emSIORt ------

Figure 9) A power supply status line held LOW can insure that both the 
RECALL pm is held LOW and the STORE pin is held HIGH. 

An example of a basic circuit to monitor the power 
supply status is shown in Figure 10. The output of this 
two-stage circuit is held LOW whenever the power sup
ply is below 4.5 Volts. This same technique can be used 
with a Zener diode and an operational amplifier. The 
designer is cautioned to consider temperature effects. 

Figure 10) The Zener power supply detector is used in comb1nat1on with 
the open collector on the STORE pin to provide protect/On against an 
inadvertent STORE operation during power up and power down 

Another method of power supply status is to assume 
that the only power supply fault which requires insuring 
that wrong data is not stored is the loss of the AC line 
voltage. Many commercially available AC line fault 
monitors are on the market. Two of these line fault 
monitors are the MID 400 Power Line Monitor from 
General Instrument and the SG1547 from Silicon 
General. Additionally, many commercially available 
power supplies have a power fail signal either as a 
standard feature or as an option. 

The circuit shown in Figure 11 shows another type of 
power supply status detector. This circuit is a low cost 
solution but it should be used only to take the RECALL 



pin LOW because it does not provide adequate drive 
for a TIL gate. 

... , >----------l 

Figure 11) Another form of power supply status detector to drive the 
RECALL pin LOW when the supply drops below 4.5Volts. 

Some other schemes to protect against inadvertent 
STORE operations are the use of jumpers, cables 
and/or switches. The STORE signal is transmitted 
through the jumper or switch which is normally open 
unless it is desired to change the data in the EEPROM. 
During normal operation the only component attached 
to the STORE pin is a resistor to the power supply. 

A more comprehensive discussion of power supply 
status circuitry can be found in XICOR's Ap Note #102. 
This note covers those requirements that STORE data 
at power failure. 

Applications 
Most microprocessor systems have need for some 

form of nonvolatile memory to store important data 
such as: 

1) Calibration constants 
2) Set-up configuration information 
3) User system ID 
4) Changeable programs/firmware 
5) System status 
6) Accounting information 
7) Error conditions 

Th~ types of equipment that are today being designed 
to include NOVRAMs vary through the complete line of 
electronic equipment. Some of these systems are: 

1) Computer peripherals/terminals etc. 
2) Automatic tellers/transaction terminals 
3) Point-of-sale terminals 
4) Smart scales 
5) Vending machines and games (i.e. arcade 

games, slot machines) 
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6) Meters (i.e. utilities, taxi, gas pumps) 
7) Process control 
8) Robots 
9) Instruments (musical, medical, test, avionics) 

10) Communications 
11) Transducers/load cells 
12) Automotive: odometers, engine control 
13) Office equipment: copiers, word processors 
14) Military products 

Some of the competitive products being replaced by 
NOVRAMs in systems are: 

1) DIP switches 
2) Thumbwheel switches 
3) CMOS with batteries 
4) EAROM 
5) EEPROM 
6) Potentiometers 

One should let his imagination soar when thinking 
applications for these unique NOVRAMs. XICOR is 
always interested in application ideas that represent 
both normal and off-beat uses of these NOVRAMs. Any 
ideas sent to XICOR will be greatly appreciated. 
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Introduction 
Many systems require that some data be saved at 

the time of a power failure. This can be a wide variety 
of data such as accounting information, system status, 
program counter or register contents, or security infor
mation. The XICOR NOVRAM family is ideal for appli
cations of this type as a NOVRAM* memory can save 
the entire contents of its RAM into an on-chip EEPROM 
in only 10ms and with a single 5V power supply. 

This appllcation note addresses several methods of 
detecting a power failure and insuring that the regu
lated + 5 Volts supply remains within specification for 
at least the 10ms required to complete the STORE 
operation. Various schemes of detecting the absence 
of ac and the decline of unregulated de are discussed. 
The use of either hardware or software control is also 
covered. Since each system and power supply has 
individual requirements, it wil! be up to the system 
designer to select the circuit approach best suited to 
the application. None of the circuits shown are neces
sarily better in all cases and indeed the ideal circuit for 
a particular situation may not even be shown. 

Store Requirements 
The requirements to save data in the NOVRAM 

memory are very straightforward. It is only required 
that a low level TIL pulse, 100ns or greater duration, 
be applied to the STORE pin and the power supply 
remain above 4.5 Volts for 10ms after the beginning of 
the STORE pulse. Figure 1 shows the relationship 
between the STORE pulse and the + 5 Volt power sup
ply. Once the STORE operation has started it can not 
be terminated unless the supply drops below + 4.5V 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ssv 
5V SUPPLY--------------_-_-_-_-~,:,_-··_-·_-1' <5V 

STORE PULSE LJ 

Figure 1) The + 5 Volt power supply must remain above + 4.5 Volts for 
10ms after the STORE pulse starts. 

During the STORE operation, the NOVRAM memory 
is not on the bus allowing the microprocessor to com
plete other tasks that may be required by the system 
for an orderly shutdown. The STORE operation is 
determined by the falling edge of the STORE pulse. If 
the STORE pin is held LOW, another STORE cycle will 
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not be started. The STORE pin must be brought HIGH 
before another STORE operation can occur. 

Since the regulated + 5 Volt power supply must 
remain above + 4.5 Volts for 10ms, some other point 
must be monitored for power failure. The detection of 
regulated de dropping is already too late to provide an 
assured 10ms of at least + 4.5 Volts. Two possible 
points to monitor for an early indication of declining 
power are the ac to the power supply and/or the raw 
or unregulated de to the regulator itself. 

Detecting the absence of ac can be pedormed 
either before or after the transformer. If it is done in 
front of the transformer, it is necessary that the signal 
be electrically decoupled from the de portions of the 
system. This can be accomplished by using optoelec
tronic components which transmit light signals 
between two points with differing electrical references. 

If detection is accomplished after the transformer. it 
needs to be isolated from the heavily filtered unregu
lated de of the main power supply as the response 
time there is very slow This is done by using either a 
separate transformer tap or two extra diodes to isolate 
the signal from the bridge. Figure 2 shows the relation
ship necessary between the ac, the + 5 Volt supply 
and the STORE pulse. 

l>.C 

•OVSUPPLY ~ ~ ~ ~D:CA~ ~ti~ ~ ~ -'°'"' - ~ : :: 
STORE PULSE LJ 

Figure 2) Missing ac must trigger a STORE oulse at least 10ms prior to 
the regulated de droppmg below specification. 

The other technique for early detection of failing 
power is to sense the unregulated or raw de in front of 
the regulator. The regulator has a range of input volt
age for which it will maintain the output within fixed 
limits. If a trip point is set up below the normal input 
voltage, a STORE signal can be sent to the NOVRAM 
memory with enough time to insure that the + 5 Volts 
stays within specification for at least 10ms as shown in 
Figure 3. 

"NOVRAM 1s X1cor ·s 11011volalilE' stal1c RAM ·device 



RAW DC 

5.SV 

5V SUPPLY --------------_ -~ 
4

.SV 

1- - -10ms- ----1 
STORE PULSE LJ 

F19u1e 3; Falling de ;s detected to trigger a STORE pulse at least 10ms 
betore the + 5 Volt supply drops below 4 5 Volts 

AC Power Failure Detect 
Circuits 

It is possible to detect the loss of ac power with 
some very simple circuits. Four differing approaches 
are discussed 1n this section. These include a simple 
transistor zero crossing detector, two optoelectronic 
detectors and a CMOS Schmitt trigger method. 

The circuit shown in Figure 4 is a low cost tech
nique for detecting the loss of ac. It uses two diodes to 
isolate the circuit from the filter capacitor in front of 
the regulator. The resistor R2 is selected to limit the 
base current of 01 and is dependent on the value of 
the ac signal. 

:J~ '---+----

VOLTAGE 
REGULATOR 

Frc;ure .i) A c1rcU1t to detect the absence of ac 

SV SUPPLY 

TO INTERRUPT 

When the full wave rectified ac drops toward zero. 
the transistor 01 loses base current and the output 
goes HIGH. If the capacitor is not used. the circuit pro
duces a short HIGH pulse every 8.3ms. This signal is 
then used to interupt the microprocessor Since the ac 
has probably not been lost, the microprocessor starts 
a subroutine to determine if this is a true power loss 
event. This subroutine produces a short delay (2ms) 
and looks at the detector again. If the output of the 
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detector is still HIGH the power loss is real and the 
microprocessor issues to the NOVRAM memory a 
STORE pulse. The waveform produced by the circuit 
without the capacitor is shown in Figure 5. 

® 

DELAY 

WITHOUT CAPACITOR 

Figure 5) Waveforms ;n the c1rcwt of Figure 4 without the capacitor The 
microprocessor is mterupted every 8 3ms and must checl< 2ms 1a1e.' 

determine If the power loss is real 

The disadvantage of using an interupt every half 
cycle is that the available processing time is reduced 
by nearly 25%. In many applications this is undesir
able. A capacitor in the circuit of Figure 4 eliminates 
the pulses every half cycle. The value of that capacitor 
depends on many factors. Among these are the 
holdup time of the power supply, the desired delay of 
missing ac before triggering STORE and the values of 
R1 and R2. Figure 6 shows the signals under these 
conditions. In the lab circuit the values were R1 = 33K 
Ohms, R2=10K Ohms, C1 = .1 microfarad and a full 
wave rectified ac of 20 volts peak. This combination 
produced a delay of 2ms from the time that a halt 
cycle was missing. 

® 

DELAY 

WITH CAPACITOR 

Figure 6J A ccipac!lor ;n the c1rcwt of Figure ~ fills in the 1 a!:e·, ,' rne 
tied ac to produce a pulse only when ac disappears. 

Care should be taken to insure that the time rise of 
the output of any detector circuit is fast enough for the 
microprocessor. Extra logic gates can be used to 
improve the time rise. 



An approach that allows direct connection to the ac 
power line is shown in Figure 7. In this circuit the ac 
line is connected through a resistor to two optoelec
tronic isolators connected with their diodes back to 
back. 

R1 

AC 

·SV 

R2 

TO _____ ,____ __ INTERRUPT 

2 x 4N25 

Frgure 7) Two optoelectronic isolators are connected with their diodes 
back to back to provide an interupt signal. 

This circuit produces a positive pulse each time that 
ac line has a zero crossing as shown in Figure 8. 

AC 

INTERRUPT 
SIGNAL 

Figure 8) The circuit of Figure 7 produces positive pulses every 8.3ms 
until ac power failure and then remains HIGH until the de decays. 

This circuit is similar to the one in Figure 4 in that it 
produces an interupt every 8.3 ms. This ties up the 
microprocessor during the delay time when the output 
of the detector must be resampled. In addition to the 
method of adding a capacitor to the circuit in Figure 4, 
a missing pulse detector similar to that shown in Fig
ure 9 can be used . 

...----+--------------1 . sv 
R1 

8 4 c 

555 

R2 
TO INTERRUPT 

Figure 9) A 555 timer connected as a missing pulse detector. 
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Another circuit for connecting directly to the ac 
power line is shown in Figure 10. This circuit uses the 
MID400 from General Instruments. It requires only two 
resistors to provide a clean interupt signal. 

R1 
____ __,,___<J ·SV 

R2 

MID 400 

Figure 10) The M10400 requires only two resistors to connect directly ro 
the ac power line. 

The waveforms are shown in Figure 11. The turn on 
and turn off delays can be adjusted with a capacitor. 
(see the G.I. data sheet for details) 

AC 

____ ___.I 
Figure 11) Waveforms tor the M10400 

The last ac detect circuit to be discussed uses a 
CMOS Schmitt Trigger as both a full wave ac low volt
age detector and a missing pulse detector. This circuit 
is shown in Figure 12. 

VOLTAGE 
REGULATOR 

Figure 12) Two CMOS Schmitt Triggers are used to detect the absence 
of ac. 

Care should be taken to insure that the input voltage 
of the CMOS Schmitt Triggers does not exceed the 5 
Volt power supply If this occurs, the possibility of latch
up exists which can be destructive to the CMOS cir-



cuits. A resistor in series between the bridge and R1 
will limit the input voltage. 

The ac input voltage should be as high as possible 
to provide narrow pulsewidths out of the first gate. The 
values of R3 and C1 determine the delay from the out
put. The waveforms can be seen in Figure 13. 

AC 

® 

-I I-DELAY 
~~~~~~~~~~~------

@ 

Figure 13) The delay established by R3 and C1 must be longer than the 
pulsew1dth out of the first gate. 

DC Power Failure Detect 
Circuits 

Detecting the decline of the raw de does not involve 
missing pulses or capacitor delays. The first circuit 
shown in Figure 14 uses a Zener diode to set a trigger 
point. This trigger point should be as high as possible 
without being high enough for the normal range of 
unregulated de to trip it. The value of the diode should 
be selected to be equal to the trip point desired minus 
.7 volts for the base-emitter drop. 

R3 

--- TO INTERRUPT 

Figure 14) A Zener diode in series with a base-emitter diode establishes 
the top pornt of this de detector 

A PNP transistor can be used as shown in Figure 
15. In this circuit the value of the Zener diode is the 
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desired trip point minus 5 Volts plus .7 Volts for the 
base-emitter drop. 

--- TO INTERRUPT 

R2 

Figure 15) A dropping unregulated de turns on the PNP transistor 

Care should be used with these last two circuits to 
insure that all tolerances and temperature coefficients 
have been considered. 

The last circuit that will be discussed in this applica
tion note uses an operational amplifier and a Zener 
diode with some resistors as shown in Figure 16. The 
circuit trips when the raw de drops the junction of R1 
and R2 to the value of the Zener diode. This circuit can 
provide either a positive or negative interupt signal 
depending on the connection of the two amplifier 
inputs. 

Al 

R3 

R2 

Figure 16) R1 and R2 with the Zener diode determine the top point 
of this circuit 



Notes On Filter Capacitors 
The value of the filter capacitor on the unregulated 

de to ground should be high enough to ensure that the 
regulator remains in regulation for at least 10ms after 
the STORE pulse has been sent. This is dependent on 
the value of the trip point, the lowest input voltage to 
the regulator and the load. For an example consider a 
system with a 300mA load, a 15 Volt trip point and a 7 
Volt lowest regulation voltage. Using the I = CdV/dT 
equation we have: C = 300 x (10/8) x 10- G = 
375microfarads. 

Notes On Software 
When using a microprocessor interupt to issue the 

STORE command, the program should branch to a 
STORE subroutine. This subroutine contains a short 
delay followed by a test of the power supply detector 
to insure that the power failure is valid. This can be 
seen in Figure 17. 

POWER FAIL 

MAIN 
PROGRAM 

8 

DELAY 

NOW GOOD 

f:1gure 1 7 Trie program oranches to a STORE subroutine wheri a power 
failure 1s detected 

Note: The exact values of components in the preceding 
drawings depend on system conditions such as secondary 
AC voltage and power supply hold-up time. 

Some lab values for the drawings to use as starting points 
are as follows: 
Figure Z R, = 12k0, R2 = 2k0, AC= 120V 
Figure 9. R1 = 5k0, R2 = 3.3k0, C = 1µF, Time delay= 2msec 
Figure 10. R1 = 22k0, R2 = 2k0, AC= 120V 
Figure 12. R1 = 20k0, R2 = 20k0, R3 =10k0, C, = .2µF, 
Rectified AC= 20V, Time Delay= 2msec 
Figure 14. Zener= 10V, R, = 1k0, R2 = 2k0, R3 = 2k0. 
Trip Point= 10.?V 
Figure 15. Zener= 10V, R1 = 2k0, R2 = 2k0, Trip Point= 14.3V 
Figure 16. Zener= 3.3V, R1 = 20k0, R2 = 6k0, R3 = 2k0, 
Trip Point= 14.3V 
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Introduction 
The desire to replace mechanical components in 

electronic systems for purposes of increased reliability, 
lower costs and ease of maintainability has spread to 
DIP switches and trimming potentiometers or trim
mers. The component that makes this replacement 
possible is the NOVRAM memory from Xicor. The 
NOVRAM memory is a device that has two memories 
in parallel, a standard static RAM and a nonvolatile 
electrically erasable programmable read only memory 
(EEPROM). The EEPROM portion of the NOVRAM 
memory holds data that is equivalent to the settings of 
the now obsolete DIP switches and trimmers. 

What Is A NOVRAM 
Memory? 

A NOVRAM memory, as stated previously, is two 
memories in a single unit. The standard static RAM 
has a nonvolatile EEPROM cell associated with each 
RAM cell. Figure 1 shows a block diagram of a typical 
NOVRAM memory 

A 

ROW ROWS SELECT 

• 
A 

STORE CONTROL::: 

RECALL 
LOGIC 

110 

INPUT 
DATA 

CONTROL 

110 

Figure 1) NOVRAM memory block diagram. 
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There are two additional pins on a NOVRAM 
memory device that do not appear on an ordinary 
static RAM. These two pins are called STORE and 

RECALL. The STORE pin is used to transfer the entire 
contents of the RAM to the EEPROM as a single block. 
This operation is performed in parallel. The RECALL 
pin is used to transfer the entire contents of the 
EEPROM back to the RAM. At the end of either opera
tion, the contents of the two memories are identical. 

Access to the EEPROM data is through the RAM 
portion. To alter the contents of the EEPROM, the data 
must first be written into the RAM and then transferred 
to the EEPROM with a Store operation. To use the 
contents of the EEPROM in the system, perform a 
Recall operation and then the contents of the RAM 
may be read. Once data is stored in the EE PROM, the 
RAM can be used as an entirely separate and indepen
dent memory Some users put configuration data into 
the EEPROM and then use the RAM as a separate 
scratchpad. 

Besides these operational features, the NOVRAM 
memory has some unique electrical features. These 
devices are the world's easiest-to-use nonvolatile 
components in that they operate with only a single 5-
volt power supply, simple TIL level pulses and short 
pulse widths ( < 450 ns). Even for operations such as 
the Store operation, which takes 10 ms to complete, it 
only requires a low level TIL pulse of 100 ns or greater 
to initiate. During the remaining time, the NOVRAM 
memory is not on the bus, which frees the microproc
essor and the bus for other tasks. Complete detai Is of 
the operation of NOVRAM memories can be found in 
the individual data sheets and application note AN101 

Replacing DIP Switches 
With NOVRAM Memories 

DIP switches and thumbwheel switches have been 
used in systems to provide alterable, nonvolatile data. 
Some uses of this data are to set up configuration 
parameters and to provide calibration constants. The 
apparent low cost of these components is one of their 
attractive features. The drawback is that costs of these 
components do not end with installation. 

The biggest cost of these mechanical, nonvolatile 
components is in post-installation service. A simple 
change of a DIP switch setting can require a techni
cian to visit the equipment, disassemble the unit, throw 
the switch and reassemble the equipment. This could 
easily run the total use costs to well over 10 times the 
installed cost. A solution to the problems presented by 
DIP switches is to use a NOVRAM memory to hold 
valuable configuration or calibration data. In addition to 
a lower-cost, easier, and more secure method of 
changing data, NOVRAM memories cost less at the 
installed level. 
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The disadvantages of using DIP switches in modern 
electronic systems accumulate through each step of 
the manufacturing process. The first stage of 
NOVRAM memory advantages starts right at system 
concept and design. Since the density of NOVRAM 
memories is significantly greater (up to 1024 switches 
in a single low-cost DIP package), more functional 
options can be added to enhance the total value of the 
system. Features such as electronic unit type signa
ture can be added for a small software cost, with no 
extra components. No special access needs to be 
provided to change the NOVRAM memory, as aJJ 
changes ca:--i be made from a keyboard or over phone 
lines. This can not be said for DIP switches, which 
require disassembly or special doors or hatches to 
provide access. 

At incoming inspection it is difficult to completely 
test a package of DIP switches for all possible combi
nations, or even as individual switches. The NOVRAM 
memory, on the other hand is tested by automatic test 
equipment both quickly and thoroughly The NOVRAM 
memories are 100 % tested by Xicor and can be 
further tested at whatever levels the user desires, 
including the quick testing of all the options that were 
designed into the equipment. In the case of the DIP 
switch, this would require manually setting each 
option, rather than have the final system test equip
ment take care of the task. 

The assembly operation is made more difficult when 
trying to wave solder or clean a board containing DIP 
switches. These operations can cause contamination 
in the degreasing step. This is true, even on the 
components that have tape or other cover for protec
tion, as these are extra items to handle or become 
lost. Again, the NOVRAM memory exhibits none of 
these problems in that they are in sealed packages like 
the rest of the semiconductor components that make 
up the bulk of the system. 

Once the system is in the field, the advantages of 
the NOVRAM memory are further enhanced. The 
basic reliability improvement of semiconductors over 
mechanical components is well known. Equipment 
warranties can be enforced since there is no need for 
a customer to open the equipment. The greatest 
advantage of all comes in service. No longer is it 
necessary for a technician to travel to the users site to 
change the setting on D!P switches as this can be 
accomplished over a phone hookup. 

In addition to all of the above cost savings and 
system benefits in using NOVRAM memories, the 
basic component cost is also very low Figure 2 shows 
a typical interface for DIP switches in a microproces
sor system. Each package of 8 switches requires a 
decoder port and 8 diodes to provide isolation from 
other switches. 
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Figure 2) Typical DIP switch interface for multiple packages. 

An octal buffer and 8 pull up resistors are required 
for any quantity of switch packages in a given system. 
Matrix schemes could be applied to reduce the 
decoder ports at the cost of more buffers but, by then, 
the costs will be much greater than those of using 
NOVRAM memories. 

The assembly costs include incoming inspection, 
handling, inventory, board real estate, and final inspec
tion. These costs are variable depending on volume 
and other factors. 

The interface of a NOVRAM memory to a micropro
cessor is shown in Figure 3. 

Figure 3) The typical NOVRAM memory interface requires only 3 decoder 
ports for any number of switches up to 1024. 

This setup requires 3 decoder ports for any number 
of switches up to 1024 and then starts adding a single 
port for each additional package of 256 or 1024 
switches. 

The plot in Figure 4 shows that system costs using 
NOVRAM memories remain constant as the equivalent 
packages of DIP switches required are increased. 
These costs include the costs of all associated compo
nents, assembly and testing. 
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Figure 4) Relative costs of using NOV RAM memories as opposed to DIP 
switches as a function of packages of 8 switches required 



The plot shows that whenever the required number 
of DIP switch packages of 8 switches exceeds 1, the 
NOVRAM approach is lower in cost at the systems 
level. 

The cost of using DIP switches rises constantly as 
the number of required packages increases. An actual 
cost crossover occurs between 1 and 2 packages of 8 
switches. Designers can derive their actual costs by 
calculating the two approaches based on the costs at 
their firm. These costs should include, in addition to 
the component costs, all costs associated with incom
ing inspection, warehousing, assembly and system 
tests. One will find that the crossover between 1 and 2 
packages of 8 switches is consistent and favors the 
NOVRAM memory approach. 

Where And Why Trimmers 
Are Used 

The trimming potentiometer or trimmer is a 3-
terminal device that can be connected in many differ
ent configurations. The purpose of the trimmer in the 
analog circuit is to make a fine adjustment of a current 
or a voltage. This current or voltage is then used in 
analog circuits to compensate for component varia
tions 1n frequency, gain, offset, voltage or current. 

Like the DIP switch, the trimmer appears quite inex
pensive when one considers only the purchased price. 
In actuality it can be one of the most expensive 
components on the card when the costs of field cali
bration are taken into consideration. It takes only one 
service call (cons\dered by some to cost approximately 
$200) due to a changed setting caused by vibration, 
humidity or even well-intentioned user tampering, to 
run the cost of using the trimmer to high levels. In 
addition, the trimmer requires equipment disassembly 
and the skilled use of a screwdriver. This skill adds to 
the cost of owning the equipment. 

Taking an 'all costs considered' approach is one 
way manufacturers are reducing the cost of equip
ment ownership as a function of performance. 
Although the end customer wants equipment that is 
low in purchase price and service costs while deliver
ing a high level of performance, they will purchase a 
more expensive piece of equipment if they believe that 
the service costs and possible downtime will be 
reduced. 

The functions of the trimmer can be duplicated quite 
well by a NOVRAM memory combined with a Digital
to-Analog Converter (DAC). A DAC is a device that 
delivers a voltage at the output that is a function of a 
digital signal at the input. In a microprocessor system, 
this is a variable voltage source that is under the 

control of the program. While the DAC cannot exactly 
duplicate the 3 terminals of the trimmer. the circuit can 
be modified to provide equivalent results. 

The NOVRAM memory provides settings for the 
DAC that are free from problems of humidity and vibra
tion, as well as holding onto those settings during 
times of no power. Once the NOVRAM memory/DAC 
combination is in the circuit, the calibration can be 
made automatic by closing the loop since all mechani
cal adjustments are eliminated. A self-calibrating 
system can eliminate all expensive service calls for 
recalibration. 

Duplicating The Function 
Of The Trimmer 

This section will demonstrate a few simple concepts 
for using a NOVRAM memory and a DAC in combina
tion to modify important circuit parameters. As previ
ously mentioned, a trimmer adjusts small variations of 
frequency, gain, offset, voltage or current. By properly 
interfacing the output voltage of a DAC in the analog 
circuit, these functions can be easily duplicated. 

The first example shown will demonstrate how to 
effect a small adjustment in voltage that can be used 
as a reference or for some other need. Figure 5 shows 
an operational amplifier connected to provide a small 
amount of trim to the output. The 9.9k and 100 ohm 
resistors provide a division by 100 of the DAC output. 

1KO 

Va"' -V, + DAC ~~TAGE 

OV TO +10V 

Figure 5) The OAC output provides up to 100 m1//1volts of tnrn f.rir :rce 
operational amplifier output voltage. 

If the DAC can be adjusted from 0 to 10 volts. this 
voltage divider provides an offset of up to 100 millivolts. 
The operational amplifier offset adds this amount to 
the output, providing up to 100 millivolts of reference 
voltage trim. 

The next example will show how to provide a small 
offset for a fixed gain amplifier. Figure 6 shows U1e 
operational amplifier connected as an inverting ampli
fier with a gain of 10. 
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Figure 6! The OAC output provides an offset of 0.5 volt for a fixed gain 
ar"'l(Jidier 

The fixed gain is established by the 1K and 10K 
resistors. As the DAC output is varied from 0 through 
10 volts, this voltage, combined with the - 5 volts, 
reduces the amplifier output by 1 /10 of the difference. 
This gives a fixed offset of up to 0.5 volt in either 
direction. 

The third example will show a different use of a DAC 
to change the operational amplifier gain. This example 
uses a CMOS DAC with the ladder network in the 
amplifier feedback loop. 

A short course in CMOS DACs is in order at this 
time. Figure 7 shows a simple 3-switch CMOS DAC. 
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F1r;.JUre 7) A simplified 3·switch CMOS DAC 

Vo = O VOLTS TO + 7 VOLTS 
IN STEPS OF 1 VOLT 

The outputs of a CMOS DAC are in the form of current. 
The sum of the two output currents is always a 
constant. In the case of Figure 7, this sum is % x 
VREF/R. Both current outputs must look into a ground 
potential. In Figure 7 the lour1 pin is tied to the 
summing junction of an operational amplifier while the 
lour2 pin is tied to system ground. The internally 
provided feedback resistor should be used with an 
amplifier since its temperature coefficient is identical to 
the other resistors on the DAC chip. The DAC switches 
are operated by standard 5 volt logic levels. The 
amplifier output in Figure 7 will vary from 0 to 7 volts in 
1 volt increments depending on the setting of switches 
SO, S1 and S2. These switches in the 'up' position add 
1. 2 and 4 volts, respectively, to the amplifier output. In 
the positions shown, the amplifier output is 7 volts. 

Figure 8 shows the CMOS DAC of Figure 7 in a 
slightly different configuration. 
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Figure 8) A CMOS DAC used in the amplifier feedback loop to adjust the 
amplifier gain. 

The ladder network provides the feedback to the 
amplifier while the internal feedback resistor is used as 
the input resistor. If one goes through the equations, 
the result for Figure 8 is VO= VI x 81 x , where x is 
the digital code for the switch settings from 1 to 7. The 
circuit gain runs from a low of 8 17 for the switches in 
the indicated position, to a gain of 8 when SO is high 
and the other switches are low Table 1 shows a listing 
of the gains obtainable. 

- -· -

82 S1 so GAIN 

L L H 8 
L H L 4 
L H H 22/3 
H L L 2 
H L H P/5 
H H L 1 1/3 

H H H 11/7 

Table 1) Gains of the circuit m Figure 5 as a function of the switch 
settings. 

Analog Circuit Examples 
This section will present some actual circuit exam

ples for using a NOVRAM memory combined with a 
DAC. The circuits that appear in this section have been 
built and tested. The concepts presented may be 
useful to stimulate ideas which will help to solve the 
reader's system problems and may even be of immedi
ate use. Figure 9 shows how the NOVRAM memory/ 
DAC combination provides a voltage or a current for 
the application. 

DAC Reference 
(Input Voltage) 

Figure 9) A NOVRAM memory DAC combination provides a voltage or a 
current to correct analog circuits 



It is, of course, possible for a single NOVRAM memory 
to provide the address setting for multiple DACs. The 
DAC size used is selected for the user's application, 
depending on the accuracy and resolution required. 
There are even multiple DACs available in a single 
package such as the SAB 3013 from Philips for more 
cost sensitive applications. 

Tuneable Crystal Oscillator 
The first application example of a NOVRAM memory 

used in combination with a DAC is that of a quartz 
crystal oscillator. These circuits find application in 
many areas, including aviation and nautical navigation, 
as well as time measuring due to high stability. The 
oscillator is normally trimmed with a small padding 
capacitor in shunt or series with the crystal. This trim 
is used to 'pull' the resonance point of the crystal by a 
few parts per million (PPM) to set the operating 
frequency of the circuit. The capacitor may have to be 
adjusted in the field to retrim for the aging effects of 
the crystal and its associated circuitry. 

The circuit in Figure 10 uses a NOVRAM memory/ 
DAC combination to provide the trim voltage for a 
varactor. 

MV-209 
(MOTOROLA) 
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Figure 10) Tuneable crystal oscillator 
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A varactor is a diode whose capacitance is a function 
of the applied voltage. This varactor in series with the 
crystal provides the actual trim function. The fixed 
operating point for the varactor is supplied through the 
100K resistor. Variable bias for the diode is supplied by 
the DAC through the 470K resistor. Figure 11 shows 
that a 50 PPM frequency trim range is achievable with 
the 12-bit DAC used. 

3690. 

3280. 

2870. 

2460. 

2050. 

1640. 

1230. 

820. 

410. 

- 6 - 12 - 18 - 23 - 30 - 36 - 42 - 48 - 54 - 60 

NEGATIVE FREQUENCY SHIFT IN PPM 

Figure 11) Tuning range of tne tuneable crystal oscillator of Frgure 10 

The frequency shift is down so it is recommended to 
specify the crystal approximately 25 PPM higher than 
the desired frequency. Initial trimming and re-trimming 
is easily accomplished by changing the DAC address 
settings as stored in the NOVRAM memory. 

Software Programmable 
Voltage Reference 

Many systems (such as DVMs, test equipment. data 
acquisition systems and most forms of measurement 
and control apparatus) require a voltage reference that 
places a limit on total system performance. Figure 12 
shows how a NOVRAM memory/DAC combination can 
provide a means of adjusting the ouput of a precision 
10 volt reference. 

-15V 

+15

0
V 

LM399A: 

L -
- 15V -:-

1 + 

SELECT AT ASSEMBLY 
--'\/\;"Vi---4 TYPICAL VALUE 

142.37K "= .01°.,, 

• = 10.0 FILM TYPES 
·•=VISHAY. INC. TYPE 5102 
+ =POLYSTYRENE CAPACITOR 

Figure 12) Software programmable voltage reference. 
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An LM399A 6.95 volt reference is used in a bootstrap 
configuration to supply bias to the LF412 amplifier 
which in turn drives the LM399A. The 1 OOK resistor 
insures start-up. The reference supplies bias to the 
LM11 amplifier, which supplies the circuit's output. 

The NOVRAM memory/DAC-1000 combination 
supplies an offset voltage for the LM11 of 1 millivolt full 
scale in 1 microvolt increments. The 0.1 µF capacitor 
insures dynamic stability and low noise at the LM11 
output. To calibrate the output to within 1 microvolt, 
one sets the DAC to half' scale and selects the feed
back resistor of the LM11 until the output is within a 
few hundred microvolts of the desired value. Then the 
RAM portion of the NOVRAM memory is exercised, 
providing new inputs for the DAC until the desired 
value is achieved. This setting is then stored in the 
EEPROM portion of the NOVRAM memory. If a wider 
trim range is desired, the 1 megohm resistor can be 
reduced, but this degrades the setpoint resolution 
appropriately. 

Self-Calibrating, 
Interchangeable Probe 
Thermometer 

A standard industrial temperature sensor with high 
linearity and long term stability is obtained using plati
num resistance temperature detectors (RTDs). The 
RTD is specified in terms of its resistance at 0° centi
grade (as this is a function of the manufacturing proc
ess), while the gain slope is relatively constant from 
unit to unit. A constant gain amplifier with an offset to 
compensate for the changing impedance at o~ centi
grade is shown in Figure 13. 

NOV RAM 
MEMORY 

LF 351 

OUTPUT 
0-5 VOLTS 
= 0-50°C 

RPLATINUM =ROSEMOUNT. INC. TYPE 118MA 
•FILM TYPES 1% TOLERANCE 

••FILM TYPES .1% TOLERANCE 

Figure 13) Se/f-ca/1bratmg interchangeable probe thermometer: 
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The NOVRAM memory/DAC combination is used to 
modify the offset voltage of the amplifier to allow full 
interchangeability of probes in the field. 

The plantinum RTD shown has a ± 3 % tolerance at 
0°C ( ± 7.5 °C) and is driven with a 1 milliampere 
constant current source by placing it in the feedback 
loop of the LF412 amplifier. The constant current is 
provided by the 10 volt reference IC. The amplifier 
output will be a linear function of the sensed tempera
ture at the RTD. The 1 µF capacitor limits noise pick
up and also insures that the RTD, a wirewound device 
with parasitic inductance, does not cause amplifier 
oscillations_ The second half of the LF412 provides a 
fixed gain to the signal. 

The 90.9K resistor provides a current to the 
summing junction of the amplifier to move beyond the 
correction for the worst case sensor. The NOVRAM 
memory/DAC pair then pull enough current from the 
summing junction to correct for the inserted RTD. 
Over a 0°C to 55°C range, this circuit is accurate to 
within ± 0.25 °C while allowing the use of probes with 
a ± 7.5°C tolerance specification. 

Automatic Scale Calibration 
The scale normally does not worry about a zero

level reading from its sensor, since it may have a wide 
variety of items on the platform such as wrapping 
paper or containers. An algorithm is usually required to 
automatically zero the scale before loading the mate
rial into the container. The transducer used in scale 
applications has a large variation in gain slope which 
must be corrected before shipping the scale or when 
changing the load cell. Figure 14 shows a circuit for 
providing these necessary corrections for the gain 
slope of the sensor. 

-15V 

NOV RAM 
MEMORY 

A-D 
CONVERTER 

VAEF INPUl 

DISPLAY 

(FULL SCALE 
REFERENCE) 
FOR THEA-D 

• = 1% Film type 

• • = T'{Pical device- National CootrolS. Inc .. 
Type 3220 Scale Platform 
Gain= 2.2 mV per volt of applied 
excitation (15V recommended) 
1:10% ZIN= 3500 

Figure 14) Automatic scale calibration. 



The transducer shown, combined with the fixed gain 
amplifier, can produce outputs of 7.424 volts to 9.075 
volts for full load depending on the transducer 
selected. To bring this result to the required value, the 
NOVRAM memory/DAC combination is used to vary 
the reference of an analog-to-digital converter. Since 
the DAC and the platform bridge are driven from the 
same supply, the measurement is ratiometric and no 
stable voltages are necessary. As the - 15 volt supply 
changes, the readout on the display will not vary. To 
calibrate a new platform, the scale \s first zeroed out 
using the internal algorithm and then a fixed known 
weight is added to the platform. Then the NOVRAM 
memory/DAG unit is exercised until the correct readout 
is obtained. This calibration can be called from the 
scale's keyboard. Security for this adjustment can be 
in a software access code which is also stored in the 
NOVRAM memory 

Gain Trimming For 
Photomultiplier Tube 

The last example handles gain variations in a slightly 
different manner. The gain of a photomultiplier tube 
varies over time, temperature and power supply for a 
given input level. The output is a current from a high 
impedance source. A circuit to trim the changing gain 
is shown in Figure 15. 

Figure 15) Gain trimming for photomultiplier tubes. 

This current is converted to a voltage by the amplifier 
on the left side of the figure. For a full scale current of 
100 µA, the output voltage of this amplifier is 12 volts. 
This voltage output is used as the reference input for a 
NOVRAM memory/8-bit DAC combination which ampli
fies the reference from 1 i2s6 through 1 depending on 
DAC setting. This gain can be varied in steps of 1 /2s6. 

The currents out of the photomultiplier tube are 
normally accurate to only 1 % once the calibration is 
complete. Some applications, however, may require 
smaller steps in resolution. If this is the case, one 
could use a 10-bit DAC. Another method of obtaining 
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fine resolution is to use an 8-bit DAC connected as 
shown in Figure 8 in place of the DAC arrangement of 
Figure 15. If the feedback resistor of the left-hand 
amplifier is changed to SOK, very fine tuning (around a 
voltage gain of 2) is possible. This gain of 2 is estab
lished when the DAC is set for midrange of the digital 
value which gives a fine tuning range. 

Conclusion 
This application note has shown how the NOVRAM 

memory can be used to replace commonly used 
mechanical components such as trimmers and DIP 
switches. This replacement improves reliability and 
reduces service costs for recalibration and resetting. 
In addition, actual equipment costs can be reduced. 

Once a single NOVRAM memory is in the system, it 
is easy to include additional features in the unused 
portions. For example, a system designer could use a 
NOVRAM memory to replace DIP switches used for 
configuration data and then place calibration data for 
DACs in the unused memory If even more unused 
space exists, storage of other desired data such as ID 
numbers or a service log would be possible. 

The possible uses of NOVRAM memories are limit
less. The designer is encouraged to build upon the 
ideas presented by this application note. 

NOVRAM is a trademark of Xicor, Inc .. for its nonvolatile RAM devices 
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Introduction 
The EEPROM has been available for several years 

and performs the very useful function of storing data 
or programs on a nonvolatile basis, while still allowing 
alteration of that information in the system. Many 
designers have wanted to use EEPROMs, but have 
been limited by the support circuitry needed by 
currently available products. With the announcement 
of The World's Easiest-To-Use EEPROM', Xicor has 
removed these limitations. This new product family 
operates with the simplicity of a standard static RAM. 

Much has been said about the ease-of-use of 
EEPROMs. Most EEPROMs are indeed very easy to 
use during the read operation but, when it comes to 
the write operation, the term 'easy-to-use' applies only 
loosely. All EEPROMs introduced prior to the Xicor 
components described in this application note require 
one or more of the following during the write operation: 
1. One or more high voltage power supplies may be 

required in addition to the + 5 volt power supply. 
2. A specially shaped high voltage pulse may be 

needed. 
3. Addresses and data may be required for the entire 

write time. 
4. It may be necessary for data stored 1n an address 

location to be preconditioned before writir)g new 
information. 

5. Additional timing components such as capacitors 
may be necessary. 

The Xicor EEPROMs require none of these for opera
tion, and exhibit the following features: 
1. Only a single + 5 volt power supply is required for 

any operation including the write operation. 
2. Only TIL level signals are required to control the 

part 
3. The write operation requires that addresses and 

data be stable for less than 200nsec to initiate the 
self controlled 10msec internal write cycle. 

4. The write operation accepts random data to be 
changed to random data with no preconditioning. 

5. An optional mode is available that allows the Xicor 
parts to plug into an existing socket for some of the 
older EEPROMs requiring shaped high voltage 
pulses. 

The Xicor EEPROM Family 
The Xicor family of EEPROMs presently consists 

ot two p1n-compat1ble members: the X2816A which 
is organized 2048 x 8 and the X2804A which is orga
nized 512 x 8. Figure 1 shows the pinouts of these 
two components. 

A, Vee A, Vee 

Ao A, A, A, 

As A, A, NC 

A, WE A, WE 

A, 5E A, 5E 

A, A,o A: NC 

A, CE A, CE 
110, Ao 110-

l/Oo uo. 1100 110, 

110, 110, 1/0, 110; 

110, 110, 110, 110, 

110, l/Oi 

Figure 1) Pinouts of the X1cor family of EEPROMs. 

Parts conform to the JEDEC standard pinouts for 
byte-wide memories. These two different chips use the 
same design rules. The smaller chip was designed in 
response to many requests for a smaller. more cost 
effective part for those applications requiring fewer 
bytes of storage. 

The X2816A and the X2804A are manufactured 
using the same proven process used in Xicor's popular 
5 volt programmable NOVRAM™ memories. The proc
ess is a reliable n-channel floating gate MOS technol
ogy using triple polysi!icon. The method of data 
storage utilizes charge trapped on a floating gate. 
similar to the popular 2716 UV-EPROM. The charge 
is added and removed from the floating gate utilizing 
Fowler-Nordheim tunneling, enhanced by textured 
polysilicon surfaces. This enhancement allows 
fabrication with thicker oxides than other EEPROMs 
which don't employ textured emission surfaces. A 
more thorough treatment of positive reliability and data 
retention implications of textured surfaces is available 
in Xicor Reliability Report RR501. 

Operation of the Xicor 
EEPROMs 

The X2816A will be used to demonstrate the use 
and features of the Xicor EEPROM family The X2804A 
works identically to the X2816A and fits all those appli· 
cations that require smaller segments of memory The 
X2816A uses a three line control structure to ease 
interface requirements_ These three lines are: 
CE: Chip Enable 1s activated (LOW) whenever 1t 1s 

desired to access the part for a read or a write 
operation. When CE 1s HIGH the power 1s 

_ reduced to a standby level. 
WE: Write Enable is activated (LOW) whenever it is 

desired to write new data into a byte OE must 
be HIGH to allow a write to start. 
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OE: Output Enable is activated (LOW) whenever it is 
desired to read data from a byte. This eliminates 
all chances of data bus contention. 

The mode selection chart in Figure 2 shows the 
required setting of the control signals to select the 
various modes of operation. 

CE OE WE MODE 1/0 POWER 

H x x Standby High Z Standby 

L L H Read Dour Active 

L H L Byte Write D1N Active 

L H H 
Read and Write 

High Z Active 
Inhibit 

Figure 2) Mode selection chart for the Xicor EE PROM family 

The one possible state of the inputs not shown (all 
three control lines LOW) is also an inhibit mode. 

Read Cycle 
The read cycle for the X2816A is shown in 

Figure 3. 

v .. 
SUPPLY 

CURRENT 

----l•c---

Figure 3) T1m1ng diagram tor the X1cor EEPROM read cycle. 

This cycle is totally static. It is level sensitive and 
requires no clocking. Addresses must be stable for 
the entire read cycle. If CE and OE are both LOW, a 
change of address produces new data on the output 
buffers. The CE pin also controls the power level. 
When CE is HIGH, the power dissipation is at a 
standby level increasing to operating level only during 
the time that the CE pin is LOW Most EEPROMs on 
the market operate in a similar manner. 

Write Cycle 
The byte write cycle on the Xicor X2816A gives 

new meaning to the term ·easy-to-use' regarding 
EEPROMs. A standard microprocessor write cycle, a 
single + 5 volt power supply and TIL level signals are 
the only requirements to write new data to a selected 
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byte. No other hardware support is necessary Most 
systems will not require extra wait states for this oper
ation, because times required are short. All timing can 
be completed within 200nsec. The addresses, data 
and controls can be removed entirely as the chip 
latches addresses, data and the write command at the 
end of the 200nsec. The X2816A takes 10msec to 
complete the internal byte write cycle but, once initi
ated, is totally self timed and does not use the data 
bus. This latching feature allows the microprocessor to 
use the bus for other purposes during these self timed 
write cycles. During the internal write cycle, power 
consumption is at the operating level. 

All byte write cycle timing is referenced to an inter
nal write pulse, which is generated by the simultane
ous LOW of both CE; and WE. Figure 4 shows the 
internal write cycle timing for all possible combina
tions of CE and WE. 

INTERNAL 
WRITE 
PULSE 

Figure 4) The internal write pulse is generated by the simultaneous LOW 
of both CE and WE. 

The internal write pulse is initiated by the last edge 
of CE or WE to go LOW and is terminated by the first 
of those two edges to go HIGH. The specific relation
ship of each of the two symbols is not important. 
Timing depends on the last edge down and the first 
edge up. 

Figure 5 shows the byte write cycle for the X2816A 
with the internal write pulse used as the timing 
reference. 

/ 

ADDRESS ~----~sS'sszzsszooif= 
~!AS _,AH--l 

INTERNAL ---~ 1-'-----lw•-------~.r--
WRITE 
PULSE 

Figure 5) Timing diagram for the Xicor EEPROM byte wnte cycle 

The addresses are latched by the falling edge of the 
internal write pulse, while data is latched by the rising 



edge. Once the addresses and data are latched on
chip, all further tasks are self timed. The internal byte 
write cycle, averaging 4 to 6msec, takes a maximum 
of 1 Omsec to complete. Any attempt to read the 
X2816A during the internal write cycle will result in 
open state outputs. The last internal write cycle action 
releases control of the output buffers to the three 
control lines. It is necessary that the power supply 
remain within specification during the entire internal 
write cycle time. Once initiated, the internal byte write 
cycle cannot be terminated by any signal and will 
complete under its own control. 

The write cycle is inhibited by holding either the OE 
pin LOW or CE HIGH. Write protection can be 
achieved during power-up and power-down by holding 
OE pin LOW. If OE goes LOW after the write has 
started, the write cycle will complete. 

Unlike most other EEPROMs, it is not necessary to 
precondition the byte prior to writing new data. The 
byte write cycle allows the change from random data 
directly to random data. Separate byte erase and 
program cycles are unnecessary To change data, one 
writes as in a static RAM. 

It is necessary to refer to the data sheet for the 
latest timings; however, Table 1 shows the byte write 
cycle timing for the 300nsec part. 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter 

Min. Max. 
Units 

twc Write Cycle Time 10 ms 

tAs Address Set-Up Time 10 ns 

tAH Address Hold Time 120 ns 

twp Write Pulse Width 150 ns 

to ES Output Enable Set-Up Time 10 ns 

to EH Output Enable Hold Time 10 ns 

tov Data Valid Time 1 µS 

tos Data Set-Up Time 50 ns 

toH Data Hold Time 10 ns 

Table 7J Timing reqwrements for the 300 nsec X2816A 

Optional High Voltage Write Cycle 
Although high voltage power supplies and/or pulses 

are not necessary for the X2816A, Xicor has added an 
additional mode for customer convenience. This is the 
optional high voltage write mode. The Xicor X2816A 
option provides a plug-in replacement for the Intel 
2816, NMC 2816, NMC 9716 and similar devices, with 
no extra interfacing required. The Xicor X2816A 

eliminates complicated timing required by similar 
devices as shown in Figure 6. 

'---10ms---. 

4-6V 

INTEL 2816 

Vpp 

PIN 

XICOR X2816A 

Figure 6) Companson of t1m1n9 and level reqwrements of the high voltage 
pulse between the Intel 2816 and the Xicor X2816A The shaded portion 
indicates the operating range of each part 

The X2816A uses no current from the high voltage 
pulse. Bringing pin 21 above 12 volts is sufficient to trig
ger the internal byte write cycle. All actual timing is 
executed by the part itself. Since the X2816A can write 
directly from random data to random data without an 
intervening erase, the user can make software 
changes to shorten the code by removing the preced
ing byte erase cycle, although this is not necessary if 
complete compatibility is desired. 

Optional Chip Erase Cycle 
Another mode available on the X2816A as a user 

option is the chip erase cycle, during which all bytes 
are simultaneously changed to 1 's or HIGH. Since the 
part does not require that data in the byte be precondi
tioned, the only use for a chip erase is for setting the 
unused bytes to a known HIGH state. This operation 
requires that high voltage pulses be applied to OE and 
WE. The high voltage provides a third state on the OE 
pin, enabling an extra function without adding pins. 
This function is provided tc make the X2816A compati
ble to all modes of operation on the high voltage 2816. 
It is not a required mode for the majority of applica
tions. No time is saved by using the chip erase mode. 
It takes 20sec total to write every byte on the Xicor 
X2816A, regardless of whether the chip is totally 
erased or not. On the other hand, the Intel or similar 
2816 requires 20 sec to completely write an erased 
chip and up to 40 sec to overwrite a chip with 
random data. 

Implications of the 
X2816A Improvements 
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In the introduction of this application note there 
were five major features listed for the X1cor X2816A 
These were: 
1. 5 volts only 
2. TIL level signals 
3. Short signals 



4. Random data to random data 
5. Optional high voltage mode 
The implications of each one will be discussed in this 
section. One of the major goals of Xicor is to design as 
much support requirement into the chip as practical. 

5 Volts Only 
The only power supply requirement for the Xicor 

X2816A is a single + 5 volt supply. No other power 
supply is required, either by the chip or any support 
circuitry that may be used. This makes the board 
design considerably easier and less costly. Many 
EEPROMs require one or more high voltage supplies 
to provide necessary signal levels for writing. This high 
voltage is applied either as de voltage directly to the 
chip or as the source of the levels for an external 
pulse. Xicor has chosen to make the designer's task 
easier by including the necessary high voltage levels 
for tunneling on-chip. This high voltage, generated on 
command during the internal byte write cycle, is totally 
transparent to the user. 

High voltage is present on the X2816A only during 
the time of an actual internal byte write cycle. This 
considerably reduces the quiescent field strengths. 
thereby decreasing the stress on internal nodes and 
oxides. Figure 7 shows a comparison of the on-chip 
voltages using internal or external high voltage pulses 
as opposed to a high voltage power supply. 

wt-------
Cl 
<l'. 
~ 
~ 
0.. 
i 
u 
z 
0 

TIME 

a) USING HIGH VOLTAGE PIN 
(STRESS IS FULL TIME) 

w 

~ 
~ 
0.. 
:C 
u z 
0 

TIME 

b) USING ON-CHIP GENERATOR 
OR OFF-CHIP PULSE 
(STRESS IS ONLY DURING WRITE) 

Figure 7) Companson of on-chip voltages between an EE PROM usmg 
a' high voltage power supplies and b) internal or external high voltage 
pulses 

Since constant high voltage on the chip has deleteri
ous reliability implications, an EEPROM with a high 
voltage pulse generator on-chip offers two benefits. 
These being the elimination of boardspace and design 
time for external components. and reduced stress-time 
levels on the chip to avoid a potential reliability hazard. 
In addition, parts requiring multiple power supplies can 
lead to power supply sequencing problems. If the high 
voltage supply is present without the lower voltage 
supply the part may be destroyed. 

TIL Level Signals 
Some EEPROMs require specially shaped high volt

age pulses. These pulses usually last the entire period 
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of the write cycle. The Xicor X2816A provides on-chip 
all necessary high voltage functions totally transparent 
to the user. When an external high voltage pulse 1s 
required by an EEPROM, it may require controlled rise 
and fall times (which may be different. as well as 
requiring unusual signal levels). Taking this external 
pulse requirement away saves design complexity, 
costs and reliability problems. 

Short Signals 
Some EEPROMs require that address and data be 

held valid during the entire write cycle. This may 
require the use of wait states or. more usually. external 
latches to capture the addresses and data as well as 
the control signals. The Xicor X2816A requires only a 
200nsec signal to initiate the internal byte write cycle. 
Once started it will complete by itself. The·elimrnation 
of external latches saves considerable cost and 
boardspace. 

These first three feature advantages can be seen 1n 
the evolution of EEPROMs shown in Figure 8. 

WE 

DATA 

WRITE 
TIMER 

ADDRESS 
LATCHES 

DATA 
LATCHES 
BUFFERS 

2K x 8 
EEPROM 

L _____ _'.n~B~ ____ _J I 
L ______ ..,!!c~2~A- ______ _J 

Figure 8! Evolution of easy-to-use EEPROMs from tne lnte1 ~'8.:0 "' _; 
to the Xicor X2816A 

From requiring an external high voltage pulse and 
latches, to a high voltage power supply, this evolution 
shows finally, no external support requirement (other 
than possible optional buffering in layer systems). 

Internal latches also allow tremendous write time 
savings for large systems. Different data may be 
programmed into multiple parts. Multiple parts may be 
programmed in parallel instead of sequentially. In a 
system using 100 parts without latches, 2000sec 
would be required to write all locations. as opposed to 
20sec for a system using the X2816A, because, while 
the first part is on its internal write cycle, the other 
parts may be written simultaneously. 



Random Data To Random Data 
Some EEPROMs require that the byte be precondi

tioned to a specific state before writing new data into 
the byte. Again, this is not the case for the Xicor 
X2816A. All byte erase requirements are performed 
transparently as part of the internal byte write cycle. 
When data must be preconditioned, a full write cycle 
to the required starting data must be performed. This 
leads to extra software to reduce as much time as 
possible. An example of possible extra software is 
shown in Figure 9. 

w 
:i( 
Ill 

WRITE ALL "1's" 112 

______.. 

WRITE NEW DATA WRITE NEW DATA 

a) PRECONDITIONED DATA BEFORE WRITE b) RANDOM DATA BEFORE WRITE 

Figure 9) Comparison of software requirements for minimum write time 
systems between a) preconditioned data and b) random data prior to the 
write cycle 

Optional High Voltage Mode 
In addition to all aforementioned benefits, the Xicor 

X2816A can also substitute directly for the Intel or 
similar 2816 as shown in Figure 10. 

HIGH VOLTAGE 
2816 SOCKET 

2K x 8 
RAM SOCKET 

5VOLTS ONLY 
2K,,; 8 

EE PROM SOCt<ET 

Figure 10) The X1cor X2816A works equally well 1n three environments 

Designers have the option of using the Xicor X2816A in 
a standard low voltage RAM socket. or a high voltage 
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EEPROM socket, designed for the high voltage 2816. 
No other EEPROM offers such flexibility It is important 
to keep pin 21 above 2.4 volts in this mode. Otherwise. 
a second false write can be triggered at the comple
tion of the high voltage pulse. 

The X2816A Can Be Used 
Like A RAM 

The only EEPROM currently able to plug into a 
standard 2K x 8 RAM socket is the Xicor X2816A. The 
X2816A will operate with all signals provided by that 
conventional socket. The device becomes fully func
tional with a simple read or write operation. The only 
restriction being to wait ·at least 10msec, or until the 
internal byte write cycle is completed, whichever 
comes first, before starting another EEPROM cycle. 
It is possible, however, to use the bus for other tasks 
during this wait. 

Programming Optimization 
Several methods can be used to determine when 

one can command another EEPROM cycle. The 
system designer can use either a software or hard
ware time-out or use an interrogation scheme. The 
time-out can be derived from a software loop, a 
16.7msec AC marker or some other timed interrupt. 

It is possible to speed up writing blocks of data into 
the X2816A by using the interrogation method. Since 
the average part completes its internal byte write cycle 
in 4 to 6msec, it is quicker to initiate the next write 
cycle as soon as control of the output buffers is turned 
back to the CE and OE pins. The output buffers go to 
the high impedance mode during write and can return 
to the low impedance mode, under control of CE and 
OE, only after the internal write cycle completes. In 
this manner, the part can signal the system that a write 
cycle has finished. 



Interfacing To 
Microprocessors 

Since the Xicor X2816A will operate in a 2K x 8 
RAM socket, interface to a microprocessor is simple. 
The connections to an 8085 microprocessor are 
shown in Figure 11. 

8085 X2816A 
ALE 1-------------' 
WR L-------------------1 WE 
RD OE 

101M CE 

Figure 11) Interfacing the X2816A to the 8085 microprocessor 

The 8 bit latch captures the low order addresses from 
the combined address/data bus. The latch and a 
decoder are the only additional circuitry required for 
this interface. normally found in any system using 
standard RAM or ROM. These are the same connec
tions required by a fully static RAM. 
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Conclusion 
Each improvement made in EEPROMs provides 

extended potential applications. By eliminating the 
need for any hardware support, the Xicor family of 
EEPROMs makes it as easy to alter nonvolatile data 
as it is to write to a static RAM. Clearly, this unprece
dented ease-of-use widens standard EEPROM applica
tions through lower costs and reduced boardspace. A 
5 volt power supply requirement improves reliability 
and lowers the damage risk to other components, 
unlike EEPROMs that require a fixed high voltage 
power supply In addition to download type applica
tions, where a remote system is reprogrammed over 
a phone line, these smarter EEPROMs will eventually 
be used in machines that adjust themselves to their 
particular environment. The Xicor EEPROM family 
allows designers freedom from former limitations. 
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NONVOLATILE DATA INTEGRITY: Inadvertent Write/Store Elimination 

By Reggie Huff 

Xicor's exciting nonvolatile memory products are backed up by designed-in 
protection features which ensure data integrity. These include: 

•Onboard Vee Sensor 
All operations inhibited when 
Vcc<3.ov. 

•Noise Filter 
The E2PROM has an additional 
feature which blocks noise 
spikes on control lines. 

With Xicor nonvolatile memories: 

•Orderly Power Transition 
The device will not self-generate 
inadvertent write/store operations. 

•~rite/Store Inhibited Control Pins 
~lul ti-pin write/store command signal 
requirements provide both data secu
rity and design flexibility. 

Data is maintained through power-on, power-off, power-up, power-down, system 
crash, and the entire range of system conditions when some simple design rules 
are observed. Often nonvolatile system designers are frustrated by inadver
tent system command signals during power-up and power-down operations. Being 
generally nonperiodic in nature, these elusive culprits can lead the designers 
to the false conclusion that the memory device is malfunctioning. This, how
ever, is rarely the case. The system is more often sending an unintended 
write/store command. This problem is easily resolved as shown in this appli
cation brief. 

1 

GIGO Going to Sleep 

Just as a person falling asleep at the wheel can inadvertently command his 
vehicle into an undesirable situation, digital systems transitioning from 
normal operation to a power-off state or vice versa can distribute random 
data, addresses, and control signals along the way. 

Since Xicor nonvolatile memories accurately and reliably store data as 
instructed, garbage stored at power-down will be impeccably retained and 
available upon power-up. (That's nonvolatile GIGO.) 

1 GIGO is an acronym popular in the computer world for "Garbarge In Garbage Out". 
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?rotection-Conscious Design 

Data integrity is a major criterion with Xicor products and several superb 
fe~tures were designed into Xicor's memories to ensure it. 

•Vee Sensor 
An onboard sensor establishes a threshold supply voltage of 3.0V below which 
the write operation on E2PR0Ms and the store operation on NOVRAMs are blocked. 
Above this voltage, write and storage operations are available and therefore 
must be protected from unplanned instructions. 

•Orderly Supply Transitions 
As a system powers up or down, the possiblility of unintentional, internally 
generated control signals increases dramatically. The Xicor nonvolatile 
memory family has designed-in protection to eliminate self-generated write/ 
store commands. 

•Noise Filter 
An addjtional feature designed into Xicor's E2PROM family is a noise filter 
to prevent glitches on the WE line from initiating a write cycle. This 
feature ignores pulses of less than 20ns duration so that noise spikes are 
not misconstrued as write commands. 

•Write/Store Inhibition Control Pins 
The entire Xicor nonvolatile memory line requires combinational control 
pin conditions in order to execute a write/store command. The NOVRAM has 
two essential pins and the E2PROM has three essential pins involved in the 
store/write cycle initiation. By disallowing any one of the required pin 
conditions, the user can prevent unplanned nonvolatile data changes so 
that data integrity is maintained. 

Write/Store Pin Conditions 

- -- - ---- 2 
- -
CE OE WE ARRAY RECAl.L STORt: 

x H Store Op<?r<Jt ion Di sabled x x H (\.ll) Write Inhibit 
t-- --- -- ------t-~----------t----------------------1 

L x Arr<iy R('cAll Blocks Storc- ln it Lil ion 
(S(.'c Note BL'l ow) 

!----------- -----~---- --~-· ___________________ ....., 

H L Store Oper;ition Executed
9 

._______-----~-~- -----J----------------~ 

NOVRAM Family 

x 

H 

L 

L x (o~:) Write Inhibit 

x x (CE) Write Inhibit 

H L Write Operation Executed 3 

2ARRAY RECALL blocks all control inputs but does not halt a store in process. 
3These are the only conditions allowing nonvolatile data change. 
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Two Simple Solutions to Prevent Unintentional Nonvolatile Data Changes 

Solution I- "Hold-Low" Protection 

The simplest solution is to pull the 
OE (or ARRAY RECALL) to a logic "0" 
whenever the supply voltage is below 
the (5.0-10%) system threshold. 

The Intersil 4 ICL 8211 programmable 
voltage reference is an inexpensive 
8-pin mini DIP which will sense a 
selected voltage threshold and out
put a logic "0" when the supply is 
below that threshold. Conversely, 
as the sensed voltage rises above 
the selected threshold, the ICL 
8211 outputs a logic "l" following 
its supply voltage level. 

Solution II - "Hold-High" Protection 

The second method of data protection 
during power supply transitions is_!_o 
keep the NOVRAM STORE pin (or the WE 
and/or CE pins in the E2PROM family) 
near the power supply voltage. By 
preventing the low condition of these 
pins which is necessary for a write or 
store operation, inadvertent stores 
will be eliminated. 

s .oov _____ ___.. ____ ~ 

VOUT (PIN 4) 

INTERSIL ICL 8211 PROGRArt'IABLE VOLTAGE REFERENCE 
SUPPLY AND OUTPUT WAVEFORMS 

Figure 1 

<<Hold Low» Protection 

91KI! 

30K!! 

Vee 

INTERSIL 
ICL8211 

R 
NOVRAMS 

& 
E2PROMS 

----------<llOE (OR 
ARRAY 
RECALL) 

Xicor 

«Hold Higtr> Protection 

R 
INTERSIL 

91Kll ICLB211 

30K!l 

CE OR WE (OR STORE)----' 

R 
NOVRAMS 

& 
E2PROMS 

.,__.....__<'II CE OR WE 
(OR STORE) 

The graph in Figure 1 shows the per
formance of the Intersil ICL 8211. The 
top plot is a sawtooth which is connected 
to "SV supply" as shown in the Solution I 
and Solution II schematic diagrams. The 
bottom plot is the output of the ICL 8211. 
Note that when the supply is above 4.SOV, 
the ICL 8211 output tracks it at logic "l". 
When the supply sawtooth is below l.56V, 
the ICL 8211 output tracks the power supply. 
However, since the Xicor memory family has 
internal protection inhibiting write/store 
operations when Vee is below 3V, no in
advertent write/stores will occur in this 
range. In the critical range between 3V, 
where internal protection stops, and 4.SV, 
where normal operation begins, the ICL 8211 
insures a OV output. 

4 See Intersil ICL 8211, ICL 8212 Programmable voltage reference data sheet 
in Intersil Data Book. 
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As an alternate approach to the ICL 8211, 
some designers may prefer to incorporate 
the SGS L487. This device is a SOO mA 
precision SV voltage regulator which 
includes an open collector power-on, 
JX>Wer-off reset output pin, which can 
protect the nonvolatile memories just 
as the ICL 8211 does. The timing diagram 
in Figure 2 shows the voltage on this re
set output pin as the supply voltage 
transitions through power-up and power
down. 

Nonvolatile Data Integrity Intact 

s.oav 4.Bf>v·----- --r----K I i - ~ - - - - • r • • - • • .. • 8SV 

"our i ; 

0.00Y ~ _ _/ : : '~~~-
4 75V 

SGS Lq87 PRECISION VOLTAGE REGULATOR 
OUTPUT ANO RESET WAVEFORMS 

Figure 2 

The potential problem of nonvolatile data changes during power up/down 
operations is addressed in this application brief. The problem is easily 
eliminated. A unique multiple-control-pin combination is required for 
the initiation of nonvolatile data alterations in each Xicor E2PROM memory. 
By ensuring that during periods when the operating supply voltage is below 
the specified minimum, this unique control pin combination is not asserted, 
and inadvertent nonvolatile data changes are eliminated. Two possible 
solutions are described in the Solution I and Solution II sections using 
two different parts (Intersil 8211 and SGS L487) to implement the solutions. 

These solutions may not be appropriate in all applications and certainly do 
not constitute an exhaustive list of effective solutions. The Xicor applications 
engineers are happy to discuss your situation and to assist you with any 
application questions you may have. 
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AUTOMATIC PAGE WRITE ••• DATA POLLING 

Two New and Innovative Features on the 64K E2PROM 
By Reggie Huff 

Xicor, the industry leader in nonvolatile memory technology, introduces two trend-setting 
features which are sure to establish the standards for future nonvolatile memory 
products. These evolutionary additions enhance the ease-of-use nature of Xicor's 
£2 PRON! even beyond that of the industry standard X2816A (16K £2 PR01Vl) introduced by 
Xicor in 1982. 

Automatic Page Write 
Allows the user to write up to 16 bytes at a time using standard microprocessor write 
cycles. After a 200,.us "write-window'1, the 1/0 buffers go into a high impedance mode 
so the bus is freed for other tasks. Assuming the typical write period of 5ms, the 
effective write time is thereby reduced to (5ms/16 bytes =) 312 .5µ seconds per byte. 
Clearly, a quantum leap in E2 PROM write speed performance. 

Data Polling 
Provides a simple software technique for testing for the completion of a nonvolatile 
write cycle. This method requires no extra pins and no external hardware which is 
consistent with Xicor1 s user oriented design strategies. Data Polling allows the user 
to take advantage of the typical write times without sacrificing compatability with 
other byte-wide memories. This method also allows the last two unconnected pins in 
the standard 28 pin packa~e (pins 1 and 26) to be reserved for higher order address lines 
in the next generation E PROM. 

64K £2PROM 

SK x 8 

Figure 1 

The X2864A package shown in Figure 1 reveals 
the two unconnected pins on the 28 pin package. 
This allows for board designs which accommodate 
the 64K £2 PROM to upgrade to 256K with the 
only change being the addition of high order 
address signals. The same 28 pin footprint can 
also house a lower-justified 16K E2PROM 
- X2816A - with the simple addition of two 
jumpers (connecting pins 23 to 27 and 26 to 28). 
See Sales Brief, Vol.I, No. 1. 
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Automatic Page Write - Specifics 
The Automatic Page Write feature designed into the X2864A brings the E2PROM to 
yet another level in its rapid evolution. Xicor's popular on-board address and data 
latch has been expanded to an array of 16 bytes, so that the user may write up to a 
full page (16 bytes) in each 5ms nonvolatile write-cycle. No special signals are required 
to set up the operation, and the procedure is executed using standard microprocessor 
write-cycles. 

OE 

cE ~-n_n_n_n_JL,1L:'ULJLfl __ n_r1-~ ----
\~E ~~IULfl~LILJIL_rLILll_J~ -- --

ADDRESS 

,__/~~----
•.. [ -:-~- - :..y-:-~ : .; 2 '!-:-; 

~-------PAGE ADCrtESS AND DATA SETUP PEtU_)Q ---------~ I' 

AUTOMATIC ERASE/PROGRAM CYCLE ( Smsec) ----------4'1• 

Figure 2 

Figure 2 shows the timing diagram doc um en ting this feature. The Automatic 
Erase/ Program Cycle is initiated on the last falling edge of either CT or WK providing 
that OT is high. At this time, the address bits are locked in defining the page to which 
the subsequent 15 bytes may be written. 
Note: A page is specified by the eight most significant address bits. Therefore, the 
addresses of all bytes written in a single write-cycle may di ff er onl v in the four least 
significant bits. 

A 200µs window is nested within the Automatic Erase/Program Cycle and is designated 
as the page address and data set-up period in Figure 2. This window defines the time 
during which the X2864A may be written and as many as 16 standard microprocessor 
write cycles may be executed. Of course, between write cycles, the microprocessor 
may access other devices in order to fetch the data to be stored in the E2 PR0:\1. The 
use of this feature is optional. Any number of bytes between one and sixteen may be 
written and those may be in any order. 

At the end of this 200µs window, the X2864A begins its internal write sequence by 
freeing the busses for other system use. From this point until the completion of the 
nonvolatile write cycle, the device will ignore control pin inputs. This allows the 
system to continue task performance while the X2864A busies itself internally performing 
the Automatic Erase procedure and copying the data from the latches into the appropriate 
locations in the E2 PROM array. 

Several questions are naturally raised at this point: 
1. What happens to the bytes not addressed on a page which is being written to? 
2. What happens if the page address is changed during a Write Cycle (i.e., bytes are 

written to different pages)? 
3. What if 200f1S is too short to fetch and page write all 16 bytes? 
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Al:The bytes which are located on the page being written to and which are not actually 
modified will contain the same data before and after the nonvolatile write cycle. The 
user may write any number of bytes up to 16 in a given cycle, and the bytes need not 
be sequential since within a given page, they may be written in any order. If a 
particular location is written to more than once on the same page, then the last data 
written to that location is the data which will be copied into the E2PROM. 

A2:The requirement that all bytes be contained within the address variation of the four 
least significant address bits is a strict one. If any of the higher order address bits 
are changed during the page address and data set-up period, the resultant £2 PROM 
content is not predictable. That situation must simply be avoided in the software. 

A3:The 200ps (guaranteed minim um) timeframe was selected after careful consideration 
of the wide variety of microprocessors available. This window was chosen as optimal 
and allows the vast majority of microprocessors to utilize the Automatic Page Write 
feature completely. Particularly slow microprocessor systems can enjoy the benefits of 
this feature by minimizing machine cycle overhead in the E2 PROM write routine or by 
writing 4 or 8 bytes in each cycle instead of 16. 

The Automatic Page Write feature provides the user with a simple method of increasing 
the effective write speed by a factor of 16. In order to further utilize the write 
speed potential of the X2864A, the user must have some way of sensing the actual 
completion of the Nonvolatile Write Cycle. The sensing technique is the feature called 
Data Polling. 

D8Ia Polling - Specifics 
Due to the unparalleled convenience of on-chip address latches, on-chip data latches, 
on-chip cycle timer, and the Automatic Page Write feature, the microprocessor writing 
to Xicor's X2864A £2 PROM is free to handle other tasks while the memory sequences 
through its internal write cycle unattended. Upon completion of latching (1 to 16) 
byte(s), the microprocessor can direct its attention elsewhere until the maximum specified 
write time has elapsed. At this point, the memory may be accessed for read or 
subsequent write operations. 

The X2864A devices normally complete the nonvolatile write cycle substantially faster 
than the maximum time specified on the data sheet. In order to take advantage of 
this faster write potential, Xicor engineers created Data Polling. 

D8fii Polling Operation 
Uata Polling uses the most significant bit (MSB) of the last byte written to indicate to 
the microprocessor when the write operation is complete. During the nonvolatile write 
cycle, l/07 is the complement of the last 07 written. Thus, the microprocessor can 
simply read the last byte written and compare the result with the actual data written 
(which was retained in the accumulator). When the values are equal, the write cycle 
is complete. 
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The flowchart below shows the minimal software necessary to 11 Poll 11 for 11 Data 11
, thereby 

testing for nonvolatile write cycle completion. 

DATA Polling 

WRITE 1-16 BYTES 
LEAVING LAST BYTE IN 

ACCUMULATOR 

WRITE 
COMPLETE 

During write cycle 

• 1/0 7 is the complement of bit written 

• 1/00 through 1/06 are floating 

• A compare with byte written fails 

After write cycle is completed 

• All bits are correct 

• A compare with byte written passes 

Since, prior to nonvolatile write cycle completion, the MSB is inverted, the comparison 
test will fail and the loop will continue. When the write cycle is complete, the 
comparison test will succeed and control will fall out of the loop. The user may then 
access the memory for the next read or write operation. 

Data Polling Subroutine Examples 

8080/6085 M1croproceeeor Inetructiona 

R eta1n la at byte written in the eccu m uletor and the lest 

addreea written to in HL 

XXX CMP M COMPARE MEMORY TO ACCUMULATOR 

JNZ XXX JUMP IF NO MATCH 

R E T RETURN fROM SUBROUTINE 

[

6 502 M icroproceaaor Inatructione 3 
Retun the last byte written in the accumulator 

XXX CMP (LAST), Y COMPARE MEMORY TO ACCUMULATOR 

B"IE XXX BRANCH If NO MATCH 

RTS RETURN fROM SUBROUTINE 

Another lndmtry Breakthrough 
The X2864A Automatic Page Write and Data Polling features provide the user with 
versatile application options never before possible. Xicor steps out again with on-chip 
features designed to meet the needs of pace-setting systems engineers. Effective 
£2 PROM byte-write times below 300µs using no extra hardware, no extra pins, and only 
two lines of code define the leading edge. 
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X2443/X2444 NONVOLATILE RAMS 

The Industry 1s First 5 V-Only NOV RAM Family Branches 
into Serial Interface Microcomputer Systems 

By Reggie Huff 

Vol.l,No.3 August 30, 1983 

Xicor, the trend setting pioneer in nonvolatile memory technology, leaps ahead again 
with the first NOV RAM designed for port-oriented, single chip microcontrollers and 
microcomputers. The X2443/X2444 are highly cost-effective additions to the ever 
expanding writable nonvolatile memory family created at Xicor. 

* Low Cost • Low Power 
* 5 Volt Only • Fully Sta tic 
* Three Pin Control • Compact 8-Pin Dip 
* Unlimited RAM Data Changes * 10 Year Data Retention 
* Minimal Support Circuitry Requirements • High Security Data Protection 

The X2443/X2444 are 256 bit (16xl6) serial NOV RAMs providing both static RAM 
accessability and E2PROM nonvolatility packaged in a cost-effective 8-pin DIP. The 
devices use Xicor's proven N MOS triple-poly floating-gate thick-oxide technology to 
provide long term reliability. Low power Standby and Sleep modes, provide the ideal 
solution for remote and portable system needs. The memory can be completely controlled 
through the use of as few as three control signals allowing conservation of single chip 
microcomputer I/0 lines. 

The only control pins required for interface are CE, SK, DI, and DO. Three control 
Ii ne opera ti on can be realized by tying DI and DO together to create a single port 
serial-data I/0 line. The pin configuration on page 1 of the data sheet shows that all 
required control pins are on the same side of the space saving package. This simplifies 
board layout and minimizes real estate requirements. 

Device operation is primarily controlled through instructions which are clocked into the 
DI pin as eight bit words. The instruction register is initialized upon the rising edge of 
CE and thereafter waits for a 'marker bit' (which is simply a '1' on DI upon the rising 
edge of SK). The next four data bits clocked in are interpreted as address bits 
identifying which of the 16 memory words will be operated upon. The last three bits 
clocked in are the op-code specifying which operation the device is to perform. (Please 
ref er to diagrams 1-5 on the data sheet.) 
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The following seven 8-bit instructions control all the features of the X2443 and X2444 
memory systems. 

Marker Address Instruction 
Bit Bits Bits 

RAM READ 1 AAAA llX 
RAM WRITE 1 AAAA 011 

RECALL 1 xx xx 101 
STORE 1 xx xx 001 

SLEEP 1 xx xx 010 

WRITE ENABLE 1 xx xx 100 
WRITE DISABLE 1 xx xx 000 

X2443/ X2444 Instruction Set 

Note: There are two types of instructions; instructions having a specific address field 
and those with nonspecifc address fields (XXXX). The former always preceed a .RAM 
data operation, the latter are array oriented operations affecting all address locations 
simultaneously. 

The SK pin is a static clock input active on the rising edge. This static nature allows 
the clock sequence to be interrupted at any point and to then be continued at the 
user's convenience. If the SK pin stops toggling during an instruction sequence, the 
device simply halts where it is and waits indefinitely. The user, therefore, is able to 
clock out four or eight bits of a word, for instance, and then leave the NOVR/d'l 
waiting, unattended, until more of the word is desired. While the SK pin is inactive 
and CE is high, the output buffer will remain in a High-Z state. The only exception to 
this is the output data phase of a RAM Read instruction. In this case, the output 
buffer will maintain the last data bit clocked out until the subsequent rising edge of 
SK. This static nature allows the implementation of the serial interface with a software 
routine which controls an I/0 port. If desired, the SK pin may be controlled by a free 
running clock at a rate up to LV1Hz on the X2444 (0.9.VlHz on the X2443). 

The CE pin must remain high for active operation. When CE is brought low, the 
instruction register is reset and the low power standby mode is selected (see lsg on 
data sheet). This allows early termination of instructions in progress which may be 
useful, for example, in the event of a system crash. CE must be brought low before a 
new instruction will be recognized. If CE remains high, RAM Read and Write operations 
will continue with the clock by "wrapping around 11

• That is to say that a word will 
continue to be read (or written) again and again (bi ts 1-16, 1-16 ... ) until CE is brought 
low resetting the instruction register. ~\'hen CE resets the instruction register, the 
internal bit pointer is also reset. This means that any subsequent RA1Yl access will 
always start with D0 of the word addressed independent of the preceding instruction. 

The RAM Read instruction consists of two parts, instruction and data. The first eight 
bits of the instruction specify the Read op-code and identify the word to be read with 
the address field. The last bit of the op-code is a "Don't Care 11 in order to give the 
controller a free cycle in which to change the port from an output to an input pin. This 
is sometimes necessary in combined 1/0 line applications. The next sixteen clock pulses 
each correspond to subsequent data bits. Note that the output buffer remains in a High
Z state except when delivering data in response to a Read instruction. 
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The RAM Write instruction follows a similar pattern as the Read. The first high data 
bit which is clocked in is taken to be the marker bit. The next four bits address the 16-
bi t word to be written, and the last three bi ts are the instruction op code 0 1 1. The 
next sixteen clock cycles write sixteen bits into the RAM at the location addressed. 

The Store instruction is clocked in starting with the marker bit and continuing through 
four 11 Don't Care" bits as shown in the instruction set. Since the entire RAM array is 
transferred to the £2 PROM with this single command, the effect is global so the address 
bi ts are nonspecific. The X2443 and X2444 are entirely self-ti med devices eliminating 
the need for any external timing apparatus. The on-board logic sequences through the 
finite state machine, automatically generating the high voltage necessary for tunneling, 
and places the output buffer in a High-Z state. The RAM data array is then copied to 
the E2 PROM and the device returned to a ready state ... ALL WITIDN lOms! 

The Recall instruction is clocked in just as the Store instruction is (with nonessential 
address bits). The effect of this instruction is to copy the entire £2 PROM array 
contents to the static RAM in a single operation. 

The Sleep instruction causes the static RAM to power down losing its data. The 
quiescent current is substantially reduced from its normal 15m.L\ range (see lsL on the 
data sheet), and the E2PROM data, of course, remains secure. The only way to awaken 
the X2444 from Sleep Mode is through the execution of a Recall procedure. This copies 
the E2 PROM into the RAM and returns the memory system to its normal Standby 
condition. 

Data Security Mechanisms 
The integrity of NOV RAM memory data is essential, and Xicor engineers designed in 
several features to ensure it. First, after each power up, the NOVRAVI must execute 
at least one Recall operation before it will respond to a Store command. This safety 
mechanism guarantees that the device will not perform an inadvertent Store while V cc 
is stabilizing. An internal write flag is another protection factor allowing the user to 
lock both arrays of data against unintentional changes. The write-flag must be enabled 
for a RAM Write or Store operation to be executed. 

The Write Enable/Disable instructions set and reset the write-flag respectively. The 
flag is automatically disabled upon power up, so that a Write Enable instruction is 
required before the device will respond to Write or Store instructions. This feature 
allows the user to lock and unlock the data change mechanism for added security. For 
maximum data protection, the flag should be set just prior to a RAM Write or Store 
instruction and reset immediately thereafter. (Note: The Store procedure automatically 
resets the flag.) Alternately, this safety feature may be bypassed to achieve software 
minimization by simply setting the flag as an initialization after power up and immediately 
after each Store operation. 

Hardware Control 
The last data security feature involves the Store and Recall pins which allow hardware 
initiation of the Store and Recall operations. The result of these operations is identical 
whether initiated through hardware or software control. An internal Schmitt trigger 
buff er on the Recall input pin makes its operation threshold level sensitive, ideal for 
automating a Recall-upon-power up mechanism with a simple RC circuit (see Figures 1 
and 2 under 'Typical Serial Interfaces' on the X2H4 data sheet). The hardware Store 
pin is protected with a noise filter which prevents glitches and noise spikes from 
activating an unintentional Store cycle (see tsTD on data sheet). The Store and Recall 

control pins initiate their respective operations independently of the CE, SK, DI, and 
DO pin conditions. 
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They can be used to automate the Store (for crash protection) and/or Recall (for Recall 
upon power up) operations making them transparent to the software system (see Figures 
1 and 2 under 'Typical Serial Interfaces1on the X2444 data sheet). They may oth,erwise 
be tied to the supply rail effectively removing the hardware feature from consideration. 

The potential conflict between hardware and software instructions is resolved by the 
built-in priority system: 

1. RECALL: 

2. STORE: 

Independent of all other pin conditions; will interrupt any operation 
(except a Store) in progress initiating a Recall operation. \'\i hi le 
Recall is low, all other input signals are ignored. 
a. The Recall-since-power up and set-write flag conditions must 

have been met in order to initiate this procedure. 
b. The Recall pin must be high. 
c. The Store pin overrides everything except a RAM Write in 

progress. In order to ensure the integrity of the captured data, 
a RAM Write instruction will not be interrupted during its data 
phase. Instead, the Store operation will be inhibited until the 
RAM Write instruction is terminated by bringing CE low. If CE 
is brought low during the data phase of the RAM Write, those 
bits of the addressed word already overwritten will be stored as 
new data and those bi ts not yet overwritten will be stored 
without change. Please refer to Application Brief Vol.1, No.4 
for further information. 

r his Store hierarchy allows for a quick and orderly Store operation upon the recognition 
of a pending power failure (ref er to Applications Note 102: Storing Data in NOV RA ;VI 

Memories During Power Failure). Since the hardware Store control is level sensitive, 
it may simply be held low through the completion (or termination) of the RAM Write 
instruction in which case the Store cycle will begin when CE falls low. Since Store is 
not latched, it may be returned high before CE falls and the Store procedure will not 
be executed. 

The last point of clarification is in the area of cycle-ability. The distinct advantage 
of NOV RA.Ms over £2 PRO Ms is the ability to change data as often as one wishes. The 
RAM portion of the memory can be written to, and read from, indefinitely. The only 
time it would be necessary to update the E2PROM portion of the NOV RAM is before 
8 power down. Storing upon the least frequent of either data changes or power down 
will maximize the life of the device generally placing that far beyond the actual system 
needs. 

The combination of Xicor's renowned user oriented features with a little creative 
engineering make the Serial NOV RA :v1 family the most versatile memory devices available 
to single chip microcomputer systems. A dual array memory system incorporating serial 
synchronous operations coupled with fast acting hardware inputs, data security options, 
low power operations, 5 volt nonvolatility, three pin control, and very low cost takes 
the system designer to the industry's leading edge. 
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X2816A Design Allows Upgrade to X2864A and Beyond 

By Rick Orlando 

Vol.1,No.5 August 23, 1983 

Since the announcement of the X2864A, many customers have expressed a desire to 
design an X2816A socket that can be upgraded to accept the X2864A. The 28-pin 
footprint of the X2864A allows eventual migration up to the 256K bit level. If a board 
design is done properly, the socket can accept the entire product family. 

X28XXXA 
(64K, 128K, 256K) 

r----., r---., I ,_, 
I 

r--1 (1) (28) r-~ Vee A14 L.1 L-..1 
I I 

A12 ~-l 
L-

(2) (27) r-1 WE _ _.. 

A1 1 (3) (26) 24 Vee 

Ao 2 (4) (25)23 Aa 
As 3 (5) (24)22 Ag 

~ 4 (6) (23)21 WE 
A3 5 (7) (22) 20 OE 

A2 6 (8) (21) 19 A10 
A1 

7 (9) (20) 18 CE 

~ 8 (10) (19) 17 1101 

l/Oo 9 (11) (18) 16 I/Os 
1101 10(12) (17) 15 I/Os 

1/02 11 (13) (16) 14 1/04 

Vss 12(14) (15) 13 1103 

X2816A 

(A13) 

(A11) 

-------------1------~o Vee 
..------------------------WE 

16K POSITION 

---------- ----------._--------A13 
64K & ABOVE POSITION 

16K POSITION 

) 
..... ---------A11 

64K & ABOVE POSITION 

SWITCH (OR JUMPER) CONFIGURATION 
FOR UNIVERSALITY 

First, let us look at the "universal" socket. 

One can see that the socket will accept Xicor E2PROMs from the 16K level through 
the 256 K level with essentially two switches determining which footprint the socket is 
to be. 

The next question is how can one minimize the address decoding logic for a board 
populated with the above "universal" sockets? We will assume that we have a board 
with eight "universal" sockets. We would like to design the address decoding logic to 
allow the eight X2816A's to be replaced by two X2864A's once they become cost 
effective. 
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First, we look at the addresses that each chip will be mapped into: 

Chip # Address Range ChiQ # Address Range 
X2816A (1) 0000 - 07FF X2864A (1) 0000 - lFFF 

(2) 0800 - OFFF (2) 2000 - 3FFF 
(3) 1000 - 17FF 
(4) 1800 - lFFF 
(5) 2000 - 27FF 
(6) 2800 - 2FFF 
(7) 3000 - 37FF 
(8) 3800 - 3FFF 

The breakdown of the decoding for such a scheme is listed as follows: 

X2816A Chip Selects• X2864A Chip Selects• 
Ai5 Ai4 A13 A12 Au 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1 2 

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 
0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 
0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 
0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 
0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 
0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 
0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 

*Chip Select is active low. 

One possible solution is to use two 74LS138's with one being wired for the X2816A and 
one for the X2864A. If X2816A1s are used in the board, LS138-A is installed and LS138-
B is omitted. Conversely, if X2864A 's are being used, LS138-B is installed and LS138-A 
is omitted. 

1-0F-8 DECODER 

VMA*-----------1 E1 

A1s E2 

001-------------. 

01>----------~ 

A "A" 14 --+-----+--------1 E3 M o2 1----------~ 

031---------~ 

04 ,___ ____ _ 

A13 ---+-----t---+-----------< A2 Q5,__ ___ _ 

A12 A1 

A11 Ao 
Os 1--------19------. 

LS 138 07 t-------11~---, 

A1 "B" 
~---------i Ao 

~----------i E 1 

LS 138 

*VMA = VALID MEMORY ADDRESS. 
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The two X2864A's are placed in sockets 6 and 7. 

Another solution for the address mapping question is to use a 32x8 bipolar PROM for 
address decoding. 

A14 

A13 

A12 

A11 

VMA 

A4 

A3 

A2 

A1 

Ao 

CE (LOW) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1 
cs 07 

Ds 
Ds 

745188 
32x8 PROM 04 

03 
D2 
01 
Do 

One simply changes the PROM for replacing the X2816A's with X2864A 's. 

Another related case is where the designer would like to increase the memory capacity 
of the board as the X2864A becomes available. In this case, we need to replace the 
eight X2816A's (128K bits/board) with eight X2864A's (512K bits/board). 

Using the "universal" sockets, this is relatively easy. We use the following circuit, 
again using a 32x8 bipolar PROM. 

VMA 

1 
cs 07 

A4 Ds A1s 
A14 Ds A3 14s1aa 

32x8 PROM 04 
A13 

A12 

An 

A2 

Al 

Ao 

03 
D2 
D1 
Do 

CE {LOW) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

dJ 
7 8 

I 

One simply changes the program in the PROM to go from using X2816A's to X2864A's. 
The listing on the following page shows the PROM program for the X2816A 's and the 
X2864A's. 
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16K Bytes 64K Bytes 
X2816A Program X2864A Program 

0000 - 3FFF 0000 - FFFF 
Au Ai2 Ai3 A14 Ais Do Di D2 D3 D4 D5 Ds D7 Do D1 02 03 04 05 Ds 07 

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 
1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 
0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 
0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 
1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 
0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1. 1 1 1 1 1 I 0 1 1 1 1 .J. 

0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 
1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 
0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 
1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 
0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 
1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 
0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 
1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 
1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 
0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 
1 I 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 
0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 
1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 
0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 

The PROM decode method allows a mixed combination of X2816A's and X2864A's to 
be used on the same board. It also allows different types of memory to be used such 
as X2816A's and 64K CMOS RAMs on the board. If the board is to be used with 
either 16 K or larger devices, then only two jumpers are needed per board to configure 
all of the "universal" sockets. Just insure that the V cc jumper will handle all of the 
current required by the memories. 

The address decoding can be extended even further to incorporate expansion to the 
256K bit E2PROM. A larger PROM would be all that is required, but this topic is 
beyond the scope of this brief. 

One can see that through using foresight in design, a modern designer can implement 
a memory socket that is truly 
E2 PROM densities available. 

universal in allowing the use of the most cost-effective 
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Replacing DIP Switches with Nonvolatile Technology 

By Rick Orlando 

Vol.1,No.7 

One of the most prevalent applications 
for small nonvolatile memories is that of 
replacing DIP switches. The advantages 
of the nonvolatile memories is clear. 
They take up less room, are easier to 
use, and lend themselves to automated 
board assembly. 256 bits of information, 
or the equivalent of 32, 8-bit DIP 
switches can be implemented in a single 
package. 

Xicor's new X2443/X2444 Serial 
NOVRAMs add yet another feature 
-- low cost. When coupled with the 
serial devices' minimal interface 
requirements, the X2400 series takes on 
DIP switches head on, and is obviously 
the cost/performance leader. The 
purpose of this brief is to describe how 
easy it is to replace a DIP switch with 
an X2400 series NOV RAM. 

DIP Switch lnterf ace 
There are two common types of DIP 
switch interfaces. 

1/0 \ 

PO;T 1 I 
___._ 

-

a ) 

September 26, 19 83 

VO Port 
The first uses an 1/0 port with internal 
pull-up resistors. Figure la shows a 
typical circuit that could be used either 
with a single chip microcomputer or with 
an 1/0 port on a microprocessor bus. In 
either case, the internal pull-ups present 
a logic "1" to the input as long as the 
DIP switch is open. To use an X2400 
series Serial NOVRAM in the DIP switch 
socket, one only needs to tie pins 14, 15, 
and 16 of the 16-pin socket to V CC· 

One then plugs an X2400 series part in 
the uppermost half of the socket, and the 
circuit becomes that shown in Figure lb. 
V CC' STORE, and RECALL are tied hard 
to 5 volts, so that all nonvolatile 
operations are controlled through 
software. The four interface lines from 
the X2400 series are connected to the 
four least significant 1/0 lines of the port. 

+5 
0 

( 
CEX~Jv" 
SK STORE 

DI RECALL 

1/0 
00 v» 

t---

PO:T 1 ( 
1------1 

~ 

1------1 

1------1 

___.___ 

-

b ) 

Figure 1. Microcomputer with Internal Pullups 
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No Internal Pullups 
The second type of interface uses ports 
which do not have internal pullups. In 
this instance, the X2400 series part can 
be plugged into the top section of the 
pullup resistor socket, with a jumper 

+5 

I 
<><> <><><><><> > >>.?><>>> > > > < < > > < 

-

from pin 13 of the 16-pin site to ground, 
for the Vss on the serial part. Again, 
V CC' STORE, and RECALL are tied to 
+5V through the connections used for the 
resistor pack. The DIP switch socket 
simply remains empty. See Figure 2. 

+5 

l 
l I J J 

Figure 2. Microcomputer without Internal Pullups 

Both of these implementations free up 
four more 1/0 lines to be used elsewhere. 
They also require the same software to 
drive the X 2400 series parts. 

Assume that the processor is a 6801 with 
the X2444 replacing a DIP switch. The 
Procedure "INITn initializes the port (see 
Section 1, nx2444 Driver Program for 
6801"). 

Serial output is accomplished by loading 
the data to be output into the A 
Accumulator. A loop routine then shifts 
a bit into the carry, sets the serial data 
out (Data in for X2444) to either a 111 n 
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or 11 0" depending upon the state of the 
carry and toggles the clock. See Section 
2 Procedure "SHIFTl" of X2444 Driver 
Program for further details. 

The serial input is performed by a loop 
which examines the state of the serial 
data in, (Data out for X2444) sets the 
carry accordingly, shifts the carry into 
the accumulator and toggles the clock. 
See Section 3 Procedure 11SHIFTIN 11 of 
X2444 Driver Program for further details. 

The complete software is as follows, and 
it occupies about 100 bytes of code. As 
one can see, the X2400 parts are indeed 
a great replacement for DIP switches!! 

I---

I---
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Section 1 

Section 2 

Section 3 

;***************************************************************************~:• 
6!:10J X244'1 DRTVER 

A~iSLJME THAT PCJRl:L IS U!'.iED A!:; THE ~~'t'M :INTERFACE 
PORl:L'S REGISTERS ARE Lrn:AlED AS FOLLOWS 

DATA ~lRECTION HEX 0000 
l'"()lc;;T HEX ooo;·~ 

I./U 0 
TIU :L 
I/U ,., 

L/U :3 

1::·rn=n:1 
Sf:J(fAI.. L:l .. DCI< 
rn:Ji:IAL our 
!:lERir1I. IN 
;"'Ff'+ !:iELFC f 

X2'14'1 
!o>EfG:AL CLUU~ 
!3El'UAL. TN 
!3EJ-U.~1L.. U\Jl 
CHIT' !=;ELECT 

COMMANDS AF<:E PASSED TU THE:. X?'Fl'I f\:Dl.JTTNE E::Y A l"'Al:\:AMETl:J\: J.N THE 
A AC:CUMULATm<. WHTLF THF ADDRE!3H TF NEEDED :r:s PA!'.)!'.)I']) DN THF ':'.lT ACI< 
!)[i<J:AL.. DA TA TN UF.: Ul.JT Ufi[S THE TEMf'URAfi:Y L..UCATIUN lFMP :L, 
Wl-UCH .rn A mX!LEN E::TT wcm!:m. T HF.. XZ'FVt COMMAND!:; Am: l'NLF<'YI·' f tJl A'.' 
1:: Dl ... LCJW!:>. 
COMMAND CDDF 
{) 

l 

TNUTnUCTIClN 
1:;:EAD 
WRITF 
h'FSFT WRI:TI: ENAE:LF 
!=;r nt=;,:F 

DF'CUDI::. 
lAAAr~:l.:1.X 

IAAAf){)l I 
Jllll00[) 
1111100:1 

~ Ll_FEP 11.111010 
,.• !:JF T WRUT E.NAE':L.F I. 11 :I. :I. l 0 (1 

6 RECALL 1.11:1.:1.1.01 
"j • \; Am=: um::o .l:N!'.l"\T.AD OF Drn~' T CAl;:F TD IYI:ffr:I.NGlJ:I:~:>l·I [:ETWEEN D(1l(1 AND 

NON DATA Dl~ERATIONS. 

•************************************************************************* 
DIRECTION1 .EQLJ 00. 
PORT1 .EUU 02, 
TEMP:! .fcClU OUOH ;RAM !iTORAGF ~:rn:~ DATA 
COUNT • l":CiU OU?H ; CCH.lNTEI:~ VAIUABLE 
DATUM 
Ammcs~:; 

ERRDlmATA 

.EOU 
• El~U 
.Ef.l:LJ 

Ofl'!H 
OB<'>H 
OUOH 

; DATA ~:;rcmAGF 

; ADDf\:ES~> ~:n DF\:AGF 
;ERIO::OR DATA 

;***************~********************************************************* 
Pl'WCEOURE lNI I 

n~rs F~UCUXffiE INITIALIZES l~E X21~~ INTERFACE 
'*******************************************************************************) 
:rnrr LDAA :t:tE':l·1 ; E:""lou, 1:10 O.:L AND ::1 OUTl''Ll"T~:>. ~'. :rNF'lJI 

STAA lHRECTHlN:I ; WR:LT[ TO DATA IYrnECTHlN m:GJSTFR 
CL.RA iSET CF ro O<lNA~rIVEl· ootn AND SK TD u 
STAA POR11 ;AND ~nORE IN DATA PURl 
RTS 

'*******************************************************************************) 
SHTFTEI:;: 1:;:ouTJ:NF-· SH:I.FT1 

T"HIS ROUTINE TAKES THE DATA IN THE A ACCUMULATOR AND CLOCKS IT MC~l 
SIGNIFICANT BIT FIRST INTO THE X2114. THE FL~W IS EmIFr A Brr, lOCGLF 
THE SERIAL OUTf'UT<6801) ACCORDING TO STATE, ANO TOGGLE SE'RIAL CLOCK 

'****************************************************************************** 

'.:>1-IJT "(OUT IDAI::: llOU. 
~:) 1 AH COUN\ 

SHUT.I F<Cll .. A 
l .. DAE.: ,,,l 'tH 

t:cc H•:AN'.i 
Uf<AU ~l,O?H 

Tl:(t.'1N'.:> STAE: F'Ol"(l"l 
URAi::: ·HO JH 
~=;rAr: PO Rf :1 
ANi.JI'=: ollolAH 
'.,TA[: 1::-cnn:1. 
1 ... L>AI:: 11°:1.'tH 
~)T(.11': 1::·1.H~:T :I. 
DEC: f::DUNT 
t=:r~i:. rn·n.FT:I. 
t-<:Ci\ ... n 

; l..U."1D THF E:ll COUNT wrrH H 
;snlRE IN LlJUNTER 
iSH1F1 RIT INTO ~ARRY Rfl 
; WI '.:i[ r DAT A uu 1 T n ZLh:U. WHJ l..T '.ii l I J.NL Ill I. I 
; Et~AHLF.. Sl::t=<::J:(.\I... Cl ... Ut::f( J~; I. .uW. 
;JJ 81T IS A ZERO, T~~N TRANSMII 
•. IT l r D:) (.j ONE' THEN rn::.T [)(1 rn uu I 
; ::;·1 cmE THI:' Df'1Tf'1 INTO THE F'OFn 
; AND :=;i::r fH[ Cl...OCI< Fem A Th'.(1N'.H Tl i:JN 
; i:=:y WPTT .I.NC A :I i U '.'>EIUJ1I CLU\:I< 
;l<El'l'" IHI:' 1.h\lA Vf'.'l..l[), !:::UT !·>LT '.'.W 111 /.Ll<U 
; AND '.'.1TUF(I: TN THF PURI" 
; TOCCl ... E Cl...UCI< DOWN, '.:>LT D1.llJT fO 0" r·:l.i"f I <I: [I· 
; X2'f'Vt !=)Fl..J::CTED 
~ i::+:U'·:LMLN! \llF err CDl.Ji'ITFh' 
; .IJ CUUN r !:'.:> ND1 /.[J(U' fl'((\N!:>M.Cl NL>::T I::: r ., 
'ClNL MlmE [·(Cl r ATL. ru I 'f<E:SH;:1J1: HJ(:; 11<\ II I TUN 

!'(\"'.) ; rn:: 11.mN FhDM •:=;u1::1-<UUTJ:Nt·= 

;·········•****••••••********************************************************* 
~>l·llFTTN FdJUTlNF 

THJS bU[:F(OUTTNF ~:;i.nT r~:; TN H [:l r~=; cw Dr-~ 1 A JN ru THI:: {1 riu:::UMLll 1'~ rem 1: ld.11''\ I HI·: 
Xl'+'l'I. THI' MET HUD JS ·1 Cl LNJFF' WJl H 1HF Cl.CJLI< L.UW • fUC:;GLE IHF. ~:>1::.RU1I... tJ .. JH.:I<" 
FXAM !NF !HE I.NPlJT DAI 1-~, ANU HH1F 1 :Ci XNIU 1 HI .. 1::i (\CCU MUI AICll,, TH.th r::; DONf 
n TTMI:::'.:>. IHL i(DllTT.N[ IS 1:xrTFD l-.IT"IH lH[" CHIJ• DF'.:;[L[CTLU. ('1NI\ Tl·ll" r:·r11 

, h:EAD I· r;:UM Tl-I[ CHJ.P IN THE. A AU.:1 . .JMUl ... ATUh" 

;***********************************************************************•••••• 
")HTFTTN 1.0111::: 

NLXl 

CL.UC!< 

~>fllFf 

~=n r.i::: 

I .i.l(11·:: 

r::rn·: 
i~I. c 
t=::l:JJ 
::;i:::c 
L.DAI': 
~'"1 Al':: 
LU(1E: 
STA[: 
h:Ol...A 
DEC 
t:::NE 
l'\l s 
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:ll:B, 

COUNT 

:tlol)'! 
PUF(T .I 

CLUU< 

°K0 l'.'.'1H 
l"'Uf(f I 
:ll"'H·I 
r·cmr:i 

CUUNT 
NEXl 

; l...Ut1D \HF l:::Tf CUUNI 
; .. ~ND 31 ut=(t:= n IN THI" (:[11.JtflT 1-:: 

il-Yf IH.l ::; l''llTN""f THI: f',"1'1 "l ':>IH.1111 I' I· :t '·,I· I I: 1. ll 1·, 
:1Hl::l-o:ITUh'I·, w1: LJ(I Nill NELi> lU ':-1·1 I l f 1"lltl·" 
MA~w i:: n I· •:th' 1/(1 ' UI· l"l•t=\ r 
CHL( Y lLJ ~:;1::1· JI· .I NP\.11 :l c::. p, 1 lNI I •I·: /I 1.-11 

Cl...LAI·( f HI: 1::AF(l\Y 
IT Ir J<:> r:, /.ERCh· 1.F(.,,VF cr::11~·1.::-r ,:,,r 11 

UTHl:'J(Wlrn: ~:>ET 1.:t-:il'~l<Y ru LUAD .. 11-,1 n.1 1~ 

!:>!:.ND(.', Cl.J..lC:I< TO :x::ut'!'t.l':Ul LITI"' Lilli ~ .• 1.1.l:t.: 11.lCll 
E::Y Wl-<'.LT.\NC, (\ :I 1\1 '.'.ll.:Jdf.11 .. CL.OU: L!Ull'l.li 
:=w [ UP f[) l~l..TJ1i=( l:IUU·~· L:Ul l~l:l'J" X.:'l'\'f :'il·I 11·11.r·· 
AND :; !"Ul·\E 
nr.:nArE CAFmY INTO LS[: ur· f'1C:CUMUI. (11 ui;· (·, 
DFCREMFNl CUUNTl:N 
JF NUT ZERO. l~EN WF ARL NOT DUNL• CFl NFXl 
AND F\1::nll\N f 1=\CJM ~;1.m1=muTIN[ 



;***************************************************************************** 
X2111 DRIVER ROUTINE 

TT IS ASSUMED THAT THE I.NsrnucTIDN :n; 1:·r-,!>~')FJ) IN fHF A ACCUMULAT Uh:. AN 
ADDRESS, IF NEEDED• IS PASSED UN THE STALK<CUR~~Nf SP-~l 
DATA TO E:E READ OR WRinrN WTLL BE HELD IN TEMF'J 

'*******************************************************************~*********~ 
DRIVE CMF'A "'OFBH ; CHEU( Hl ~;u l.F' n TS f{FAD UI~ WRI. TI' 

E:GE N!JNDATA ; IF NUT• l HEN E:l'\ANLH N~CJUND 
TSX ; Ti:;:AN'.3F E:F\ ~:IT('<CI< TU INDEX F~EGI!> l EJ\ 
DRAA ~'. • X ; THE ADORES!:; ~!HULJLD BF ~;p+;'. 

,JSR SHIFTDUT ; DUTF'UT THE IN!:>Tl'\UCTION 
ANDA t01H ;a~ECK 10 SEE IF 11 rs A RLAD Uk WR]I~ 
BNE RD iIF A[3J=l• fl IS A READ 

WR! LDAA 
~JSF~ 

LDAA 
.J~m 

BRA 
fm .J!:>R 

~:;rnA 

,JGR 
ff1AA 
E:F.:A 

NONDATA d!'.m 
DDNE CLl'<:f~ 

~:>TAA 

Rn; 

IFMF'I 
bHlFTUUI 
TFMF'l-t:I 
SHJ:FJOUl 
DUNE 
~:;1-ni:: !TN 
TEMP:I 
SHIFT IN 
TEMPl+:I 
DUNE 
::>1-llFTUUl 

;1T n JS A WKI.n .• Cl.'f fHE l.U•:!>f l':YJI· 
; Wl::.:TTE fHE F 1161 E:Yl E 
;cr:T lF~ rn~CONO 8Y1F 
; \.,ffG:Tf" '1 HF '.:>F.CUND l:::YTF 
; WRITE lf'J~·i I l'~UC'r:IUN COMF'Lf .TL 
;GLT THE FJJ~rf 8YIE 
; c; l rn,·E lN TEMI'·' I 
;cr:r TFW SECOND 8YfF 
;!;JCmL TN 11'.'..Ml''l+J 
>h'l"J'il> U.lMl''l.~'11 

; DUTF'UT l HL JN'.:;rr~lJl.: I TUN 

; [)[SELECT THE XZ'M'I t:::Y MAl<INC c~; 0 
• r<FTUl'<N FWlM ~;tmi:murrNi:: 

'********************************************************************************) 
MAIN TNffll<l JCTJ:ut~ f'(Ull T lNE~:;.' CUUl. U l::r: M(.:1Ch:u~:; 

•****************************************************************************** 
;****************************************************************************** 

F<EAO HOUT lNE 
; AS!3UMES !HAT THE ADDl'<ES~:> :u:; J_N THE A Al.CUMLJLATUh, D11 I r1 Uo L.El'T .W X l~'LLJSllt:: 

;****************************************************************************** 
READ A~>LA ; '.::iHlF r !HE Alll!I~[!)!:) '.J ( LMU) ru I .lNI: .I I 

A'.:ILA ;lJP WI TH THE lN!:;n;ULl UlN ITELD 
A~iLA 

F'SHA 
LDAA 
,JSR 
LDX 
F'LJLA 
Rrn 

tOB711 
[)nl'Jl:-' 
l l::.MF'l 

• r-·usH Al)[)f;LSS [IN I HL '; r (i(J' 

; LOAD TNf:';TfWL: l ION TNTU (1 ('1LCUMULl',-l1 H :· 
; H:JWUl'<M IN"> 1 fd ll: I JUN 
; CET THL r;;r: '..lUI. T I.N I HI 1.NDFX 1~;[1;[ '.·; 11 Ii 
; CLEAN UF' 11 If 'i I {1U:_ 

;***************************************•*************•••••••••*··············· 
WKUE. f'(UUl'lNt 

ASSUME~3 THAT H~E ADO!'<:E!3~:; T!:; I:N THE A ACCLJMULA 1 ur::' I)(.~ ff\ Hl WFU f[ IS IN '111 
X REGUiTEF<. 
ALSO CALLS SFT f..mT TE ENAl·_:fJ:' i ... A lLH WJU f J.NF ( !:;w1d': N) I u LNAl:::LE THI:: Wl<r f I (.JI t. l\1'1 r !UN 

'*******************************************************************•·········· 
WRITE Am.A ; !:>l·UF T l HE ADDF<L::;::• ] r J:MES 

Am .. A 
ASLA 
1::·sHA 
,J!3F~ 

LDAA 
!:>TX 
,JSH 
PULA 
l'<TE> 

!:>Wf~EN 

#OcUH 
TEMP:I. 
DR!:VE 

; PUSH ADDF<E!:I!:> UNTU THE ':>mu< 
iSFT Tf~ WRITE ENA8LE LATCH 
;LUAD WRITE INSTRUCTIUN 
iSTUHE DATA TN TEMPl 
; PFF~FUl'~M TN'.')ll'(UC l lUN 
>Cl EAr~ UP !'.>T(»CI< 

'***************************************************************************~·· 
R\.mEN LDAA 08°0FBH >LOAD THE I:Nnrm.H:TJ:ON 

-tm~ Dl::.:TVE ; AND EXECUTE 
RTG 

•****************************************************************************** 
STORE LDAA ~OF9H ;uJAD l~E INfffRUCTTON 

,JSf\: DFU:VE ; F'ERFFWM Df'EF<ATION 
f<TS iAND m~TlJl'<N 

;****************************************************************************** 
SLEEP LDAA *OFAH iLDAD l~E TNSfRUCTION 
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READY/BUSY 
A Solution or a Limitation ? 

By Rick Orlando 

Vol.1, No.11 December 14, 1983 -

The Ready/Busy signal was introduced in 1982 by Intel on their 2817 E2PROM. It 
provided a means of determining the completion of the E2 PROM write cycle. Since 
the Intel 2817 was one of the first self-timed E2PROMs, a method of determining when 
the relatively long write cycle was completed was desired, both from the end users 
point as well as the manufacturers. The problem was a simple one. Although the 281 7 
required only RAM write signals to initiate a write, the device took a relatively long 
period of time to complete the write cycle to allow subsequent access to the chip. 
X icor, of course, has opted for the Data Polling approach which has been accepted by 
the industry as the most versatile and universal approach. Even Intel has hinted that 
the newer devices in the E2 PROM area should support Data Polling. 

The Intel 2817 had a serious handicap in the fact that its typical write cycle time was 
listed as 10 msec, while its maximum was 75 msec. This represents a difference in chip 
re-write time of over 130 seconds!! This presented a serious problem to the system 
designer who wanted to design his system for "worst-case" operation, since he had to 
assume the 75 msec maximum. This large delta was the major reason for the 
implementation of some type of write completion notification mechanism. 

It should be pointed out that if the variation in the typical write times for an E2 PROM 
are very close and if the actual times are close to the maxim specified value, the utility 
of a write notification technique becomes minimal. As the maximum approaches the 
typical interval, the increase in overall write speed for the chip which can be gained 
from taking advantage of the typical value becomes smaller. This increase approaches 
zero in the case of equivalent specifications. Even the newer Intel 2817 A has a wide 
difference between the specified typical and maximum write cycles. Write cycle time 
is very precisely controlled, and therefore, there is not a large range of actual write 
cycle values. This minimal variation allows the Xicor E2 PRO Ms to be specified with 
short maximum write cycles. Because of this, write cycle termination notification is 
not as important. Both devices do feature write cycle notification in the form of High
Impedance Interrogation on the X2816A and Data Polling on the X2864A. 

Ready/Busy is not an ideal method for write cycle termination notification. It is a 
hardware signal which resides on pin 1 of the 281 7 A's universal 28-pin socket. 
Unfortunately, the fact that it is an output rather than the expected address input 
immediately makes the socket non-standard in terms of inter-device type (RAM, EPROM, 
etc.) interchangability. This was the whole purpose for the JEDEC 28-pin standard for 
byte-wide memories. The presence of Ready/Busy also limits the expansion of the byte
wide E2PROM socket to the 128K bit level, and will not allow compatability through 
the 256K bit level. Xicor is currently sampling the 64K E2PROM. The 256K bit is 
the next logical generation, and is well within the limits of the currently existing 
technologies. Xicor is keeping pin 1 left open on all E2 PROM devices with densities 
lower than 256K bits to allow full expansion of the 28-pin universal byte-wide socket. 
This, of course, leads one to a software oriented approach to write cycle notification 
such as Data Polling. 
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Ready/Busy is also a hardware interface method. Aside from the fact that it occupies 
a potential address line on the socket, it also requires some means of providing its 
state back to the processor which is writing to the E2PROM. This can be accomplished 
through either inputting the signal into a port on the processor's bus, or using it to 
generate an interrupt. While this method might seem attractive in systems which have 
only one E2PROM in them, it becomes a serious problem in systems which have more 
than one E2PROM. One could tie all of the Ready/Busy signals together, but that 
would mean that each write cycle would have to wait for the previous cycle to complete, 
even if it was on a different chip than the one currently needed. Use of multiple ports 
or interrupt channels (one for each E2 PROM) has been proposed, but unfortunately, this 
increases the support circuitry requirements for the E2 PRO Ms and makes them less and 
less "RAM like". Since the overall user demands for E2PR0Ms have been to eliminate 
the support circuitry and make the devices more "RAM like", it appears that Ready/Busy 
is more of a step backwards in this respect rather than a step forward. 

Another potential problem with Ready/Busy lies in the way it is used in the Intel 
devices. The reason for the long maximum write cycle of the 281 7 and 2817 A is that 
the devices will check to see if the particular byte written is programmed "hard" enough 
to maintain its data. If the device determines that this is not the case, then it will try 
to program the byte again and again until the byte is verified. If a particular byte 
does not program due to its endurance limit bein~ceeded, the chip will continue to 
try to write to the byte indefinitely, and Ready/Busy will never toggle. The chip will 
then hang up the system until the power is turned off and then on again. In order to 
design around this "feature", one must put in a default timing mechanism to determine 
if the byte has taken too long to write. The system must then figure out a way to 
"wake up" the E2PROM, an operational mode not documented in the literature. 

The proponents of Ready/Busy say that it eases the implementation of an interrupt 
driven method to write to the E2PROM, relieving the processor from keeping track of 
the chip timing. In most applications, the processor does not really have much to do 
during the time that the particular byte is being programmed, and a software timing loop 
is more than adequate. This software timing method works best with those chips whose 
typical write time are close to their maximum write times for the reasons described 
earlier. The only exceptions to this scenario are those applications involving real-time 
programs which are trying to load the E2 PROM as fast as it will take the data, such as 
in the downloading of a program. Unfortunately, even in this application, the designer 
cannot improve the baud rate of the down-load based upon typical write times of the 
E2PROMs. 

In summary, the Ready/Busy approach has limited utility when one considers all of the 
factors involved in its implementation. User preference has shown that if features are 
to be added to memory devices, they should be implemented so that they are controlled 
exclusively from software rather than hardware. It is towards this end that Xicor has 
developed Data Polling on its new X2864A and expects that this method will become 
the industry standard for write cycle completion notification. This standardization 
process can already be seen in recent product announcements including those from Intel 
and others which have stated that their next generation E2PR0Ms (the 64K in this 
instance) will support _the Data Polling approach. 
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Using DAT A POLLING in an Interrupt Driven Environment 

By Rick Orlando 

Vol.2, No.12 

The use of interrupt driven system design 
has become increasingly popular in many 
applications. Interrupt driven systems 
usually can achieve higher performance 
and improved user friendliness. An 
interrupt driven system can perform a 
variety of tasks while waiting for a 
certain con di ti on to occur, rather than 
constantly looping and waiting for the 
occurence. Writing to £2 PRO Ms is no 
exception. Since the devices take a 
relatively long period to complete a 
write cycle, the system could perform a 
variety of tasks in the meantime. 

Data Polling was introduced on the 
X2864A to allow notification to the 
processor of write cycle completion. 
The manner in which it works is quite 
simple. The processor first writes a byte 
of data into the E2PROM. Any 
subsequent reads to any location of the 
chip will produce the complement of the 
data last written (hence, the name Data 
Polling) until the E2 PROM 's internal 
write cycle is complete. At this point, 
reads to any location in the E2 PROM 
will result in the valid data at that 
location. It can be seen that one can 
simply write a byte, and then perform 
frequent compares of the data in the 
location just written. The data will not 
be correct until the chip has completed 
its internal write cycle, and the Data 
circuitry is disabled. 

In applications where the processor does 
not have anything to do during the write 
cycle, the software can simply perform 
compare loops until the write cycle is 
complete, and then write the next byte. 
In applications which are more process-

March 20, 1984 

ing time limited, a test loop can be placed 
in the main program loop, which will 
check the status of a previous write cycle 
on each pass through the main or 
outermost software loop. Almost all 
microprocessor applications software has 
such a top level loop. Data Polling is 
obviously adequate in these environments. 

The interrupt in tensive applications may 
not have a main control loop nor can they 
usually afford the processing time for the 
processor to sit and loop until the write 
cycle is complete. In these applications, 
it would be ideal if the write cycle 
completion notification could be interrupt 
controlled. Although it is not obvious, 
Data Polling can be used in these 
applications as well. 

It should be noted that the whole reason 
for write cycle notification is because 
the typical write times for the £2 PRO Ms 
are substantially shorter than the 
specified maxim urns. The magnitude of 
the delta between the typical and the 
maximum values determines the 
importance of the write cycle 
notification. One can easily see that if 
the maxim um write cycle time and the 
typical were equal, one would only have 
to time a fixed interval for each write 
cycle, either from a software loop or a 
hardware timer. The hardware timer 
would generate an interrupt 10 msec after 
the write cycle was initiated, and the 
next byte could be written. Keep in mind 
that the discussion of write times for 
£2 PROMs are in terms of msec rather 
than the usec in which the processor 
executes instructions. A few usecs here 
or there are not important when com pared 
to the write cycle time of about 10 msec. 
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Data Polling does not require any 
additional hardware interface in order 
to be used. It is an exclusively software 
oriented method for determining write 
cycle completion. Even in an interrupt 
environment, no additional circuitry is 
required, since all of the interface to 
the chip occurs through the data and 
address bus. 

In order to use Data Polling in an 
interrupt driven system one only needs 
a time-based interrupt generator. This 
could be a programmable timer or even 
something as simple as an AC frequency 
interrupt. The key is that the processor 
does not check to see if the device has 
completed the write cycle until the 
interrupt occurs. The interrupt routine 
simply compares the data last written to 
the E2PROM to the data coming from 
the E2PROM. If the two match, the 
device can be written again. If not, the 
processor simply returns from the 
interrupt routine to where it was and 
continues processing until the next 
interrupt. The interrupt source is 
maskable which prevents the overhead 
of servicing the periodic interrupt during 
the intervals when a write has not been 
performed. 

A programmable timer or counter is the 
most elegant solution. Figure 1 shows 
the hardware configuration of a typical 
system with the E2PROM and the 
programmable timer on the bus. It should 
be noted that no unusual circuitry is 
needed from the E2 PROM socket, which 
preserves its usefulness as a truly 
universal socket. The timer interrupt 
output drives one of the processor's 
interrupt lines. Many systems already 
have such a timer on the bus, and as a 
result require no additional hardware 
changes to implement this method. 

The software implementation is rather 
simple. Figure 2 shows an example of 
how it might be done using a 6800 
microprocessor and a simple timer. The 
timer control and data registers are 
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mapped into the memory locations 
described in the initial header along with 
the temporary RAM variables, which are 
used to store the last data writ ten and 
its address. 

The write routine (WEEPROM) initially 
checks to see if the E2PROM is ready to 
perform a write. If not, it simply exits 
with an error code to show that the write 
has not taken place. If the write is 
performed, the timer is loaded with the 
initial count for 4 msec, and the timer 
interrupt is enabled. The processor then 
goes off and performs its normal duties 
until the interrupt takes place. At that 
point, the interrupt routine (CKEEP) is 
entered. It first checks for the proper 
data that was written to see if the write 
is complete, using Data Polling. If it is, 
the ready flag is set, and the routine is 
exited. If not, the counter is loaded with 
a smaller increment, such as 500 usec 
until the chip's write cycle is completed. 
This essentially allows the majority of the 
write time to pass (4 msec) before the 
processor checks at the more frequent 
interval of every 500 usec. 

500 usec has been chosen in this example 
for the interrupt granularity. The value 
used for a particular application should 
be chosen based upon the actual system 
requirements. 

One can see that this implementation is 
rather easy and can be performed with 
hardware that already may exist in the 
system. By using the periodic interface 
approach, the system has the advantage 
of using an interrupt driven write 
algorithm, while maintaining only a 
software interface to the E2 PROM. Most 
of the "bookkeeping" sections of the 
example code are the same as one would 
use with any method of write termination 
notification. The end result of using Data 
Polling in an interrupt environment is 
optimization of the write cycle period as 
well as preservation of the pinou t of the 
universal 28-pin socket for expansion 
through the 256K bit level for E2 PRO Ms. 



Pf'1G[ :L DATA ____ CDD 
File: :oATA_ccmE.TEXT 

0000: 
Curr@nt memory available! 
0000: 
0000: 
00 ()(): 
0000: 
00 ()(): 
0000: 
00 0 (): 0100 
1)()00: 
00 ()(): 0102 
(I() 0 0: oui::i 
000 (): 0:104 
0000: 0 l 06 
00 0 (): 0:1.0/ 
()()()0: OlOB 
0 () 0 () : 
1) 0 0 () : 
I' 0 00: 
FOOO: 
I' (] 00: 
ro o o: 
r- o o o: 
I 0 0 0: 
1'0 00: 
I' 0 ()(): 
1-0 00: 

INT 
6800 

MICROPROCESSOR 

A 
d 
d 

PROGRAMMABLE r 
e 

TIMER s 
s 
I 
D 
a 
t 

X2864A a 

E2PROM 
B 
u 
s 

ROM 

RAM 

Figure 1 

CODE FOR DATA POU .. :ING :IN INTERRUPT ENv:rnONMENT. 6800 VERSION 

• PF<.:DC DAT A .... CODE 
'!~IBO 

'******************************************************************** 
flAMPLE CODE FDR um:NG DATA POL.L:I:NG T.N :1NTEfmUF'T ENVIRONMENT 

THJ:S CClDE SHOWS AN EXAMPLE OF HOW TO USE DATA POLLING IN A 
INTERRUVT DR[VEN WRITE MOUE 

'******************************************************************** 
MEMDF<Y LOCAT:10NS 

+EW.J 01001-1 1LOCATJDN OF lIMER DATA REGJ~TI~R<COUNT DOHN VAUJE> 

CTTMFh: 
LA:'>lr1 
rEMP 
EFi:i:m1:: 
!'\EADY 
CDNFTG 

.cm.1 

.E::ClU 

.E::W.J 

.r.nu 

.FC~U 

.E:CRJ 

Ol02H 
O:l 0'.3H 
010'tH 
O:L06H 
Ol07H 
O:LOBH 

;16 8rr VALW~(2 BYTES> 
; T:I:MER CONTROL REGISTER 
; R{~M LOCATION FOR l .. AS'T WRITTEN DATA 
;RAM LOCATION FUR LAgf ADDRESS WRITTEN 
; Efi.:H(:JF< r' LAG FOi'\ WFUTE 
SMEMURY READY FOR NEXT HRrre FLAG 
; TIMl':J~ CDNFIGURAT:IDN E:YTE 

,(mG OFOOOH 

******************************************************************** 
EEF~OM WRITE ROUTINE 

Tl{[!') 1:muT:r:NE \.!Rf TES A BYTE OF DA rn l"'ASSED TN THE A ACCl.JMUL..ATrm TNTD 
rt-IF FEF'l~OM AT LDCATION F'DINTED TO BY THE VALUE IN THE X :INDEX REGISTER. 
lHI' l'.;:DUTINI !HEN TNTTTAL:CZLS THE DATA TN THE COUNTER TD 409{,' s:rNCE THE TIMEf( 
COUNTS AT (:, l MHZ FT.:EUUFNCY. TH:rn \.ITU.. TIME OUT THE INITTAL 4 MSEC OF THE W:d 
WHI. TE CYCLE, T'HE l'WUTJ:NE THEN ENAE:l .. .I::~:; THE :I:NTERFi:UPTS AN l'.;:FT\JFi:NS CONTROi. TD 
THE CALL.:INC l'WU T:I:NE 

******************************************************************** 

Figure 2 
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1c·o Ol) : 
1:: () 0 ~:: : 

() o·.==; : 
1: 007 : 

() ll? : 

ooc : 
OOL : 

f 01 I) : 

I·· fl I ::-: : 
I II u, : 

IJ l.H : 
(I 11': : 
0 lD : 
()/(1 : 
0 ;·'.::; : 
0:/6 : 
o;-:; : 
()/f'. : 
ozn : 
·o?U : 
iL'.U : 

1).i·: : 
FOZB : 
FD;·:u : 
FO?H : 

1= D'.?B : 
1'"0/1:: : 
1:: o;>.E : 

PP.1CF 
r:· i ·1 <~ : 

r: ()'.)() : 
F 032 : 

O::i'I : 
1::0J7 : 
FO'.:i'>' ', 

1031: : 
F03[ : 
1::·0·+0 : 
FO•t'.:3 : 
1::·0.tt.tt : 
1::·0 -'+'+ : 

C6 00 
Fl 0:1.07 
/! AOK 

L<'> OU 
f'/ l) l ll6 
?U ;lo;)!( 
r11 I.ILi 

1:::7 010'.l 
r f· U-1 ll'l 
l_J1 ·1 li 
l·:·;i LJ LO LI 
l ,t, uu 
I· ?' I) I.ill 
1:· (.) ll :I.OD 
F~-, l):l.02 
or 
'.:!'/ 

[:6 ():I. ():J 

1= r () l 0'+ 
Al 0 () 

? DATA .... ClJD 
: DATt~ .... CDDE. TEXT 

26 )1()1( 

Bi> ()() 

[:/ 0·1 i'I/' 
20 )1()1( 

flt. o;; 
[:7 OJOO 
[If, 00 
[:/ 0:1. () J 
;:ff: 

SYMBOLfAE~E DUMP 

WEl'.T'l·~ClM LDAB =ll=D OH 
ld:JiDY 
WRCfF 
=ll:iJOH 
1:·h:WJI'( 

L,(Jf 

; COMP()I'~[ TO ~:>E[ 1r THE MFMDl'(Y :r:~:; m::ADY FD!'( WRITF 
;c~~CK MEMORY LOCATION READY 

Wf..:JTL 

i::xrr 

CMF'I'': 
1:::FO 
L.DAE: 
~:nAB 

I'.::!'((', 
~>TAf1 

'.::";TA1~1 

'>l"X 
1Dr.1P. 
''·>TAI": 
IJJAE: 
,_,rm:: 
1.Dr.,i::: 
:;:,)'()[: 

CLl 

0 .x 
LJ1~:;T(o. 

rFMF 
=U=l OH 

;IF READY THEN WRITE 
HJTl .. ICh:l·U~:;r: ~:;er THL Ermcm FLAG 
; 1:'.'tND fffDl'<:F If iN [Jd(UI'~ 

;AND [XJJ 
;wRrrE fHE DAlA IN A TO LOCATION x 
;STORE DATA IN RAM AT LA~fA 
iAND SfORL LC~PflON IN EFFROM Al IEMP 
aU~iD fHI" FIT~'.:i F:YTF (JF 'fD'/6 HEX l.Nf(I [: P1CCUMULA l Oh' 

IIMLk iWRITl JU JIM[~ DAfA REGISlER 
:~:lll)H ;1,u(1U lHF m:ulND i:-:yn: (ff 'l(J'-16 H[X 
l TMLI·<+ :1 ; '.'iTCJl-~I:' IN l HI' L ;')[: l )!'· r JMFf( m::c:rffTTJ( 
CUNFlC >GFi THE fTMEF( UHT:U~L:I.?AlTON CUDE 
CTTMEI<: ; '.:noh:E IT TN THE fli'1LI( CUNTlmL l(E::CI'.:>l"EI'<: 

iC~EAR INTERRUPT MA~~ ro Ll~T TIMER INTERRUVf 
; F(ETURN FWJM ''':IJE:F':OUTINF 

; •••• ;io;;io;;io;•••;io;••••••••••;io;•;io;••;io;•••;io;•••••••;io;••;io;••••;io;•;io;;io;•;io;•;io;;io;;io;;io;•••••••••;io;~·· 
C~~CK EEPROM ROUTINE 

r llJS l(UUT:rnE Ll·IF.CI-\'.'> TO SEF. :n· 'f HE:: I': ri:·r::oM lb DONE. IT :u; ENTl::J(h:EO 
L'v'FI< Y l l:ME fl l!-'1 I IHI:· I 1-1 I LF·:l·(UF' r J>, C.FNE i::1'-'1 I FD 1:F:CiM THE l LMLI'<:, L l 1::UMF'!11'\:E'.':: 
fHI .. l>i"1il'• hi 1..i:11J:1l lf.tN ·11.:.l"il"' J.N 1·1-U: 1:1:J:·1··Un \.JlTl·I fHI: D?-'df.; THA"f JS '.:i"rORFU TN 

1 .. 1·'1::;1;.:, l .. UC1'1T"lUN TN h'i"1M, [F IHI" CIH11"(11'·!St.iN I· ()U.S, THEN THE l:'l:::f"l:;;OM JS N(ll 
UON[: YET ' ADN THI:: lI.MEF\ IS l'd::~'->ET TU llML 11;'. M::;EC(Ulc;; '.O:iL'. t.nu::). IHE 
RULillNE IS r~~N ExrrED. 

;lo;)l(;lo;)l(•••••;io;•)l(·········;io;····;io;••••••••;io;••••••••*•••;io;•···················· 
l<FEJ· 1 .. .DAA I.Ji~; rn ; GET 1 HE Li-Y:IT DATA WRIT ff.N 

LDX TEMF" ; GET THE' ADD\'::l:'.::l'.3 F'ClF( THE BYTE IN EEF'\'.'-:DM 
CMPA o.x ;cnHPARE TO SEF n~ T~~ WRITE IS COMPLETE 

CODE i::·cm DATA POLLING IN TNTEJ~F~UPT ENV:LRCJNMENT ~ 6BD 0 VERSION 

F.::NE 
L.DAA 
fffA(.1 
i::i:~r-~ 

F~FJNTT LDP.1(.1 
'.:)TA!-'1 
LDAA 
ffff.V1 

F~ET f(T'l 

1o;:ETNTT ; TF NOT FWJAL f.\'ETNTTTALIZE THE T:I:MEI:;: 
•oo iSET THE READY FL.AC 
READY ;ANO STORE IT IN READY 
i:~ET ; AND m::Tu1:;:N Fl:d:JM ~n.m1:wuTINE 

*02H ;1.nAD THE FIRST BYTE FOR crnJNTER 
TIMER iWRITE TO TIMER DATA REGISTER 
'"'0 OH H .. DAD Tl .. IE:: bECDNU UYTE 
TIMER+:!. iWRTTE ro U~0 OF TIMER DATA REGISTER 

SRETURN FROM INTERRLWT 
tlKlKJK)l()l()l()l()l()l()l()l()l()l()l()l()l()l()l()l()l()l()l()l()l()l()l()l()l()l()l()l()l()l()l()l()l()l()l()l()l()l()l()l()l()l()l()l()l()l()l()l()l()l()l()l()l()l()l()l()l()l()l()l()l()l()l()l()l()I( 

.END 

ccmE FOR DATA POLLING IN INTI~RR~~T ENVIRONMENT, 6800 VERSION 

AE: Abso·lut<:· LJ:: L.<:1t>0 ·1 UD 
i:~1::· l~'.<~f DF "" Def F'F~ 

Pb F'ub ·: ic: F'V F'r' i V"i:\ t<> c:; 

Cl<EEF' 
LP.1'.:iT1~ 

1,.-ll::TTl:WM 

(.~[: () l ()~''.: 

1.r:: 1: o ::i'Y : 

LF.:: FOZB: CUNFlG 
AD D 103: nFADY 
LB FOOD : WIUlT: 

DAT r1.. . .CUD 1::·1:~ 

\:~FT LJ:: FO't'.:l: 

AF.:: () :L ()fl\ 
Al::: O:Ul7 : 
LI:: Foor:::: 

i:::rn:;:m< 
TEMP 

Uncl0f" i n<~cl 
Pr·oc: 
Con~:; ts 

CTTMER 
RETNTT 

~~[: (] l () ~) : 
AB 010-'t: 
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MC 
FC 
f~~:; 

EXIT 
TTMEI;: 

.... 

··~· 

-~ 

M;,,c1~0 

Fune: 
H<'s i c:l<>n t<0; 

LH FOZ7 
AD 0100 

Figure 2 cont. 
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5-volt-only EE-PROM 
mimics static-RAM timing 

On-chip charge pump, interface latches simplify designs; 
textured polysilicon enhances tunneling through thick oxides 

by George Landers, Xicor tnc. Milpitas. Calif_ 

0 The approaching mastery in fabricating electrically 
erasable programmable read-only memory conjures up 
dramatically different system designs. On the most mun
dane- but perhaps most immediately valuable-level, 
alterable nonvolatile semiconductor memory will soon 
banish routine service calls by allowing remote changing 
of system software. Not far away, if still somewhat 
tinged with the aura of science fiction, is the vision of 
self-programmable systems that adapt themselves to a 
changing operating environment. The catalyst for these 
advances is an EE-PROM that is simple to incorporate in 
microprocessor-based systems. 

Now being launched by Xicor is a family of EE-PROMS 
that is the first to do away completely with external 

supporting hardware (Fig. l ). The chips contain the 
charge pump that generates a high programming voltage 
from a 5-volt supply. Further, latches on chip hold the 
data, address, and control signals during alteration of the 
cells, which typically takes 5 milliseconds per byte and is 
timed internally. The part marks the debut of an EE

PROM that can simply be dropped into a standard 24-pin 
static random-access-memory socket. 

The 5-micrometer n-channel MOS technology applied 
to produce the X28 l 6A 2-K-by-8-bit EE-PROM and the 
X2804A, a 512-by-8-bit version, is the same as that 
being used to build the devices in the Novram line of 
static RAMs with nonvolatile backup arrays [Electronics, 
Oct. 11, 1979, p. 111]. Recently, however, theoretical 

WORD-LINE DRIVERS 
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BUFFERS, 

AND 
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1. All aboard. This 16-K electrically erasable programmable read-only memory integrates all its support circuits. A charge pump generates the 

programming voltage from a 5-V supply; latches hold addresses and data during the internally timed write cycle. 
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Shedding llght on electron tunnellng 

The present generation of electrically erasable program
mable read-only memories using floating-gate structures 
draws on ·a reservoir of process development. circuit 
design, and basic physics. The floating-gate process has 
been in production for many years and forms the building 
block of EE-PROMs .. The next step toward a practical 
5-volt programmable EE-PROM centers on removing the 
high currents typicaHy used to alter data by avalanche or 
hot-electron injection. A high voltage can be generated on 
chip as long as only minute currents are required, as with 
the new circuit designs. 

As far as the underlying physics, the tunneling pro
cesses found in most floating-gate EE-PROM devices are 
described by a theory introduced in the 1920s by Fowler 
and Nordheim .. As shown in the . theory, if the emitting 
surface is flat, very thin oxides of around 100 angstroms 
are necessary for significant tunneling currents at reason
able voltages of 15 to 20 volts. To the continued puzzle
ment of researchers, experimental data has fit the theory 
roughly, but not especially closely. 

Xicor purposely fabricates textured emitting surfaces 
that are covered with low-lying bumps or hills formed 
during the oxidation of the polysilicon surface. Recently, 
tunneling theory has been extended to describe this tex,;. 
tured-surface geometry with the result that conventional 
devices are now better understood as well. 

The low-lying hills, which serve as the electron emitteri;;, 
are Jess than 150 A high and more than 500 A. across their 
base. The figure on the right shows the triple-polysilicon 
tunneling structure in cross section, a scanning-electron
microscope photograph of a . typical textured tunneling 
surface, and the geometry of a typical bump on the 
polysilicon surface. 

Because the oxidation is a well-controlled step, the 
properties of the emitters are ex9eptionally regular. The 

work has significantly added to the understanding of the 
tunneling of electrons from textured polysilicon, the 
mechanism exploited in all these products (see "Shed
ding light on electron tunneling," above). 

This work explains how a textured surface emits more 
electrons than a smooth one for a given voltage and oxide 
thickness. (Scanning-electron-microscope studies of the 
polysilicon surface show that the texturing consists of 
low-lying bumps about 150 angstroms high and 500 A 
across.) This enhanced emission allows the use of typi
cally 800-A.-thick oxides, instead of very thin, 100-A 
layers that are much harder to produce reliably. 

Besides being easier to. manufacture, thicker oxides 
lead to increased retention of data. What's more, a 16-K 
EE-PROM with 5-µm linewidths .and 800-A-thick oxides 
promises to be more readily scaled down for denser 
memory arrays than one with, for example, 3~µ.m lines 
and 100-A.-thick oxides. 

Floating-gate technology along with the architectural 
features making the parts simple to use present the state 
of the art in EE-PROMS after a decade of development. 

1etal-nitride-oxide-semiconductor structures yielded 
.he first nonvolatile memories that were electronically 
alterable. These devices store data by trapping electrons 
within the nitride and oxide dielectrics. Besides the prob-

shape of the emitters tends to increase the electric field at 
the crest of the hills, enhancing the emission of electrons 
substantially, which allows the use of thick oxide layers of 
approximately 800 A. As indicated in the figure, increasing 
the voltage not only increases the emission. but enlarges 
the area from which it occurs. This effect explains the 
discrepancies between experiments and the earlier tunnel
ing theory. The thick oxides have important practical 
advantages: they are easier to manufacture and lead to 
increased retention of data. 

Until recently, the theoretical work on Fowler-Nordheim 
tunneling had solved only the limited case of perfectly flat 
plates. Roger Ellis and H. A A. Wegener of Xicor recently 
presented measurements and calculations that agree over 
a rang:e of eight orders of magnitude in the current. With 
the aid of the methods of differential geometry, the tunnel
ing characteristics of a textured surface were calculated 
for the first time. As the scale of the texturing is reduced, 
the solution naturally reduces to the familiar flat-plate 
case. The figure on the far right compares the tunneling 
currents for flat and textured surfaces. 

The two structures were designed for the same operat
ing point-a current density of 10-4 amperes per square 
centimeter at 17 V. At low fields, such as are applied to 
read data, the thick oxide used with the textured surface 
has only about a thousandth the current of a flat surface. 
As a result, data retention would be expected to be far 
longer. 

The current from a flat emitter in fact can be modeled 
much more closely by considering some texturing of its 
surface. Even single-crystal polished silicon wafers have 
surface features on the order of · 5 A., and normally 
processed polysilicon has even larger variations. Thus, 
Xicor's tunneling structures accentuate features that are 
always present in floating-gate devices. 

lems these devices encounter-data disturbance during 
the read operation and the loss of data over time-they 
require multiple power supplies, one of which is often 
negative, and signal swings beyond TTL levels. All this 
complicates their incorporation within microprocessor
based systems that work with a single 5-v power supply 
and TTL levels. 

Further complicating their use is the fact that the 
addresses and data must be stable for the entire write 
cycle, lasting up to 40 ms. It takes extra hardware to 
capture these signals and to time the write interval in 
order to free the processor for other tasks. 

Comparing EE-PROMS 

The second generation in EE-PROMs was ushered in by 
the 2816 from Intel Corp. of Santa Clara, Calif. This 
part stores data by trapping charge on floating polysili
con gates, as is done in ultraviolet-light-erasable PROMS, 
or E-PROMs, and improves the data integrity compared 
with MNOS parts. Although the 2816 has a standard pin 
configuration and uses TTL signal levels, it still requires 
an externally generated high-voltage pulse for altering 
data, ri.ot to mention latches for holding the address and 
data signals. 

Measured against the 2816, recently introduced third-
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generation parts incorporate some or all of the required 
supporting hardware on chip (see table). The 2817 from 
Intel moves the external high-voltage pulse generator 
onto the chip, so that a fixed 21-v supply is all the user 
must provide. Though it does include the necessary 
interface latches, it still ·requires an external capacitor to 

COMPARISON OF RECENT ELECTRICALLY ERASABLE 
PROGRAMMABLE READ-ONLY MEMORIES 

Part 
Intel Intel Seeq Xicor 
2816 2817 5213 X2816A 

On-chip charge 
pump 

Address and 
data latches 

Automatic 
erase 

Internal timing 
of write cycle 

Internal control of needs 

write-pulse shape external 
capacitor 

Maximum erase-write 
cycle time (ms) 20 75 20 10 
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time the write cycle. More recently, the 5213 from Seeq 
Technology Inc., San Jose, Calif., operates from a single 
5-v power supply, but still needs latches and external 
timing. Only the X28 l 6A completely eliminates the 
external components. 

All the X2816A's input and output signals are TTL
compatible and the addresses and data are latched so 
that they need be stable for only 200 nanoseconds to 
initiate the 10-ms write cycle. Once the write cycle 
starts, the part self-times the remainder of the operation, 
freeing the microprocessor and the data bus for other 
tasks. Freedom from an external timing capacitor or 
other hardware leads to considerable savings in compo
nent and assembly expense as well as in board space. In 
addition, the cost of design is lower because the part is 
far simpler to operate. 

As can be seen in Fig. 2, the timing of a write cycle for 
the X28 l 6A is as simple as that for a static RAM. The 
latches are active only during a write cycle, when they 
hold the addresses and data to allow the microprocessor 
to use the bus for other tasks. A write cycle is activated 
by both chip-enable and write-enable lines going low 
while output-enable is high. The addresses are latched on 
the last low-going edge of either the chip-enable or 
write-enable signal. The data inputs are latched by the 



MINI MUM ADDRESS 
SETUP TIME. 10 ns 

WRITE-CYCLE TIME 10 ms 

MINIMUM ADDRESS 
--~~-- HOLD TIME: 100 ns 

ADDRESS 

CHIP ENABLE, CE 

OUTPUT ENABLE. DE 

MINIMUM WRITE-PULSE 
WIDTH: 150ns 

WRITE ENABLE, WE 

DATA OUT 

DATA IN DATA VALID 

MINIMUM DATA 
SETUP TIME 50 ns 

MINIMUM DATA 
HOLD TIME 20 ns 

2. Like a static RAM. The write-cycle timing for the X2816A EE-PROM looks much like that for a static random-access memory. Although the 

write cycle takes a maximum of 10 ms, latches hold the address and data signals. freeing the processor for other tasks. 

first of those two signals to return to the high level. 
Lnlike with most LT-PR0\1s, there is no need to 

precondition the data at the desired address before the 
Mite cycle. for the X2816A automatically performs an 
ero.sc function immediately after the cycle starts. Both 
the erase and write of the data occur duririg the I 0-ms 
write cycle. The condition requiring the output-enable 
signal to be high to initiate the write cycle ensures that 
the part will not be mistakenly programmed when the 
power is switched on or off. 

A compatible part 

Conveniently, a socket designed for one of the earlier 
El-PR0\1s can accept an X2816A as well. An internal 
detector on the write-enable pin senses a signal above 12 
\ and initiates the internal write cycle (and thus the part 
may second-source the 2816). This high-voltage signal is 
used only to detect the sys.tern's request to write data
otherwise. the part draws virtually no current from the 
high-voltage supply. 

further. because of their internal control over the 
write cycle, the Xicor IT-PROVIS can rlug into the stan
d;.irJ sockt:ts of 2-1\-by-1'.i-bit static R.\l\.1S. They will 
operate with the signals normally arrlied to a R:\ \1, with 
the only restriction being the delay of I 0 ms after 
sLJrting a write cycle before accessing data. As men
tioned already. the X28 I 6/\ is not on the bus and 
requires no servicing or supervision during this I 0-ms 
\\alt. Since the parts time their own write cycle. other 
EE-PR0\1s may be updated while a write cycle is continu
ing on the first unit. 

The I 0 ms quoted is the maximum delay for writing
the typical delay is only half that. By polling the part 
during its write cycle, a user can usually reduce the 
waiting time. One method is to place a particular byte of 
data at some address and then ask for data from that 
address during the write cycle. If the data that is 
retrieved checks against the data written, the part has 
finished its cycle. 

With the cost of a single service call to modify a 
system in the field mounting toward $200, no doubt the 
system that can be serviced from afar will be an early 
development goal. With an EE-PROM plus a modem or 
other communication method. a telephone call sufllces to 
download the program and configuration data rertaining 
to all or some of the systems tied together in a network. 

A prime application for this technique would be a 
system of point-of-sale terminals for a market chain. 
Pricing for items could be dumped to all terminals in the 
system by calling each store and modifying the rrice 
look-up table in each terminal. Similarly, gasoline rriccs 
at computer-controlled service-station pumps may be 
remotely updated. 

Indeed, from here it is only a simple step to imagine 
writing programs that learn as they go. A terminal might 
analyze the way it was being used and adjust itself for 
optimum performance in a particular application. By the 
same token. the next wave of automated manufacturing 
systems may calibrate themselves. hold information 
about the steps that have been completed, then interro
gate themselves to determine their point in the manufac
turing process. D 

Reprinted from ELECTRONICS. June 30 1982 copyright 1982 by McGraw·Hill Inc with all rights reserved 
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Publisher's letter 

Though nonvolatile semiconductor 
memories have been commercially 

available for a decade or so, the ear
ly versions were no joy to work 
with- multiple power supplies, high 
voltages, and slow writing discour
aged potential users. The push to 
create a simpler part is yielding 
noteworthy results, particularly the 
16-K electrically erasable program
mable· read-only memory that Xicor 
Inc. describes on page 2. 

Solid state editor Rod Beresford 
first heard about the company's new 
chip back in January. "At the time," 
he recalls, "we had just published 
our annual markets forecast, in 
which we were projecting that con
sumption of EE-PROMS would nearly 
quadruple by 1985, to ove( $330 mil
lion. Many of those parts will be 
going into microprocessor-based sys
tems, where 5-volt power supplies 
and TTL signal levels are the only 
way of life." 
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Xicor's X28 l 6A gets high marks 
for ease of use. In fact, it's not only 
microprocessor-com pa ti ble, it's a 
truly self-supporting EE-PROM that's 
as simple to use as a :Static random
access memory. Beyond those fea
tures, though, our editor was struck 
by the research at Xicor on the elec
tron tunneling that provides the stor
age mechanism in EE-PROMs. "I 
studied tunneling in school," notes 
Rod, "and can appreciate what the 
Xicor researchers were up against in. 
trying to get a better fit between 
theory and experiments. I think they 
succeed admirably." 
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Understand your application 
in choosing NOVRAM, EEPROM 

Richard Orlando, Xicor Inc., Milpitas, CA 

As appeared in EON Magazine 
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Understand your application 
in choosing NOVRAM, EEPROM 

Examining how NOVRAMs and EEPROMs serve various applications illustrates 
the memory devices' capabilities and simplifies device selection. 

Richard Orlando, Xicor Inc 

If your system design calls for electrically erasable 
nonvolatile data storage, you can simplify the selection 
of semiconductor memory for that task by choosing 
from among four basic types--NOVRAM, EEPROM, 
EAROM and battery-backed CMOS RAM. Assuming 
that you've examined the system-level tradeoffs among 
these memory types (EDN, April 14, pg 135) and have 
narrowed your choice to the first two, use the 
information presented here to understand the detailed 
tradeoffs and design considerations underlying 
NOVRAM and EEPROM use. In some application 
classes, either· memory type functions adequately; in 
others, you ~ave a clearcut choice. And in still others, 
consider taking advantage of both-an approach that 
often results in cost reductions and enhanced features. 

NOVRAMs use multiple technologies 
First, however, understand how each memory type 

works. Non volatile static RAM (NOVRAM) combines 
two memory technologies on one monolithic chip. In Fig 
1, the NOVRAM shown contains lk bits of static RAM 
and lk bits of electrically erasable PROM (EEPROM). 
The device comprises cells that in turn each contain one 
cell of each memory type, rather than housing two 
separate memory arrays (see box, "Anatomy of a 
NOVRAM cell"). 

In this NOVRAM, data gets read and written exactly 
as in a standard static RAM. In addition, the Store 
signal transfers each RAM cell's data into a shadow
ing EEPROM cell; EEPROM-stored data gets reloaded 
into the RAM via the Recall signal. Note that the 
EEPROM-cell portion is accessible only through the 
RAM portion. 

One of this device type's most powerful features is its 
ability to transfer the entire RAM contents into 
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nonvolatile storage in one operation, initiated by 
bringing the TTL-compatible Store LOW. The opera
tion takes less than 10 msec, and once data is stored in 
this manner, only another store operation can alter 
i~ven if the chip loses power. 

Generating Store in the event of a power failure 
therefore saves the RAM contents, subject only to 
power remaining on the chip for the next 10 msec. RAM 
data can also be changed without disturbing the 
shadowing EEPROM, allowing the system to manipu
late two separate groups of data. 

EEPROMs offer greater density, fewer features 
EEPROM, your other major memory choice, resem

bles UV-erasable EPROM. Unlike EPROM, however, it 
can be written electrically in circuit; it needs no prior 
erasure by exposure to ultraviolet radiation. 

First-generation E EPROMs are merely electrically 

CONTROL 

EE PROM 
SHADOW 
MEMORY 

ARRAY 
RECALL 

Fig 1-Nonvolatile static RAM (NOVRAM) is organized so 
that each static-RAM bit is overlaid on a bit of nonvolatile 
electrically erasable PROM (EEPROM). 



Careful analysis simplifies 
the EEPROM VS NOVRAM choice 

alterable ROMs (EAROMs). They're reprogrammable 
only after an entire memory array (or at least one page) 
is electrically erased. Similarly, second-generation 
devices require erasure of individual bytes before 
programming. Third-generation EEPROMs, however, 
automatically and internally erase a to-be-written byte 
as part of the write cycle; they also contain much of the 
required voltage-generating and pulse-shaping func
tions on chip. 

TABLE 1-EEPROM/NOVRAM COMPARISONS 

NOVRAM EEPROM 
(X2212) (X2816A) 

Density (bits) 1024 16,384 
Price (1k level) $9.00 $23.00 
Cost/bit $0.0088 $0.0014 

Two examples of third-generation EEPROMs cur
rently in production are the Intel 2817 and the Seeq 
5213. The 2817 latches the data to be written and 
eliminates the need for pre write erasure. However, it 
requires an external high-voltage supply as well as a 
timing capacitor for deriving internal timing signals. 

The 5213 generates the high voltage on chip but 
requires external latches that hold the data and address 
valid during erase and write operations. 

Anatomy of a NOVRAM cell 
NOVRAM-cell operation depends 
on a phenomenon termed Fowler
Nord he i m tunneling. In the 
NOVRAM, a layer of oxide iso
lates a gate from an underlying 
section of polysilicon. Applying a 
large positive voltage to this float
ing gate while holding the underly
ing polysilicon near ground pro
grams the gate. 

Specifically, electrons attracted 
to the floating gate's significantly 
higher potenti9I tunnel across the 
separating oxide. As a result, the 
floating gate acquires a net nega
tive charge from the tunneled 
electrons. 

The cell is erased in a similar 
manner: The floating gate is held 
at a low potential while the poten
tial of the top polysilicon layer is 
raised; the electrons then tunnel 
across the oxide from the floating 
gate to the neighboring polysilicon 
sandwich. 

The EEPROM technology em
ployed in Xicor's NOVRAM uses a 
3-layer polysilicon sa~dwich that, 
when coupled with a 6-transistor 
static-RAM cell, results in the 
NOVRAM circuit shown in Fig A. 
The state of the static-RAM cell 
determines whether the EEPROM 

Fourth-generation EEPROMs are characterized by 

cell is programmed or erased 
during a store cycle. 

Capacitance ratios are the key 
to the data transfer from RAM to 
EEPROM. If node N, is LOW, 01 
is turned off, allowing the junction 
between capacitors C3 and C4 to 

WORD VccA 

LINE 

BIT 1 LINE 

01 

r 

float. Because the combined ca
pacitance of C3 and C4 is larger 
than Cp, the floating gate follows 
the Store-node voltage. When the 
voltage on the floating gate is 
sufficiently high, electrons tunnel 
from POLY1 to POLY2, and the 

WORD 
LINE 

1 BIT 
LINE 

Os 

Fig A-A NOVRAM cell consists of two sections: a 6-transistor RAM and a shadowing 
2-transistor EEPROM. 
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on-chip generation of all high-voltage and wave-shaping 
functions in addition to their use of on-chip latches and 
self-timing features. Their byte-write requirements are 
identical to those of static RAM except that the 
EEPROM write cycle, once initiated by normal static
RAM timings, takes as long as 10 msec. Once a 
byte-write operation begins, the EEPROM is self 
supporting, freeing the processor and all external 
circuitry for other tasks. Read timing to the EEPROM 
is identical to that of a standard EPROM, RAM or 
ROM. 

each socket to provide retrofitting for EEPROM. This 
control line allows the changing of data tables and 
program store without removing the component from 
the system, as required with EPROMs. 

Choosing between NOVRAM and EEPROMs 

Many application requirements can be satisfied by 
either of the two memory types. However, note that 
although NOVRAM is the most versatile in terms of 
features and capabilities, the price you pay for its 
greater intelligence is increased cell size. 

An important feature of a fourth-generation 
EEPROM is its compatibility with currently used 
RAM, EPROM and ROM. An EPROM- or ROM-based 
system needs only an additional Write Enable line- to 

Specifically, a fourth-generation EEPROM's cell is 
small and simple, allowing much higher density storage 
than in a NOVRAM. The EEPROM is also more 
efficient as memory-array area increases, thanks to the 

gate becomes negatively 
charged. 

If node N1 is HIGH, 07 turns on, 
grounding the junction between 
C3 and C4. C3, larger than CE, 
holds the floating gate near 
ground when the Store node gets 
pulled HIGH. This action creates a 
sufficiently large field between 
POLY2 and POLY3 to tunnel elec
trons away from the floating gate, 
leaving it with a positive charge. 

The recall operation also de
pends on capacitance ratios. C2 is 
larger than C,. When the cell 
receives the external Recall com
mand, the internal power supply 
(VccA) first goes LOW to equalize 
the voltages on N1 and N2. When 
V ccA is allowed to rise, the node 
with the lighter capacitive load 
rises more rapidly. The flip flop's 
gain causes the lightly loaded 
node to latch HIGH and the oppo
site side to latch LOW. If the 
floating gate has a positive 
charge, C2 is connected to N2 
through Os, and N2 latches LOW. 
If the floating gate has a negative 
charge, Os gets turned off and N1 
experiences the heavier loading. 

A major task in the development 
of the NOVRAM was to reduce the 
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Fig B-A 32·stage charge pump internally generates a NOVRAM's high Store voltage, 
allowing the device's NOVRAM and EEPROM sections to operate from 5V. 

amplitude and simplify the wave
form of external voltages needed 
for programming or erasure. Earli
er devices required carefully 
shaped pulses with amplitudes 
exceeding 20V. 

The first step in the cell design 
was to reduce the internal voltage 
level presented to the cell to 
initiate electron tunneling. The 
voltage magnitude required for 
programming a floating gate is 
related to the intensity of the 
electric field generated at the 
oxide·polysilicon interface by that 
voltage. 

Electric·field strength at the ox
ide-polysilicon interface can be 
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increased by using an extremely 
thin oxide, on the order of 1 ooA. A 
second technique uses textured 
polysilicon to locally enhance the 
field at the surface and achieve 
Fowler-Nordheim tunneling. It 
achieves better data retention. 

Once the internal voltage·level 
requirement was reduced, a key 
achievement in device design was 
the on-chip generation of the high~ 
voltage pulses needed to program 
or erase an individual cell. A 
Store-voltage generator (Fig B) 
provides the solution; it uses a 
32 - stage capacitor transistor 
charge pump. 



Each NOVRAM cell combines 
RAM and EEPROM 

TABLE 2-EEPROM/NOVRAM 
DATA-CAPTURE SPEEDS 

NOVRAM EEPROM 
{X2212J 1X2816A1 

Byte-Write Time 256 x 1 1.sec 256 x 10 msec 

Store Time 10 msec 0 
Total Time 10 26 msec 2.56 sec 

decrease in the relative proportion of support-circuitry 
area required. Therefore, EEPROMs are more likely to 
be the deYice of choice if your application needs large 
amounts of memory. 

The larger cell size and more extensive on-chip 
support that gi\'es NOVRAM its added capabilities also 
results in a higher cost per bit, which might not be 
justified in applications that don't require all of a 
NOVRAM's features. Consider, for example, the 
cost-per-bit comparison between the X2212 256 x4-bit 
NOVRAM and the X2816A 2kx8-bit EEPROM (Table 
1 ): NOV RAM cost per bit is more than six times 
greater than that of EEPROM. 

Huwe Yer, cost-per-bit ratios can be deceiving for 
systems requiring a minimum amount of nonvolatile 
memory. Lower density nonvolatile memories often are 
more cost effective in a NOVRAM configuration. The 
smallest NOVRAM currently available, the 64x4 
X2210, is also the least expensive 5V device. 

Another selection factor to consider is the required 
write time. An EEPROM requires a relatively long 
write time (10 mseclbyte max), while NOVRAM write 

Lr 
ADDRESS .------i 
DECODE 

I-------
POWER FAIL 

1 ,____, 

-
NMI ADDRESS 

DATA 
6809 ~P 

--
RESET 

f ~ 
PORTA I---' 

~ POWERON RESET 

time is that of a typical static RAM. Therefore, 
NOVRAMs are more suited for applications requiring 
frequent memory-data changes, while EEPROMs most 
suit applications calling for infrequent memory writes. 

A NOVRAM is also better suited to data-capture 
applications. Table 2 compares two 256 x 4-bit 
NOVRAMs organized in a byte-wide configuration with 
a 2kx8 EEPROM in terms of the time needed to store 
256 bytes of information. These times assume a 
1-µseclbyte max processor write-cycle time. You can 
see that the NOVRAM's single-store operation makes it 
much faster. A NOVRAM system can update and store 
10,000 bytes of data in the time needed to store two 
bytes of EEPROM information. 

Another important NOVRAM feature is the device's 
ability to initiate and complete a nonvolatile store of 
data under external-signal control. This feature can be 
a key decision criterion in real-time applications such as 
power-fail re-entrant systems. 

Both types serve power-fail-tolerant controllers 

As noted, however, many applications can profitably 
use either de\'ice type. One common application in this 
class centers on retaining important system informa
tion in the event of a power loss. In most systems, 
power failures require reinitialization of the entire 
system, necessitating the temporary loss of system 
operation. In real-time control applications, this loss of 
control can cause expensive and sometimes dangerous 
failures of the process or equipment being controlled. 

Such an application's main requirement is therefore 
some type of nonvolatile storage upon power failure. A 
prime consideration in this type of environment is the 
storage of a fixed amount of data upon receipt of an 

l' 1 
SYSTEM GENERAL· 

ROM 
1-------i ~ PURPOSE i--, 

1/0 

~ 8 T 4 ~8 l_ '1 
STORE STORE 

L.........-.1 
256x4 

,___, 
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1--' 

~ NOVRAM to-;: ~ NOV RAM D3cQ 

RECALL REc5AiI 
T J 

Fig 2--ln this controller, a NOVRAM retains the µP state in the event of a power failure. 
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; :t: :f::t: :t::t;:t: :+: :+.:+: :+: :+: :t::+: :+::+: :+::t::t: :t::t: :+-::+: :t::t::+::t: :+::t: :t::+: :t: :+::+: :t: :t: :t: :+: :+::t: :t: :t::f::t: :t: :t: ** :+: :t::t: :f: :t::t: :·l·::t: :t: :t: :t: :t::t: .+.:t: :t: :t::t: :t::t: :t::t: 

-~ 1.-CICAT I Cit·~ DEF If·~ IT I Ot·~·; 
t·RIF.:AMLD 
t~Ul~'.f1t'1H I 

.EOU 
• EOU 

OOOOH 
t~UF:AMLO + 2'::i6 • 

; THE t-!OUF'.F11··1 IS LOCATED flT THE E:OTTOM OF THE i::.::::~y:i ME;·10F''/ MAP 
[r i :::::r,i • EOU tf.rr;:t=IMH I ; TE:.::T B'.'TE FOF' F-'0!.1EF~: FAIL CDtm IT I Ot~ 
rn. D~:.Tt::: • ECtU t~r .. 1F:At·IH I -r::. ; :::.TACl: F'O It HEP ~Klt-IUOLAT 1 LE LOCAT I OH 
:.::TACY • EOU ~-lUF'.AMHI-7 ;F·Pocc::::.:::.cii:;:: :::.THC!<: E:E(jlt~t·n1·~(j LOCATICJt·.j 
TEMP! • EOU t·~UF:AMHI -1 _; n·IF'UkTAt·H F'F'OCE?:::=. f-'AF:AMETER~ . 
T[~:i-·1F'2 

1Ei·1F'3 
F·c1r;·TA 

. EOU 
• EC!U 
.EOU 

r-P.JF:'At'IH 1--:0: 
t-l'-IFAl'IHI-3 

; LCIC.fiT I 1Jt-l OF C·~fl A F:EIJ I STEF: FOF< F'OF~T 

• OP::J i;:::;=::::ocH 
; :-t: :t: :t::t::t::t: :t: :t::t: :t:: t: :+: :+:.+: .+::+:: •::t: .+: +. :t::ft:t::t: :+::t: :t:: ~:. •= :t: :t::t: :+: =i< :-1< :t: :t::t: :t::t: :·r : ., :t: :t: 1-::t:.+.= t: :t: .+: :t::t: :+: :+: .+:.+ .. t.:t: =+: .+:.+: :t:;+; :t::t::t: :+::+: :+: 

; POl.i.IEF:' F-"t~i I LUPE F'.OUT I l··~E 
; · t: :t: :t: :t::t: :t: :t: :t: :+: :+: :+: :t::t: :t::t: :t::-1-: :t: :t: :t::-1-. :t:' r: :+: :+: :+: ·+: :+. :t::+::t::t: :t: :+: :+::+: :+::+: :t: :+: :t:: += =+::+: , .• , :+: =+: :+: :t: =i·::-~::-t: :+:=+.:+::+: .+: :t::-1-: =+: :t::t: :+: :t::t: :t: :t::t: :t: 

F'FAIL. STS OLDsn·. ;l_,.lf?ITE cur;:r..,nn STf1U::: F'OHnEF: Hff(l tmURF"1M 
,,. 1=n TH I:::: F'Ci H./T. THE F'OldEF: FRI L. HHEF'.F'UF'1 HAS F ·u~HE:..[:r ALL OF THE 
J' CUF:F:E.NT IJALUES ur-· THE F'POCES:::.oF: f.=:E(.J I :..::TEF::~:· rnn :~1 THE :=.TAC!<. THE 

·::::Ti=tCY ~·onnEF' ~-·onn~~ .. ·1 0 THE·~;r:_: • . .'ALUt:::.: .• 
LDl"-"i #C1F1C:H ;L.Ol=tD RCCUMUU~TOF: 1.·IITH F'Ol.r.IE..F: FAIL FLAG 
·.:.TA [•I F'T'/ ; 5TO~:E FLJK:i H~ tmr..JF'AM 
U:•A #OCI. ; 1,_1i;:: IT I t~C A (1 TO THE F'OF'T CiEt-iEF:ATES 
STF1 F'OF:Tr71 ;A ~~·TOF:E 5ICiHfiL TO 1 HE t·Krl..JF<Al·1 

L.COF' E:~:F1 LODF' ;SIT t=1t·m 11.IAIT U~Hll_ F'OhlEF:' DI:=:Af'f'EAF'.5 
-~ .1·. :+: :t: :t: .+: :-j : ~- :t :t:: ~: :t: .+ .. + . t: :t: :t: :t. :+: :t: :t: .+:: ~: .+:: ;..: . t: :t: :t: :t: .+: :t: :t: :t: :+: :+: :t: :t:: t: .+: .+: .+:: ~= :t:: 1-::t: :t::+: .+: :+: >t·: :t::t; :t: :.Y.:t::t: :t: :t: :+: :t: :~ :t: :+: :t: :t: :t: :+: :t: :t: :t· 

,. F'Ot.JEF;·:--Ot I FE.SET F::OUT I ~-IE 
J~ ·+: +·:+::+: .1-: .+::+: :t:: t: :t::t: :+: .t::t: :t: :·1-'.:t::t: :t: :t: :~-: :t: :~-: :t:: f: :t: :t: :t. :t:ct: :+: :t::f::t: :t: :t::t. :t: .t: :t: :t: :t: :t: :t::t::t: ...... .-:+.:+: :-t-;:t::t: :t::t: :t: :t::t: :t::t::t: :t::+: :t::t: :t::t: :t: :+: 

F'C;ET L["1A #OFFH ; SET ALI_ OUTF'IJT5 TO A 11 1 11 

·::T~i POF'.TF1 ;!.H?ITE TO F'OF.:T TO t'EEF' STOF:E HIC:iH 
L[:•A Ci I PT',' ; i_OrfD FLA(j TO ~EE IF F'Olr.IEF.'. FA I LED 
CMF·r1 #Ofl'5H ; IT i.r.I I LL. E:E A ~3R5H n-· IT [ 1 H:1 

E:l·JE HIJ T ; ff t-IOT DO J··40F.:r·1fiL HH TI AL I ::.:AT I Cit·~ 
LDA ~OOH ; CLff1F: THE F-'Ol1.IEF: FA I LUPE FLAG 
'::TF"1 DI PT'..' : Ir~ THE t·./OUF.'Al·1 
LC1A #OOH ; At m C.i I UE t=: 5TOF'.E ST 1::Jt·~AL 
·;TFI :=·01:;:oTFl .;TO sroi:;.,·E THE ~~El.ii FLHG 
LDP.1 *WFFH ; FE:::Fr r'CF'T. 
U•S OU•::=:n: ;LOflli OLD ::=:TACY UALUES 
PT I _;: F'ETUF:t·~ FF.:Cli'! F'Ol.dEF< FRI L I tH EF~F:UF'T 

1r·~1 T ; t·KIPMAL I~-./ IT I AL. I z:=n I Cit-./ CODE 

; 

; 

• OF:Cl ~?1FFCH 

• 1.dOF.:D F'FFI IL. ; F'Cl.rlEF'. FRI LURE I tHEl?F:LIPT ')ECTOR 
• lrlOF'.[:1 PE'.:.ET ; F'Cll.r.IEP-OM FTSET I ~-lTEJ?F.:UPT 1..'ECTC.tR 
.Et·./D 

Fig 3-A power-failure-tolerant controller's 6809-µP assembly-language routines handle both failure store and recovery. 
NOVRAM handles the stack and other temporary storage. 
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NOVRAM doubles as 
bootstrap and global memory 

external Power Fail signal. You can use an EEPROM 
for this purpose if the processor has sufficient time to 
recognize the power failure and respond by writing the 
data into memory. Otherwise, a NOVRAM is the 
device of choice because it captures data in one 
nonvolatile store operation. 

Fig 2 shows a simple controller that uses a NOVRAM 
to retain the state of a µP in the event of a power 
failure. The Power Fail signal generates a µP inter
rupt, and the NOV RAM stores the contents of all RAM 
including the µP stack. 

Upon interrupt acknowledgement, the µP registers 
are pushed onto the stack as program control branches 
to the interrupt routine (Fig 3). The routine writes the 
current stack pointer and a test byte to the NOVRAM, 
signifying that a power failure has occurred, and then 
generates a Store signal. The power supply is designed 
to ensure that the V c level remains above 4.5V for 10 
msec after it generates the Power Fail signal. 

Once power is restored, the Power-On Reset signal 
generates a Recall signal to the NOVRAM. The 
power-on routine in the µP checks the state of the test 
byte to see if a process was interrupted by a power 
failure. If so, the stack pointer gets loaded with the 
address of the saved processor state, a return from 
interrupt is executed, and the process resumes. 

NOVRAM stores terminal configurations 
An application in which NOVRAM is the device of 

choice lies in the storage of terminal-configuration 
information, consisting of such parameters as baud 
rate, data format and parity method. The conventional 

,.....--------- SYSTEM 
MEMORY 

r-t-1 

DATA 

ADDRESS 
CRT 

REFRESH 

~ 
RAM AND 
CONTROL 

approach to this task (Fig 4) stores data in DIP 
switches on a pc board somewhere in the terminal; the 
user must have a terminal manual handy for decoding 
switch settings to change any of the preset features. 

One alternative uses menu-driven configuration 
modes to set the terminal and a NOVRAM to store the 
terminal-configuration parameters. The user can easily 
change the configuration information for specific tasks 
and retain this data until the terminal loses power. 

Upon power-up, a set of predefined default parame
ters stored in the NOVRAM's EEPROM section goes to 
RAM, and the terminal is configured. The NOVRAM 
also allows the user to change default parameters for 
subsequent sessions by transferring the modified RAM 
data to EEPROM-in either a general or privileged 
user environment. The NOVRAM's ability to manipu
late two sets of data proves important here because the 
terminal software operates on the data in the 
NOVRAM's RAM section, regardless of whether the 
terminal is in the default configuration or a user
entered one. 

In Fig 4's conventional approacht an 8-section DIP 
switch holds the configuration information. If a switch 
position is open, the pull-up resistor causes a ONE to 
appear at the buffer input; a closed switch denotes a 
ZERO. Decoding the buffer's address and reading the 
data provides the switch information. If the system 
needs more than eight bits, the design requires 
additional switchest resistors, buffers and logic. 

If a block of memory addresses is reserved for 
configuration information, the granularity of the ad
dress decoding increases with the number of DIP 

H 
OCTAL 

3-STATE 
BUFFER 

5V 
;> 

~RESET 
DECODE ..... .. 

'--I ~ H 
KEYBOARD 

ADORES~ AND 
DECODE 110 .. 

POWER-ON RESET ~ 

Fig 4--A conventional terminal configuration uses an 8-section DIP swffch to program the terminal's operating parameters. 
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In-system data modifications make 
EEPROMs more versatile than EPROMs 

switches required. And you can change the default data 
only by altering individual switch positions. 

The NOV RAM implementation of this system (Fig 5) 
permits the storage of lk bits of configuration informa
tion in one 18-pin X2212. If you reserve an 8k 
memory-address block for configuration storage, the 
NOVRAM requires only a single chip-select decode. 
The only restriction in this arrangement is that four 
parameter bits get read simultaneously, rather than 
eight. Note that storing the same amount of informa
tion using the conventional approach calls for 128 DIP 
switches and octal buffers, 1024 resistors and sufficient 
address decoding to provide 128 separate locations 
within the 8k field-an address granularity of 64. 

A terminal user employs the keyboard to enter 
operational parameters into the NOVRAM. The user 
enters a configuration mode when the terminal is in the 
off-line or local mode. A menu display shows the 
current terminal configuration; the user moves the 
cursor and/or strikes a control key to alter the current 
values. Once the configuration is established, the user 
exits the configuration mode, and the terminal operates 
according to the new parameters. The user can also 
change the default parameters by entering a control 
signal that places the new configuration mode in the 
NOVRAM's EEPROM sedion. 

In this application,· very few terminals would ever 
require the NOVRAM's full storage capacity for 

uP 

RESET 

DATA 

ADDRESS 
CRT 

REFRESH ,____ _____ +--_____.,.______..., RAM AND 

~ CONTROL 

._ DATA 4-L_ 
ADDRESS S.L 256X4 

DECODE / __,,,, NOVRAM 
_____ 1 ___ ~~ 

: PRIVELEGED 110~ STORE 

~KEYBOARD : 
t----+-------< AND 1 

ADDRESS .----------+--~ 
DE CODE t----+------i--"'.-. 

110 I 
I 

I 
I ___ _.: 
I 

POWER·ON RESET 

Fig 5---Replacing a DIP switch with a NOVRAM results in 
greater versatility for programming terminal operating parameters. 

configuration information. You could therefore employ 
the unused portion to store other operational and 
maintenance parameters. 

NOVRAM loader provides reusable memory 

A system that employs a bootstrap loader during 
initialization is another prime NOVRAM application 
candidate. Examples of such applications include sin
gle-chip µCs operating in external-memory modes and 
full-blown systems requiring the maximum allowable 
memory space. A common approach to this require
ment stores the bootstrap program in ROM or EPROM. 
However, the program occupies memory space that 
might be used for other purposes during system 
operation. Because most initialization routines use a 
relatively small amount of memory space, this approach 
can be particularly wasteful in space-limited systems. 

As an alternative, you can preprogram the bootstrap 
into the EEPROM section of a NOVRAM. Upon reset, 
the system generates a Recall signal to the NOVRAM, 
loading the bootstrap into RAM. The bootstrap pro
gram executes, and the NOVRAM RAM section then 
becomes free for other uses. This design feature even 
allows bootstrap-program alteration via external con
trol for servicing or software updates. 

Fig 6 shows a simple disk-oriented system that uses 
NOVRAM as a bootstrap memory. After booting, the 
NOVRAM becomes a global RAM. The device-and 
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,...---- DISK 

~ SUBSYSTEM 

,...--- AND 
OMA 

DATA 

6502 ~p ADDRESS 

...... ....-----, -- NEW BOOT STORE 
RESET SYSTEM 

1/0 
~ 

....,__., 

POWER ON RESET I l 
RECALL ~ 

4 256x4 4 256x4 
L NOV RAM rf- NOVRAM 

SYSTEM 7 
BOOTSTRAP BOOTSTRAP RAM ANO r- AND 
RAM RAM 

STORE STORE 
.l. I I 
l 

Fig 6--This disk-oriented system uses two NOVRAMs as 
bootstrap memory. Once loading is complete, the NOVRAM 
functions as global RAM. 



; :+: :+: :+::+::+: :+: :+: :i-::+::+::t: :+<:+::+: :+: :+::+: ;+::+: :+::+::+;:+: :f::+:>f<:t: :t: :t: :t: :t::t::t::t: :t::-1-::t: :t: :t: :f;:f: :t: :t: :t::t::+: :t: :f;.f; :f;:t::f::t::f; :t: :t: :t::t::t: :+: :t::t: ** :+::+: :+: ;t::t: :t: 

; THIS PROGRAM SEGMENT DE~JN5TRATES THE OPERATION OF Fl SYSTEM WHICH 
; USE::. A BODTST0·r=·1p F'F.'OGF'Ai'1 F'PELC1r1C:1ED I tHO THE t~OUF:AM ··· s EEF·F"~UM. l_lf'Ot·~ 

; r~·o1 .. IEF'--Clt·~ F:ESET .. THI:::, E:our rs F.'.ECALL.E(.1 nno THE EEPPOM· .. s F.'.AM. THE 
HODTSTF?AF' F'ORGr;:1:-11'1 COt·W I !::JUF:'ES THE: ::::'..-'STEM.' Ht·il:i THEt·~ USES THE ~-Kll...lr::AM .· s 
F~'AM ~-:r:; F'.ECiULAP F:fiM. THE t-K1l)PA~·1 IS LOCATED AT THE E:OTTOM OF THE 
.::.r:.o:=:··s MEMOF'.'11 MAF' :::::o THAT THE. HIGHE:=.T LOCATirn-6 CA~~ CONTAH-1 THE 

.• ~=p1~1CES:::.OF.' ... '.::; I ~-!TEF'.F:UF'T UECTCIF5. ACTUAL LOAD I i··~Ci OF THE OFEF'AT I tH.J 
';','STF:r·1 ItHCI MAH~ ME.MOF''.' I::; ACCOMF'LISHED E:',' :::i Df·Hi crnrn~·ULLEF:'..· l.dHICH 

I ___ ni="i[•S THE ~·F'OCiF:AM FRClf·1 THE [.:I ~;f::. 
; ·-~: · ~' .+: :+:·+· +. :+: .+. :t: :i-::t: :t: :t: :t: :t: :t::t: :1·: :1-:: r: :t: :t:: ~: :+::t: :t::+: :t: .·1-•• +: :t::t: :t::t: :t::t::t: :t: :t: .t: :+: :-<·= :+::t: :+: :t::+: :t::t: :t::+: :+-:t::t::t::t: :t::t: * :t::t::+: :+: :t::+::t::+::t: :t: 

C·:·ff:i["•flT1=-i • EOU ~x:oooH ; DMr~ [)fff 1=1 F'.ECJ1 STEP 
~ •l·ffp~·1 f'.r:L 
F'F'CICjF'RM 

.EDU 
• EOU 

OCOl~lH ;[:ai·11::i C:C:tHF'Ol. REGJ:.::.TER 
00:?1.::roH ; STFIF'.T OF F'F.'.CU::JF:Al·1 MEMCIF'.'/ 

• OF'.(j OFFOOH 
: THE F'F:Of::iF'Ar·1 SECT J(n-~ 1 S U)fl[E[> HHO THE EEF'F<CIM SECT I Cit·~ OF THE 
; ~J01.rr;:·1=i:·1' Atm I::. F'ECl=iLLED UF·rn~ F'Ol.11Ek--l_IF'. 
8C!:~1T U<::: #OFr..:-:-i ; ~ CIAli THE ::: ItK:iE>=: F:EG I STEP l.1.!1 TH FF 

L.CIUP 

r· ., ;TFt="1~:'.::.FEF: TO STAU::: F'OHHEF'. AT CllFF 
TH I:=:. c Ci[1E .~:.Eel I Ut·~ c:u~~F l C1UF::E::::. THE Ut·1A COt·n F:OLLEP ·' 

, At~[:i SETS THE HHTIAL. LOAD LOCATIClr·~ AT 020(1H. ::.c1 
; THAT F'F.':~l!~F:AM ~:~ATFI 1 .• 1 I LL t·mT Cil)EF:l.1IF' I TE THE ::::-r AC:K. 

THI'; C:X1f::" ~.ECT I Cit~ TELLS THE DMA CCrt-HF:OLLEF: 11.IHAT 
r .• l SI:" ~:.t:TT I :=:ti IT ::::Hc1UL_[:• (JET THE F'F:OCiF:1=11·1 F PClf'I .· AS 

; !,lf~LL AS HOJ.,_1 1'"1UC-H [ 1ATA TU LCAD. 
LC·A #~~11.. ; 01 H~ THE [:1t·1:=t COtHPC1L F'ECi1STEF'. 

STA 
U•A 
'.=:.TA 
JMF· 

; I,! I LL. HK• 1 cr=iTE [:rl SJ< [:1=nA LOAD H-IC:i 
[ 1f·1fi[:q=jT1::-1 ; :=:n:1F'E H~ THE OMA cm-nF::OL F'.ECi I STEP 
#(1A':·H 
TEST 

LIF: I TE TC! TEST E:'/TE TO ~: IC3tH F'1' E:CIOT 
; IF l.1!E ~:EE 11 #OA':;H .. i.dE AF'.E H~ BOOT 
; LCIOF' UtH IL C-'l·1A Cert-ffF.'.OLLEF'. I t-HEF:F'.UPTS 

: +. ·+. +. :t::y:+::t: 't + f t: >f:: ~: .f: .1-:·j .. +·.+: +: .+: .+: + + .+. :t: .+: + t: :t: +. f• >!-:+. ~:. ~· +· .f< :+ .. +: .+: +·. f:.+: :t:.t::t::t .. ¥..+::+: +:.f:.t::f::t: :t::t::t::t::t::t::t::t::t::t::i<=+< 

; t~l·1I :·.r.::c:~·! ~ 1 1'1A Iif:EF-:F:UF'T ldIL.L !.'EJ_T1:!F: HEFE. THIS F'.CIU1H~E CHECJ:S THE 
; ·:.TATu·::: FTc'Clt'I THE l..d '5:t::. ~.UE:S','STEt-1 F1tm DMA CotHF.:OU_EF: TO H-ISUF'.E THAT 

THE r.:·Ec.11 __ 1E·:::TE[1 [:•fHA H1=-r::: E:EE~·.J .l_OAC•ED. OHCE A :;uccEs:;FUL BOCH HA:=. 
r1'..1f<l:.t~ F-'Ll=t( c. THE ·;'.,'STEt·1 CAt·~ CHAt¥::iE THE ~-IMI UECTOP ::;: H-ICE THE t·mUF;AM 

tlCll.I ~·ut~CTJDtE F-r; A FEC11_1L~1F: F:At'i. 
; +: .+ :+· .+::+· .1-: :j·: :+: ,+ :+ t:. j.::t::t: :t: 't +: +· t .+: :t: :f: +. :i ·t: .+.:+::+: :t::f::+:: f:.+: +· :+: +: .+::+: .+:.t::t: :+: .f::t: :t::+:.·~::+::-1-::t::t:.+::t::-t< :+::t::f::t::f::+::+< :+::+: :t::t'. :t::t: 

~llH~,c;:p1_1p·r L[:iH r 1 1·1t=1CT~'L CHLU·. TO SEC IF THE DESIF;ED F'F::CICJF.·AM 

EF·F;·op 
H::~-.T 

~-JM I 
r:::·E·;ET 

; H1=r:-. rn::D-4 SUCCESSF ULL ',' LCIFiDED. IF so .. 
FILL 1,,.!ILL BE ZEF.'OE~S E><CEF-'T D~~1 !.i.IHICH 
1,1 I LL E:E SE1 TO SI C:it--11 F',' THAT At4 
I ~HEF'F.'.UF'T 1 .• IAS C.l I '·'Et·4. 

UlF' #01 AF:F l.1IE LCIH(:iED -:-.· 
E:t-~[ E:our IF ~-KIT' Iii[. HtiUE At·~ EF:FOF: .• F.:E-E:O(IT. 
:_[•A fESl ; C]ET n.::::.:T [:\'TE TO :=EE IF I t·4 A E:ocn. 
Ct·W *l0f"i''':d1 IF o:;:-.o, TEST E:','TE l·lILL BE AS HE>::. 
r::EC1 F'F'CICiF:AM ; Atffi JUMF' TO F'F'.Ot::JPtiM BEG I t·4t·-I I t·41:l. 
; OTHEF.'1, •. 1 T '.::E I.IE H1=i1JE !=it~ EF'F.'OF'. 
• £::','TE CH:1. ; A :=E~:O IS :::.TC1F:ED H4 TEST HH TI ALL'.,.'. 
• OF:Ci 
.. 1,JCIF:C• 
• 1.ICIF'[• 

OFFF'AH 
nn EF.'t~·l_!F"T; t-11'1! Ii.I I LL C:iO ·To S'/STEl-1 STA~'.T ROUT rnE • 
E:C11~1l ; F'Ol.ilE:.k -Clt4 i:;..:E:=.E:.T !.,JILL. CAUSE AUTO BOOT • 

Fig 7-A 6502-µP assembly-language boot routine is located temporarily in NOVRAM, which forms the highest 256 bytes of 
memory in this system. 
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Use EEPROM if data changes 
are byte size and infrequent 

hence the bootstrap routine-is in the highest memory 
segment so it can hold all the interrupt vectors. µPs 
such as the 6502 and 6800 use these locations for reset 
and interrupt pointers. 

In the bootstrap program (Fig 7), the reset vector 
for the 6502 µP points to the boot routine. Fig 6's two 
NOVRAMs reside in the highest 256 bytes of the 
address map. Upon power-up, the NOVRAM's 
EEPROM section gets loaded into the device's RAM 
section. The µP then initializes the stack pointer, and 
the DMA controller begins a data transfer from the 
disk. A test byte gets set to show that a boot process is 
under way. 

Once the DMA transfer begins, the µP loops until an 
interrupt signifies that the operation is complete. The 
µP vectors to the interrupt-handling routine, which 
determines if a valid DMA has occurred. If an error has 
occurred, the program causes a jump to location 
Program, where the first byte of the loaded program 
resides. The NOVRAM RAM is then free for general 
use. Note that you must take care not to accidentally 
overwrite the interrupt and :reset vectors, located in 
the highest memory locations. 

EEPROM stores controller parameters 
Turn now to some applications in which an EEPROM 

is the device of choice. One such task is the storage of 
coefficients in PID (proportional integral-differential) 
controllers. 

Modern control applications such as the PID algo
rithm are characterized by two basic qualities. First, 
they are computationally intense. Second, their ability 
to precisely control a set condition is based on their 
knO\vledge of the effects of their outputs. This knowl
edge results from deriving the various controller 
coefficients via calculations: Each controller output 
must be calculated with reference to the previously 
defined term. 

If a PID system loses power, it must resynthesize all 
data before it approaches the level of performance 
exhibited before the power loss. The data tables for 
each control task are fairly large and require a 
substantial amount of memory. Therefore, a controller 
might use EEPROM for algorithm-coefficient storage. 

Note also that most PID-controller deviations result 
from the sensitivity of the system's sensors as well as 
the response time and accuracy of the control outputs. 
These variables might change in a particular unit but 
are usually the same when power returns to the 
controller; they need only be updated occasionally as 
the system runs. An EEPROM's slow write time and 
fast read time make it ideally suited for this infrequent
write application. 

Finally, note that parameters stored in EEPROM are 

Fig 8-A self-learning video game uses EEPROM to 
change difficulty levels after play is completed. 

available to the system whenever it's running
whether programmed into the system during initializa
tion or resulting from previous system operation. An 
EE PROM implementation of such a system thus results 
in shorter system-interrupt recovery time as well as 
self-recalibration upon component replacement. 

Self-learning video games use EEPROMs 
Another potential EEPROM application centers on 

the storage of self-teaching or self-modifying code, 
through which a process or algorithm can tailor itself 
based on the results of previous executions. Such 
applications are characterized by updates to program 
storage, which usually occur relatively infrequently. 
This high read-to-write ratio of memory access, as well 
as the densities required in the program store, 
generally dictate an EEPROM implementation. 

An example of this application category is a self
learning video game (Fig 8). Such a game's success 
depends largely on its ability to keep a player 
interested by continually increasing the level of chal
lenge after repeated plays. 

At the end of a certain period (Fig 9), the game 
analyzes the scores and modifies its program (including 
timing loops and difficulty factors) to present a more 
complex play to the next group of players. The learning 
algorithm also makes- the game easier to play under 
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certain conditions, preventing unwarranted increases 
in difficulty. 

The initial game code includes several routines that 

make the game progressively more difficult to play. 
These routines get bypassed in the initial program 
execution by always-executable branch instructions. At 
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Fig 9-Written in 6809-µP assembly language, this self-learning video-game program changes branch instructions based on 
previously obtained scores. 
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EEPROM and NOVRAM 
could team up in some cases 

the encl of each play, the system determines from the 
score whether to make the algorithm more difficult. If 
so, it eliminates some of the branches around difficult 
parts of the game software. A simple table stores all of 
these branches. Other features, including speed param
eters and energy levels, can also be stored to make the 
game more difficult as scores improve. Storing them in 
EEPROM provides the additional advantage of easy 
updates and changes in the basic table. 

EEPROM and NOVRAM team up 
As a final example, consider how you might combine 

EEPROM and NOV RAM in an automobile navigational 
system that could direct a driver to a location within a 
specific city or area. Proponents of this approach 
envision beacons located throughout an area, notifying 
each in-car computer of the car's current location. 
Provided with this information, a local electronic map 
and the desired destination, the computer \Vould direct 
the driver along the most efficient route. 

Data-storage requirements would be extensive, im
plying the use of EEPROM. After all, the system must 
not only be programmed with a map of the area roads 
but must also be able to select between many possible 
alternatives based upon continuously changing factors 
such a:s time of day and kno\vn construction areas. 
Using EEPROM would allow the car's driver to load the 
navigational computer upon entering a location such as 
a filling station. 

A NOVRAM would also prove critical to this 
application. It would contain rapidly changing current 
information, which would get transferred to the 
NOVRAM's EEPROM section upon reaching a destina
tion. The approach allows pO\ver removal frorn the 
system while the car is parked, eliminating battery 

SYSTEM 
ROM 

uP 

ADDRESS 

DATA 
--
RES El 

p OWER ON RESET_3_ 

RECALL f------1 NOV RAM 
CURRENT-LOCATION SYSTEM 

STORAGE f--------J RAM 

drain. Restarting the vehicle would transfer the 
current data from the NOVRAM's EEPROM section 
back to its RAM section. 

Fig 10 shows how the hardware could be implement
ed. Map information, stored in EEPROM, gets changed 
as necessary via the map-download controller, a serial 
interface over which the data is transmitted. The 
transmission rate is low because the map data is 
written into EEPROM, which specs a slow write cycle. 

The system has two main interfaces-to the driver 
and to the vehicle. The former consists of a keyboard 
for input and a CRT for display of the map and other 
information. The latter receives data such as mileage 
and speed so that the system can monitor the driver's 
progress along a given route. IEDN 
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Fig 1 ~A hypothetical automobile navigational system uses EEPROM to store extensive map information and NOV RAM to 
handle rapidly changing current-location information 
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Non-volatile memories 
keep appliances 
out of the dark 

Appliance design has undergone a 
revolution in recent years. The 
advent of the low-cost, single-chip 
microcomputer has opened many 
applications for these small comput
ers in the appliance market. Initial 
applications were based upon new 
types of appliances where digital 
control was a necessity. Today one 
sees even the venerable "white 
goods" using single-chip microcom
puters to add features and capabili
ties to the end products. With this 
migration to digital control, a need 
for non-volatile memory has devel
oped, and many new non-volatile 
memory devices have been made 
available to the designer. 

Richard Orlando, Xicor Inc., Milpitas, CA 

Appliance control applications 
have gone through an orderly 
evolution. The design methods of 
the past used electromechanical 
devices, such as switches, relays, 
mechanical timers and, of course, 
wafer switches. The requirements of 
older appliances could be easily 
satisfied by these devices. Washing 
machines, for example, using multi
plane wafer switches driven by a 
simple timer could initiate, time and 
terminate the different cycles of the 
laundry washing process. And the 
electronic range allowed simple 
electromechanical timing of a cook
ing cycle. 

Since the appliance industry has 

Fig. 1 

been subject to the whims and 
attitudes of the consumer, the 
desired capabilities of appliances 
have grown as a function of added 
features. A simple example is the 
evolution of the home stove control
ler: first, accurate control over 
cooking temperature, then the 
ability to turn off the oven after a 
programmed time, and, finally, the 
complete programmable oven that 
not only turns itself off after a 
programmed time has elapsed, but 
also initiates the cooking cycle at a 
certain time of day. 

The increased capabilities of the 
appliances coupled with the availa
bility of low-cost, single-chip micro-
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computers has led to the final step in 
the evolution, that of full digital 
control. The use of the microcom
puter as a control mechanism allows 
the designer increased flexibility, 
reliability and precision in the 
control process, not easily attainable 
with the older design methods. 
Decreased development costs are 
also possible since a flexible digital 
controller can be used in a variety of 
different products, or models of the 
same product. 

Microcomputer designs were not 
free of their own unique problems, 
however. The microcomputer inter
face required to perform the actual 
control functions was somewhat 
complex. New issues had to be 
·addressed in terms of product 
reliability, since the semiconductor 
devices introduced different failure 
modes than those exhibited by 
electromechanical devices. The mi
crocomputer also had a major 
disadvantage over prior design 
techniques due to its inherent 
volatile nature: when the power was 
removed from the appliance, the 
microcomputer not only stopped 
functioning, it lost any data it had 
maintained based upon the current 
state of the system. 

One advantage that the older 
electromechanical timers possessed 
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was that if the power went off to the 
appliance, the control system would 
maintain the state it was in when the 
power was interrupted. When the 
power was restored to the appliance, 
it would continue from where it left 
off. One can easily appreciate the 
irritation of a homemaker who, 
having left a roast in the oven, 
returns from errands to find that it 
had not resumed cooking after a 
blackout. 
Emergence of non-volatility 

With many appliance designs, 
there is a definite need to prevent 
such untoward situations. Some type 
of non-volatility is a necessity in 
appliance design. Since the cost of 
the appliance is a great concern, this 
non-volatility must be cost-effective. 
One of the earlier approaches was 
that of battery backup on the 
microcomputer itself, or on a 
separate CMOS memory in the 
system. The disadvantages of this 
approach are based simply on the 
limitations of batteries and the cost 
of implementation. Unfortunately, 
there were not many alternatives 
until now. 

The past five years have seen a 
remarkable evolution in the emer
gence of semiconductor non-volatile 
memories. Unlike the battery back
up of the data in either on-board or 
external RAM, these devices were 
able to retain data without the 
external power, in a manner similar 
to that of an EPROM. The main 
difference between these devices and 
the EPROM was their ability to be 

"rewritter in-circuit, as opposed to 
being removed from the circuit, 
erased, and then "reprogrammed" 
before they were put back into the 
circuit. 

Unfortunately, these early devices 
were expensive and difficult to use. 
They required multiple "program
ming" voltages, extensive support 
circuitry, and were quite unreliable. 
These devices, for the most part, 
were organized for microprocessor 
"bus" applications, and as such 
required too many Ila lines for 
efficient interfacing to single-chip 
microcomputers, where Ila lines are 
a precious commodity. 

The development of 5v floating
gate, NMOS non-volatile memories 
eliminated many of the disadvantag
es of semiconductor non-volatile 
devices. These devices not only 
decreased the support circuitry 
required for their use, but increased 
the reliability of the devices. 
Unfortunately, these devices were 
also designed for "bus" applications 
and were relatively expensive due to 
their large densities ( > 1 K bi ts). A 
need was recognized in the appliance 
and other industries for an inexpen
sive and reliable non-volatile memo
ry designed exclusively for interfac
ing to single-chip microcomputers. 

The Xicor X2444 answers this need. 
The device is a low-cost 16 x 16 
non-volatile static RAM (NOVRAM for 
short) which features serial interface 
designed for interfacing to a 
single-chip microcomputer with a 
minimum requirement for both I/o 
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lines and software. Housed in an 
eight-pin mini-DIP, the X2444 pro
vides inexpensive non-volatile data 
storage for both operational and 
configuration parameters. Its low 
cost (less than $4.00 in unit 
quantities) makes it the least 
expensive non-volatile storage on the 
market, even rivalling the DIP switch 
in unit cost, while providing the 
equivalent of 32 DIP switches in terms 
of data capacity. 
The NOVRAM concept 

The NOVRAM idea is not new. Xicor 
invented this type of memory more 
than three years ago. The concept is 
quite simple. Figure 1 shows a block 
diagram of the X2444. It consists of a 
256-bit ( 16 x 16) static RAM with a 
256-bit 5v E2PROM array overlaid bit 
for bit in a "shadow" type manner. 
Two signals' STORE and RECALL, 
control the transfer of data between 
the E~PROM array and the static RAM. 
The STORE function replicates the 
data which is currently in the RAM 
into the non-volatile E2PROM array. In 
a similar manner, the RECALL 
·function transfers the non-volatile 
data in the E2PROM array into the RAM. 
One can see that by simply 
performing a STORE during power 
failure, the data is then retained in 
the non-volatile E2PROM , and can be 
restored to the RAM using the RECALL 
once power is returned to the 
system. 

The X2444's serial interface method 
is ideal for microcomputer applica
tions. Figure 2 shows the pinout and 
signal designation for the X2444. The 
four-line serial interface consists of a 
Chip Select (cs), a Serial Clock (sc), 
a Data In (DI) line, and a Data Out 
(oo) line. The Data In and Data Out 
timings are designed to allow the 
implementation of a single Serial 
Data line by typing both Data In and 
Data Out to a single I/o line from the 
microcomputer, reducing the I/o 
lines to three. All data transfer to 
and from the X2444 are performed 
over this serial interface by either 
synchronous 8-bit instructions or 
16-bit data operations. The X2444 has 
two external pins, STORE and RECALL, 
for performing the non-volatile 

operations via hardware control in 
the event of power failure. The X2444 
also includes distinct STORE and 
RECALL instructions over the serial 
interface to allow only software 
control over the non-volatile opera
tions. 

The serial interface is accom
plished using discrete "bit-banging" 
from the single-chip micro. An 
instruction is performed by loading 
an accumulator with the proper bit 
pattern, and shifting it out through 
an I/o line while toggling the serial 
clock low and then high again 
b~tween each bit. 

The software for this interface is 
simple. and an example of a 6801 
implementation is shown in Figure 3. 
The software assumes that the X2444 
is connected to bits 0, 1, 2 and 3 of 
the 6801 I/o Port 1. The interconnect 
between the 6801 and the X2444 is 
shown in Figure 4. The three main 
parts of the software segment are 
three· subroutines, SHIFfIN' SHIFTOUT 
and DRIVE. The SHIFfOUT routine 
takes the eight bits of data in the A 
accumulator, and shifts it out 
through Bit 1 of Port 1. Between 
each data bit output the clock is 
toggled. This routine is used for 
either instruction or data output to 
the X2444. 

The SHIFfIN subroutine gives the 
X2444 eight clock cycles, and shifts 
the data from the X2444 into the A 
accumulator. This routine is used 
only in the READ instruction. The 
DRIVE subroutine actually provides 
the driver to interpret the desired 
operation and issue the proper 
sequence of commands to the X2444. 
It should be noted that this sample 
interface uses the software
controUed STORE and RECALL com
mands and leaves the X2444 STORE 
and RECALL inputs tied to Vee. 
E.g .... microwave oven controller 

One of the newest appliances in 
the consumer environment is the 
microwave oven. This also proves to 
be an ideal example for the 
application of a non-volatile memo
ry. 

The microwave oven started with 
a control mechanism which was no 

n 

more than the simple electrome
chanical timer borrowed from elec
tric ranges. Since the microwave 
oven cooks in times which are 
orders-of-magnitude faster than a 
conventional stove, it became appar
ent that an accurate and precise 
control mechanism was needed. The 
microwave was one of the first 
appliances to embrace full digital 
control using a single-chip micro
computer. 

Figure 5 shows a typical micro
wave oven control system based 
upon the 6801 microcomputer. The 
user interface includes a keyboard, 
alarm and display, while the oven 
interface includes the magnetron 
control, door interlock, and an 
optional temperature probe. Non
volatile memory has been added to 
the system design through the use of 
an X2444. The interface method to 
the 6801 and the driving software are 
similar to that above. The key 
difference to note is the addition of 
an external signal to drive the STORE 
input. This allows the controller to 
automatically store the data in the 
RAM into the E2PROM upon Power
Failure. The circuitry in the power 
supply senses a loss of power by 
monitoring either the ac or unregu
lated de levels. Once a power failure 
has been detected, the power supply 
circuitry pulls the STORE input low. 
The power supply circuitry need only 
ensure that Vee is held valid to the 
X2444 for 10 msec, and all of the data 
in the RAM will be stored into the 
E2PROM array. Upon Power-on
Reset, the 6801 issues a RECALL 
command to the X2444, and all of the 
data is restored. 

The remainder of the microwave 
control circuitry is fairly standard. A 
4 x 4 keyboard provides an input 
mechanism for· the user, while the 
status indicators and display provide 
visual feedback. A two-line magne
tron control allows the use of 
variable power levels in the cooking 
process. Timing is performed using 
the 6801 's internal 16-bit timer which 
is driven off the 60-Hz reference 
from the power supply. Standard 
features include a safety door 



interlock and alarm. Optional fea
tures are provisions for a tempera
ture probe for magnetron control or 
temperature-based cooking algo
rithms. The a-d converter used for 
temperature sensing has a serial 
interface sjmilar to that of the X2444, 
and is placed on the same serial bus. 
Distinct chip selects enable the X2444 
or the a-d converter to be accessed. 
Many such devices are currently on 
the market including the new 
TLC540 from Texas Instruments. 

The X2444's non-volatile memory 
serves many functions in this 
application. Frequently used recipes 
or cooking sequences can be stored 
so that the microwave will sequence 
through a complex cooking algo
rithm automatically. The X2444's 
ability to store the data currently in 
the RAM into the E2PROM is very useful 
here. As the cooking process takes 

120V, 60Hz 

DOOR 
INTERLOCK 

place, the 6801 keeps a copy ot the 
preset time and power setting in the 
X2444's RAM. As cooking time 
elapses, a location in the X2444 is 
updated to show the elapsed time. In 
the event of a power failure, the 
current values of these variables are 
automatically stored into the E2PROM 

section of the X2444. Once power is 
restored to the microwave, the data 
in the E2PROM is loaded into the RAM 

section of the X2444, and cooking 
continues from where it was 
interrupted. Intelligence can be 
added to the control algorithm to 
compensate for the continued cook
ing (due to retained heat) that occurs 
after the power outage. 

The X2444's unique NOVRAM archi
tecture makes such an application 
feasible. Since current E2PROM tech
nology has limitations on the number 
of times that the non-volatile data 

Fig.,5 
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can De changed, one wou1a nm want 
tG change the contents of the E2PROM 

each time the timer was incre
mented. If one were to use a typical 
E2PROM with a write limitation of 
10,000 writes, the device would be 
worn out in a relatively short period 
of time at a write rate of one per 
second. Instead, the X2444 allows the 
system to update the E2PROM section 
of the chip only in the event of a 
power failure while using the 
unlimited RAM write capability of the 
X2444 every time the counter value 
changes. 

The X2444's can also be used for a 
variety of other purposes in micro
wave design. As was mentioned 
earlier, one can save development 
time and money if a universal 
controller is designed. Many differ
ent models could use the same 
controller simply by adding circuitry 

_____ ,,, STATUS 
INDICATORS 

DISPLAY 

MAGNETRON 
CONTROL 



Flg. 4 
x 2444 DRIVER PROGRAM FOR 6801 PAGE -· 1 

CClDE AS OF AUGUST z;·~, 1. '18'.:l Minimal Driver for X2444r 6801 Version 3.0 

0000: +TITLE "X~~~~ DRIVER PROGRAM FDR 6801" 
0000 1 .ABSOLUTE . 
2 blocks for Procedure cod~ 7110 words left 
0000: .f'f\'()C X~4"l4 
C1.11~r'0nt mernor'Y ~-..v~~.1·1,~hl0~ 

(I 0 () (): 
I. 000: 
1000: 
1000: 
1000: 
JOOO: 
10 00: 
:LO 00: 
1.000: 
1000: 
1000: 
1000: 
l () () (): 
J. 0 0 () : 
1000: 
1Cl00: 
10001 
l 000: 
1.0 0-0: 
100 (): 
1000: 
1000: 
1000: 
10 () 0: 
1000 ', 
10 00: 
1000\ 
1000: 
1000: 
:LOOO: 0000 
1000: 0002 
LOOO: 0080 
1000: 0082. 
1000: 0081 
1000: 0086 
l 0 0 0: 0 OB8 
1.0 uo: 
I.()[) 0: 
1000: 
1000: 
1000: 
1002: 
1.0(J"t: 
:l 0 ()';j: 

1007: 
1000: 
10081 
lOOB: 
:lOUB: 
ltl OEi: 
10081 
1008: 
PAGE 
FI I(.•! 

L 0 0 f-1: 
100A: 
1ooc: 
1000: 
lUOF: 
lOOF: 
:l 0 l !. : 

1013: 
1015: 
10171 
10:19: 
101c: 
.l 0 lD: 
101F: 

~ 

86 18 
97 0 [) 

'W 
?I 02 
39 

2 
X~"i't-'t 

Ch 0 El 
D7 82 
'l9 
C6 1"1 

'..'~ lK* 
t:A 0 ',~ 

D7 02 
CA 01 
07 oz 
c•+ 1.A 
1)7 0'' 
cc:, l 't 
07 02 

XZ"l'l"I 

1021: 7A 0082 
102'+: 26 E6 
1 o;:6: '1'"1 
lll21: '.3'l 
1028: 
1028i 
10281 
10281 

.cmc :IOOOH 

'***************************************************************************** 
6SO 1 X2't4*"1' ORJ:VER 

ASSUME THAT PORT1 XS USED AS THE 2~41 INTERFACE 
; . PORT! 'S REGISTERS ARE LOCATED AS FOLLOWS 

I/O 0 
I/O 1 
I/O 2 
l/U ::l 

DATA DIRFl:TION ~~X 0000 
F'DRT HEX 0002 

POFn1 
SERI:AL CLOCK 
SERIAL OUT 
SEFfIAL I:N 
~-~·FM SELECT 

X2444 
SERI:AL CLOCK 
SERJ:AL I:N 
SERJ:AL. OUT 
CHIP SELECT 

COMMANDS ARE PASSED TO THE X2144 ROUTINE BY A PARAMETER IN T~~ 
A ACCUMULATOR~ WHILE THE .ADDRESS IF NEEDED IS P~ ON THE STACK 
SERIAL DATA IN OR OUT USES THE TEMPORARY LOCAUON TEHP1r 
WHICH IS A SIXTEEN BI:T WORSO. THE X21~1 CoMKANDS ~E ENCRYPTEQ AS 
FOLL.OW!:>. 
COMMAND CDDE 
0 
1 
2 
3 
'i 

6 

INSTRUCTION OPCODE 
READ 1AAAA11X 
WRITE 1AAAA011 
RESET. WRI:TE ENABLE 111110 0 0 
$i:TOR.E 1111100:1 
SLEEP :11111010 
SET WRITE ENABLE :11111100 
RECALL 11111101 

•1•• ARE USED ~NSTEAD OF DON'T 
; NON DATA OPERATIONS. 

CARE TO D:CST:INGUISH BETWEEN DATA AND 

;****************•······---lKli••lll&XC***IOKl«llloK••••••••**••••••••···~·····*·~ 
DIF\:ECTION:L • EQU 0 0. . 
PORTi .Eau 02. 
TEMPl ,EQU OBUH ;RAM STORAGE FUR DATA 

;COUNTER VARI.AeLE 
U.>ATA· ·'STORAGE . . 

COUNT +.EGU 082H 
DATUM ··ecw OEl'IJ•t 
ADORE SS • EQU 086M i ADORESS S"TORAGE 
ERRORDATA ,EQU 088H ;ERROR DATA 

PFWCEDURE :rnrr 
; THIS PROCEDURE INITIALIZES THE. X2't'l4 INTERFACE 
;············••JPt•••·······----··--•IUtlOC*********** ................. lOI" ••••••••• 
INIT LDAA •1BH ; B=ta11,·I/O 0,1 AND 3 DUJPUTS, 2 INPUT 

STAA DIRECTION1 ; WRITE TO DATA DIRECTION REGISTER 
CLRA iSET CE TO O<INACTIVElr DOUT AND SK TO 0 
STAA FDRT1 ;AND STORE IN DATA F~ffiT 

RTS 

; ...................................................................... JU[ ...... . 

SHIFTER ROUTINE- SHIFTl 
THIS ROUTINE TAKES TiiE DATA IN l~E A Aa:UMULATOR AND CLOCKS IT MOST 
~3TGNIFICANT E:rr F:ri:;:sT I:N"TO THE X24'FI. THE FLDW IS S~UFT A E:IT, TOGGLE" 
THE SERIAL OUTPUT<6B01) ACCORDING TO STATE• ANO TOGGLE SERrAL CLOCK 

; ............................ lDC ....................... .,. .......................... . 

X2"1"14 DR:IVER PROGRAM FOR 6801 
COO~ AS OF AL~USl zz, 1983 Minimal Driver for X2141v 6801 Version 3.0 

LDAE: 4:08. ;:>HIFl mn ; LOAD THE [:.IT COUNT WITH 8 
STAB COUNT ;STORE :IN COUNTER 

SHIFT1 tSHIFT SIT INTO CARRY BIT ROLA 
LDAB 

t::cc 
DRAE: 

TRANS STAB 
·ORAB 
STAB 
ANOE: 
STAE: 
I.DAB 
STAB 
DEC 
BNE 
1:;:0LA 
RT~:> 

•HH 

·n~ANS 

402H 
f'ORT1 
•OtH 
PORT1 
-t1AH 
1:·nRTl 
t:L.qH 
PORTl 
COUNT 
SH:IFn. 

iWE SET ,PATA OUT TO ZERO• WHJ:LE SETTXNG CHIP 
; ENABLE.. SERIAL. c:Loc~~ IS L .. OW. 
;IF ~IT l~ A ZER(), THEN TRANSMIT 
;JF IT IS A ONE, THEN SET DATA OUT 
iSTORE THE DATA :INTO THE PORT 
;AND SET THE CLOCK FOR A TRANSJ:T:ION 
t BY .WF<ITJ,:NG A J, TP SERIAL. CL.oet< 
;KEEP THE'. DATA VALID, 8UT SIT Sf( TO 7FRO 
;AND STCITTE IN THE F~RT 
;TOGGLE CLC~K DOWN, SET DOUT TO 01 BUT KEEP 
J XZ't11 SELECTED 
i DECREMENT THE &XT COUtif TER 
fif' COUNT XS HOT ;,.ZEROt. TRANSMJ:T NEXT BIT 
iON~ MORE ROTATE to F~ESERVE INSTRUCTION 
; RETUF\N Hd.lM SUE\HOUTINE 

•********************************lK******************************************** 
t SHIFTIN ROUT:INE 
t 'T'uT~ ~ IRROUTINE SHIFTS I.N a:· EIITS OF DATA J:NTO TJE A ACCut1lJl.$lTOR FRQtl THE 

. ,..ct '.1'0 ~NTER W.tTH THE Q..DCK t nt., •.. --· · " .. 
.. r'I ITC"T TT Tio.IT~ 
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ELECTRODICS IR DESllin 

external to the 6801 microcomputer. 
Configuration information can be 
stored in the X2444 at time of 
manufacture which the 6801 can then 
determine upon Power-on-Reset to 
control the features and functions of 
its particular microwave. Additional 
X2444s can be added on the serial bus 
as user or model options. These 
optional · X2444s require only an 
additional chip select, and can be 
used for such features as increased 
recipe storage or operational modes. 
The X2444's non-volatile memory 
also can be used for calibrating the 
temperature probe and storing the 
response time of the magnetron to 
allow quick calibrations or more 
complex and precise temperature
control algorithms. 

General applications 
There are many other areas in the 

appliance field which are natural 
applications for the X2444. Since most 
electronic appliance controllers uti
lize the single-chip microcomputer, 
the X2444's serial bus is the ideal 
solution their non-volatile storage 
needs. 

''User-programmable" parameters 
such as favorite stations, cooking 
algorithms or preset time-of-day 
events all make the appliances more 
"user-friendly" especially if these 
parameters are retained in the event 
of power loss. System configuration 
parameters can be stored in the X2444 
to allow the design of appliances in a 
modular fashion, substantially re
ducing development costs while 

increasing the reliability of each new 
product. System status saved in the 
X2444 in the event of a power failure 
is restored upon Power-On so that 
the system can complete interrupted 
tasks as well as ensure that the 
appliance is left in a safe and stable 
state. 

The availability of the new 5 V 
non-volatile memories allows the 
appliance designer to add more 
features and capabilities .for a 
minimum cost. Whether it be used 
for power-failure data storage, or as 
user set-up information, the X2444 
will make appliance designs less 
complex, more cost-effective, more 
fault-tolerant, and easier to use. O 

Reprinted from DESIGN NEWS, October 1983 
© 1983 by CAHNERS PUBLISHING COMPANY 
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*NOV RAM is Xicor's designation for its nonvolatile RAM memory 
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This report is based on data collected through Jul)', 1983. 
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~NTRODUCTION 
This r-epnrt covers the Xicor X2210 and X2212 

hlOVRAfv1 memories. In these memories. each 
memory bit integrntes one bit of static RAM and one 
hit of electrically erasable-programmable ROM 
rr:~·PROM) into one cell. The controls STORE and 
:-:~EC/-\l.L cause the data to be transferrnd in parallel 
from all FV'.'\M bits into tt1e associated E2 PROM bits 
end be.ck again. These devices which exemplify 
><1cors i1rnovcitive technology require only a 5V 
fY)vver supply and TTL level signals for all opera-
1ions. including STORE and RECALL. These two 
devices employ the same design and processes and 
;i·e or·gar1ized 64 x 4 and 256 x 4 for the X2210 and 
Y2212, respectively. Figure ·1 shows the pinout for the 
'vvo parts: 

64 x 4 

1\;i~:\g 

1,\ I ! \ 

256 x 4 

PIN NAl\l.ES 

\'Ii 1! i ,, : '•. 1·1 T' 
: 1 -\T\ ~ ··. l'I_ I \ 1

1. JI I 

\\ /\! 111 '<\l\l J 

1 H1r· 'i 1.u. r 

'-1gure 1. X2210 and X2212 pin assignment drawings 
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Figure 2 shows the functional diagram for the 2212 
1256 x 4)• \ ' 

A 

A .. 

1\,--

ROW 
SELECT 

STORE 

ARRAY 
RECALL 

A, . - -- ~V"T>------1------il.-..--"""------f' 

$10RE 

RECl'ILL 

110, 

CONTROL, __ ____, 

LOGIC 

INPUT 
DATA 

CONTROL 

COLUMN 
1/0 CIRCUITS 

Figure 2. Functional diagram of X2212 memory 

-Vee 

-Vss 

Figure 3 shows the package dimensions for the 
package which is common to both devices. 

20015 080! 
MAX 

920 123 OOOJ 
880 122 3521 -- -

ic==. ___ =1··"·1",,~ ... ., 
265 16 7311 

--- ___1 

165 14 191) 

140 (3 556) l 

-W~N_i~c{- 9~/~Yu-_,::~_:,;iM_ lJM1N 
12s 13 11s1 -- - Lil- lJ (03811 

MIN .j ' .-11---_J~_ 020 10506) 
,- ---- .016 (04061 

110 12 794, Qf,O TYP. 032 TYP 

090 12.2851 11 5241 10 8131 

18·LEAD HERMETIC 
DUAL IN·LINE 
PACKAGE TYPE 0 

325 

I- MAX J 
I (8 2ss1 

010TYPM: ~ 1°5 0 

(0 2541 "'-i 
375 I I--- (9.m11 

REF. 

Figure 3. Package outline drawing for memories tn cerdip 



The bit maps for the three devices shown in Figure 4 
and 5 illustrate the physical location of the various 
address bits. 

D, D. D, D D, D. D D, D D, D, D, D, D. D, D, A, A.1 A, D, D, D D., D, D,, D, D., D, D,, D, D,, D, D,, D, D., 
-- I ~· •• --,--· ' • • g g ~ --- - . '.~- ! 

- -- 0 1 0 

1 0 
1 1 
0 0 

COL4 COL3 COL2 COL1 

D
1 

° irn Data Line ( 1/0 Line) 

0 1 1 
1 0 0 
1 0 1 
1 1 0 
1 1 1 

A, 
A, 
A, 

Figure 4. X2210 physical address map 

1 0 0 I 1 0 I 1 0 I 
1 I 0 I 1 1 1 0 0 I 
1 I 1 I 0 0 I 0 0 I 

I I I I 

COL 3 I COL 2 I COL 1 I COL 0 I 

D = DATA LINE (110 LINE) 
1 BIT = 1 SQUARE 

Figure 5. X2212 physical address map 

1 0 
1 1 
0 0 

COL 4 COL 3 COL 2 COL 1 

1 0 I 0 I 0 I 1 0 I 
1 1 I 0 I 1 I 0 0 I 
1 1 I 1 I 0 I 0 0 I 

I I I I 
COL 3 I COL 2 I COL 1 I COL 0 1 

TECHNOLOGY 
Xicor NOVRAM memories store their nonvolatile 

data on electrically isolated polysilicon gates. These 
gates are islands of polysilicon surrounded by about 
800 $.of Si~. one of the best insulators known. This 
is similar to the structure used in UV light erasable 
EPROM's. 

Electrons once trapped on the floating (isolated) 
gates will remain there unless they receive a large 
energy in put from an outside source (e.g. the 
ultraviolet photon in the case of UV erasable 
EPROM's), or until a sufficiently high electric field is 
applied to distort the energy bands sufficiently to 
allow Fowler-Nordheim tunneling to occur. 1 

Fowler-Nordheim tunneling, which will be discuss
ed in more detail later in this report, is the mechanism 
employed to charge and discharge the floating 
storage gates of Xicor's NOVRAM memories. The 
storage gates are formed in the second of three 
layers of polysilicon as illustrated in Figure 6. 

INTERNAL 
STORE VOLTAGE 

Jm l i__ 

CC3r ~ c, 

C~2 ::f' I a, 

C,~ ~Ci 

Figure 6. Schematic diagram of a NOVRAM memory cell showing how 
a standard six-transistor static RAM cell is merged with a floating gate 
E2 PROM cell. 

Electrons move to the floating gate by tunneling 
from POLY 1 to POLY 2. When the high fields which 
are used to cause the desired tunneling are not 
present, the electrons remain trapped on POLY 2. 

As Figure 6 illustrates, the NOVRAM memory cell 
is a conventional six transistor static RAM eel I to 
which a floating gate E2 PROM cell containing two 
transistors has been added. During the normal 
READ/WRITE operations, VccA is fixed at the positive 
supply level (nominally 5V) and the Internal Store 
·Voltage is fixed at ground. Only the six transistors of 
the static RAM cell are effective and the operation is 
exactly that of a conventional six transistor static 
RAM. 
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The RECALL operation depends on capacitance 
ratios. The value of C2 in Figure 6 is larger than that 
of C1. When the external RECALL command is 
received, the memory array power supply, VccA. is 
initially pulled low to equalize the voltages on nodes 
N1 and N2. These nodes equalize quickly to VccA 
through the depletion transistors, 01 and ~- When 
VccA is then allowed to rise, the node with the lighter 
capacitive loading will rise more quickly and turn on 
the pull down transistor on the opposing side, which 
will keep the more slowly rising node clamped low. If 
the floating gate is charged positively, Os is turned 
on. which connects ~ to N2. Thus N,, which is 
loaded by the smaller capacitor c,. rises more 
rapidly, causing the latch to set with N, high and N2 
low. If the floating gate is charged negatively, Oa is 
turned off. which isolates~ from N2 and allows N2 to 
rise more rapidly than N,. Thus the latch is set with 
N2 high and N, low. During the RECALL operation 
the Internal Store Voltage remains at ground. 

The STORE operation also utilizes capacitance 
differences to transfer data from RAM to E2PROM. 
When node N1 is low, transistor 0, is turned off. This 
allows the junction between capacitors C~ and C03 
to float. Since the combined capacitance of C~ and 
CC3is larger then that of Cp. the capacitor between 
POLY 1 and POLY 2, the floating gate follows the 
potential of the Internal Store Voltage. Thus when 
the Internal Store Voltage becomes high (several 
times Vee). a sufficient field exists between POLY 1 
and POLY 2 to cause electron tunneling and the 
floating gate is charged negatively. 

When node N, is high, transistor 0, is turned on 
which grounds the junction between C~ and CG.3. 
Since the capacitance of CC2 is larger than that of 
CE. the capacitor formed between POLY 2 and POLY 
3. C~ holds the floating gate near ground when the 
Internal Store Voltage goes high. In this case the 
high field exists between POLY 2 and POLY 3 and 
electrons tunnel from POLY 2 to POLY 3, which 
discharges the floating gate. 

This description shows that the Internal Store 
Voltage is at ground except during the STORE 
operation. Moreover. during the STORE operation 
all bits are stored simultaneously, which is possible 
because the RAM bit associated with each E2PROM 
bit acts as a data·latch. These two statements obviate 
the possibility of any disturb conditions such as 
those sometimes found in other nonvolatile memories 
because external voltages are applied to the non
volatile memory element only while it is being stored. 
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TUNNELING PHYSICS 
Because the innovative aspects of the NOVRAM 

memory revolve around the nonvolatile storage 
procedure, it seems appropriate to discuss the 
storage phenomenon in more detail. As was mention
ed above, the storage occurs via a tunneling mecha
nism first described by Fowler and Nordheim in 1928 
and subsequently named after them. 1 The basic idea 
is illustrated in Figure 7. 

Si Si Oz Si Si Oz 

-t 
3.25eV 

CONDUCTION e ~ 
BAND e e _ ___,____ __ 

1.leV 

-~T VALENCE t 
BAND 

4.7eV 

_i 

Figure 7 Energy band diagrams of the Si,Si02 system in the neutral 
state (a). and during the store operation (b). 

The energy difference between the conduction and 
valence bands in Si is about 1.1 eV; the energy 
difference between those bands in Si°'2 is approximate
ly 9 eV When the two materials are joined, the 
conduction band in Si°'2 is 3.25 eV above that in Si. 
The differences in valence band energies is even 
larger( approximately 4eV). Since the thermal energy 
of an electron averages only 0.025 eVat room temper
ature. the chances of an electron in silicon gaining 
enough thermal energy to surmount the barrier and 
enter the conduction band in Si°'2 is exceedingly 
small. This case is illustrated in Figure 7. 

Fowler and Nordheim pointed out that in the 
presence of a high electric field, the energy bands 
will be distorted as illustrated in Figure 7b. Under 
these conditions there is a small but finite probability 
that an electron in the conduction band in the silicon 
will tunnel through the energy barrier and emerge in 
the conduction band of the SiCk as is illustrated in 
Figure 7a. 

Fowler-Nordheim emission was observed early in 
this century for the case of electrons being emitted 
from metals into vacuum, and in 1969 Lenzlinger and 
Snow observed this phenomenon for the Si-Si°'2 
system.2 The Fowler-Nordheim current increases 
exponentially with applied field and becomes readily 
observable (i.e. J~10-6 A/cm 2

) for the Si-Si02 system 
for fields on the order of 10 MV/cm for the case in 
which the Si surface is smooth. 



It has been known for some time that "enhanced" 
electron emission currents could be observed for 
Si-Si02 srtems for which the Si surface has a 
texture. 3

- (Texture in this context means that the Si 
surface has features of the order of a few hundred 
angstroms.) These enhanced currents occur at ap
plied fields with values smaller than one quarter of 
those necessary for the same current from a smooth 
surface. It has been thought that the enhanced 
emission occurs because of locally enhanced fields 
near the top regions of the features on the surface. 

Lewis attempted to model Fowler-Nordheim tunnel
ing from a textured surface by calculating current 
from a number of hemispheres set in a plane.6 

Attempts to quantitatively fit experimentally observ
ed currents with this model have not been very 
successful. Hu. et al. for example. found that to fit 
their data to existing theory it was necessary to 
assume an energy barrier of approximately 1eV 
between conduction bands in Si and Si02.7 Even with 
this assumption. the fit was poor because the 
measured current increased more rapidly than the 
calculated values. as is illustrated in Figure 8. 

E: 
u 
~ 

1Q-3 .--------------------~ 

1Q-4 

10-5 

10-6 

10-7 

10-8 

1Q-9 

10-10 

CALCULATED POINTS '°" 
¢ 8 = 0.77eV '-., 

""CALCULATED POINTS 
¢ 8 = 0.9eV 

TAKEN FROM: 
HU ET AL (1979) 

10-11 ~~-~--~--__._--~--~~-----' 
13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

VA (VOLTS) 

Figure 8. Current vs. applied voltage for current from textured poly 
surface emitted through 1760 fi of thermal Si02 compared with 
calculations based on previously available theory 
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Because of the importance of tunneling to the 
operation of its products. Xicor has felt it important 
to adequately characterize and model tunnel emis
sion from textured polycrystalline silicon (poly) 
surfaces. One avenue of exploration was that of the 
characterization of the physical topology of the 
tunneling structure. Figure 9 is a scanning electron 
micrograph of the top (emitting) surface of a layer of 
polysilicon from which the oxide has been removed 
for clarity. 

Figure 9. Scanning electron microscope rS.EM) photograpl; of top 
em1tt1ng textured poly surface with oxide removed The 0 5 i1-lcng Lia: 

gives the scale 

As can be seen from the micrograph, th is surface is 
composed of a densely packed array of features 
reminiscent of a cobblestone street. A count of these 
features on SEM photos of material from several lots 
determined that there is an average of about 50 
features per square micron. 



A transmission electron microscope (TE.M.) cross
section of a tunneling structure is shown in Figure 10. 

Figure 10. Transmission electron microscope photograph of a cross
sect1on through a textured tunneling structure. The one micron-long 
arrow shows the scale. 

This photo demonstrates the conformal nature of 
the structure. The top surface of the prior deposition 
of polysilicon is formed into a series of hillocks 200-
30015.. high and 1000-1500 $..across the base. The free 
surface of the oxide grown on this silicon replicates 
the silicon surface. Thus, polysilicon deposit
ed atop the prior polysilicon layer subsequent to 
oxidation has dimples on its undersurface occurring 
over the already existing hillocks. 

The topology of the polysilicon surfaces causes 
the electric field Ii nes to no longer be parallel as in 
the case of parallel emitting and collecting surfaces. 
but rather to diverge and converge in response to the 
local topology as is illustrated in Figure 11. 

I 

' ,------\ 

1Si02\ 
I 

I 

\ 
\ 
\ 

I 

I 

I I 

I I 
I 

Si 

Si 

Figure 11. Sketch illustrating the manner 1n which field lines converge 
near convex feature and diverge near concave features. 
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As is shown, the field lines converge near surfaces of 
positive curvature (i.e .. bumps) and diverge near 
surfaces of negative curvature (i.e .. dimples). Since 
Fowler-Nordheim tunneling depends exponentially 
on the electric field at the surface of the polysil icon. a 
good model of the electron emission requires an 
accurate knowlege of the field over the complete 
surface. 

Until recently, this field problem was one of the 
unsolved problems of mathematical physics. (It is 
classically known as the "lighting rod problem") 
Roger Ellis, a member of the Xicor staff. has recently 
solved this problem.8 The technique used was to 
transform by differential geometry from Euclidean 
space into a space in which the field lines were 
parallel. The electrostatics problem was solved in 
this space and the solution transformed back into 
the original space. The tunnel current was found to 
be described. in a spherical coordinate system. by 
the equation 

[ 

q3E2 (_4 (2m)12¢832 J 
exp) ;:zqE ds emitting _ sf 87Th</Js Jn 

Jcollecting - [ J ( 1 ) 
I 5 ds collecting 

where the electric field. E. is given by 

E - f (s,) ~ ((Jt~') + 7 J " :~ (2) 

and 

f = _1_ de1 (et) 

1~1 d8 
d8 

is the curvature of the surface at which the field is 
evaluated .9 

This expression has several interesting properties 
One is that the field depends on the difference of the 
curvatures of the emitting and collecting surfaces. 
Another is that the electric field also depends on the 
derivative of the curvature of the emitting surface. 

To verify the accuracy of this expression. the 
current-voltage characteristics of a textured polysil i
con tunnel structure were experimentally determined 
and compared with those predicted by equation 1 
Because of the field enhancement on the bumps. a 
higher current is expected at a given app 1 i~d voltage 
polariaty which causes electronic emission from the 
bumps than for that polarity which causes emission 
from the dimples. Thus. by analogy which a diode. 
the polarity with the bumps negative (higher current 
emitted) is called the forward bias direction and the 
other polarity is called the reverse bias direction 
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Figure 12. Forward tunneling characteristic comparing the measured 
data with curves calculated for a concave and a planar collecting 
surface 

Figure 12 shows the results of comparing experi
ment and calculation for the forward bias condition. 
As can be seen. theory and experiment agree within 
about 20% over seven orders of magnitude in 
current. The parameters used in calculating the 
predicted currents were not arbitrarily chosen. The 
value of the oxide/silicon conduction band barrier. 
c:D B· was taken to be 3.15 eV as measured by 
Weinbergw The feature density. 50/µ 2

• and the bump 
base and height are typical of those seen on SEM's 
and TEM's such as Figures 9 and 10. The dashed 
line in Figure 12 is the current which would be 
predicted if the top (i.e .. collecting) electrode were 
flat rather than dimpled. This illustrates the effect of 
curvature of the collecting surface on the field at the 
emitting surface. 

To further verify equation 1. the reverse bias 
current was measured on the same device as was 
used for the forward bias case. The results are 
compared with the predicted current in Figure 13. 
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Figure 13. Reverse tunneling characteristic comparing the measured 
data with curves calculated for a concave and planar emitting surface. 

This shows about 20% agreement over eight orders 
of magnitude in current with the same parameters 
used as in calculating the forward bias case. Clearly. 
the model does an excellent job of predicting the 
measured current. 

Several points of interest can be observed in 
Figure 14. One point is that at a voltage at which the 
forward current is saturating, 25V. the reverse current 
is unobservable (extrapolation of the measured 
current predicts~ 10-27 A). Another point is that the 
current emission predicted from a flat top surface is 
greater than that predicted from a dimpled top 
surface. Moreover. the current emitted from a flat top 
surface decreases more slowly with decreasing 
voltage than that from a dimpled flat surface. This 
latter fact is important for data retention as will be 
discussed below. 

In summary. Xicor is able to accurately model the 
tunnel current emitted from textured poly surfaces 
through Si02 layers. The magnitude of the tunnel 
current as well as its voltage dependence are depen
dent upon the surface topology. Thus. we have the 
means to optimize the emission characteristics. 
Lastly. the asymmetric nature of the tunnel emission 
makes possible cell designs which are better adapted 
to particular requirements than is possible with 
symmetric tunnel characteristics-just as a diode 
offers more design possi bi I ities than does a resistor 



DATA RETENTION 
As was suggested above, textured poly tunneling 

structures have a significant advantage in data 
retention. in comparision with those employing flat 
surlaces and thin oxides. One basis for this advantage 
is illustrated in Figure 14. 
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Figure 14. Comparison of calculated tunneling J-V curves for emission 
from a planar and a textured structure. The devices were designed to 
have the same emission in the high current regime where programming 
takes place. 

in ·which the current voltage characteristics of a 
tunneling device which employs a thin oxide between 
planar surfaces and a tunneling device which 
employs a thick oxide between textured silicon 
surfaces are compared. For this comparison we 
match the currents in the high current regime, a 
reasonable criterion since most memories are de
signed to program in about the same time period 
(~10 msec.) As can be seen, the same current can be 
obtained from a smooth surface with an 825 ~thick 
tunnel oxide. Note however, that at lower values of 
applied voltage typical of read and storage cond i
t ions. the current emitted from a textured surface is 
approximately four orders of magnitude lower than 
that from a smooth surface. This implies that a 
memory which utlizes tunneling from a textured 
surlace should have better data retention and be less 
susceptible to disturb conditions than one which 
utilizes tunneling from a smooth surface. 

These differences may become even more sign ifi-
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cant as devices are scaled. It is clear that, in order to 
scale the memory properly, lower programming 
voltages are needed so that the isolation widths and 
device channel lengths can be reduced both in the 
memory array and in the peripheral circuitry. How
ever, for a typical part which stores data in 3 msec. 
and must retain it for 10 years, the tunneling current 
under storage and reading conditions must be at 
least 1011 times smaller than under programming 
conditions because the retention time is 1011 times 
longer than the storage time. Actually, for margin, 
one would design for a difference in currents of 1013 

-1014
. For planar surface tunneling structures. this 

may be a difficult design constraint because the 
slope of the J-V curve is fixed, which means that the 
maximum allowed read voltage drops with the pro
gramming voltage on a volt-for-volt basis, not propor
tionately. On the other hand, textured surface 
tunneling structures, in their current manifestation 
have a steeper J-V characteristic than planar ones 
and the J-V characteristic of a textured structure can 
be tailored to yield a steeper curve if desired. This 
means that for a given maximum read voltage, a 
textured structure requires a lower programming 
voltage which leads to better scaling. 

To verify the excel lent data retention expected to 
Xicor NOVRAMs, a study was carried out to measure 
data loss as a function of temperature. Figure 15 
shows log cumulative data loss vs. log time for 
samples of 100 X2210's at each of three temperatures. 
Data loss is defined as occurring when the first bit in 
the array loses data. As is clear in Figure 15, quite 
high temperatures were required to get appreciable 
data loss in experimentally useful times. Note that 
even at 300° C, 2000 hours (-3 months) are required 
to begin to see data loss. 
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Figure 15. Log cumulative data loss vs. log time for three storage 
temperatures on samples of 100 X2210's. Data loss is defined to occur 
when the first bit in an array loses data. 
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Figure 16. Log data toss rate vs. inverse temperature for X2210's. 

Figure 16shows the result of calculating failure rates 
based on these results and plotting vs. inverse 
temperature. Since the rates fall on a straight line, we 
can extract an activation energy and extrapolate to 
lower temperatures (see the next section for a 
discussion of activation energies). The result is that 
the experimental value of the activation energy is 1.7 
eVand the mean time for data loss for this mechanism 
(which we believe to be the fundamental loss mech
anism of this technology) is 3 million years for 
retention at 125° C. 
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BASIC RELIABILITY 
CONCEPTS 

There are a couple of simple concepts basic to 
most reliability work. One is the long established 
observation that failure rates follow the baH1tub-
shaped curve illustrated in Figure 17. 

FAILURE 
RATE 
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RANDOM 
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/I 
/ I 

---------=~~-I 
LOG TIME 

Figure 17. Illustration of bathtub curve of failure rates s/10w1ng regions 
in which infant mortality, random failures, and wearout mechamsms 
dominate the failure rate. 

There is an infant mortality region characterized by a 
rapidly declining failure rate as the "weak" parts are 
eliminated from the population, a random failure 
characterized by an invariant or slowly declining 
failure rate, and a wearout region characterized by 
an increasing failure rate as the units reach the end 
of life. 

Each region of the failure rate curve has certain 
specific failure modes which predominate. For exam
ple, the infant mortality region is dominated by 
failures which arise out of manufacturing defects. 
Table I gives a summary of the common failure 
mechanisms and stresses which may be used to 
accelerate the fai I ure rates of the various mechanisms 
which have been culled from the literature. 1

1-1
4 

The classic parameter which is used to accelerate 
failure rates is temperature. It is known that a very 
broad class of failure mechanisms have a temperature 
dependence proportional to exp (-Ea/kT) where Ea is 
called the activation energy, k is Boltzmann's con~ 
stant, and Tis the absolute temperature. This is true 
because a number of basic physical pt1enomena 
such as diffusion rates and chemical reaction rates 
have this dependence. The significance of this is that 
if the activation energy is known for the failure 
mechanisms in question, then the failure rates 
arising from these mechanisms can be measured at 
elevated temperature where they are high enough to 



he 1-::rnweniently measured and extrapolated back to 
!cllNe1· operating temperatures where the failure rates 
1nay be so low as to require an incorweniently large 
nurnber of device hours to measure The relationship 
v . .111ich allows one to transiate failure rates from one 
ler-11pe(ature to another is known as H1e Arrhenius 
rnldtion. Figure 18 illustrates tt1is relation for a 
nui"nber of common values of acti'lation energy. 
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RELIABILITY TESTING 
~-:our types of tests 1/\fere conducted to establish 

the 1·e1 iabi I ity of the parts: 
1. High ten1pernture dynamic I ifetest 
2 Data retention bake 
3. High temperature l"e11erse bias 
4. Environmental 

-,-1-1ese tests \Nill be discussed in turn. 
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Failure---r-~ 

Mechanism Type 

Ionic Infant/ 
Contamination Random/ 

Wea rout 

Surface Wea rout 
Charge 

Polarization Wearout 

Electro- Wea rout 
migration 

M1crocracks Random 

Oxide Infant· 
Rupture Random 

Silicon Infant/ 
Defects Random 

Oxide Defect Infant· 
Leakage Random 

Electron Wea rout 
Trapping In 

Oxide 
~-~~~-~ 

Activation Detection 
Energy Method 

1.0 eV High Temp 
Bias 

0 5-1.0 eV I High Temp 
Bias 

1.0 eV High Temp 
Bias 

1 0 eV High Temp 

0 3 eV 

Operating Life 

Temperature 
Cycling 

High Temp 
Operating Life 

0 3 eV High Temp 
Bias 

0.6 eV High Temp 
Operating Life 

Low Temp 
High Voitage I 

1 

Operating Life _J 

Table/. MOS Failure Mechanisms 

High Temperature Dynamic 
Life test 

This is the usual data from which failure rate 
predictions are made. For this to be a valid predictor 
of failure rate. the parts must really function in the 
manner in which they would in operation. Thus 
overly elevated temperatures at which the unit does 
not function internally are to be avoided, since this 
may lead to overly optimistic predictions. 

Xicor gathers this data at 125° C ambient which is 
within the known operating range of the units under 
test. The stimulus pattern consists of recalling a 
known pattern, writing a checkboard pattern over 
the recalled pattern bit by bit, reading the check board 
pattern. writing its complement, reading the comple
ment and then beginning over again. 

The units in lifetest are tested at 168, 500, 1000, and 
2000 hours to determine that they are still within 
specification. The first step of the readout tests is to 
recall the information stored in the nonvolatile 
section of memory to determine if the previously 
stored pattern is still retained. If so, the memory is 
completely exercised over voltage including verifica
tion of the STORE function. Finally, the predeter
mined pattern is restored to memory for the next 
I ifetest period. 



Data Retention Bake 
This test is sometimes referred to as a storage 

bake, but we prefer the term "data retention bake" 
because this better describes the principal function 
it serves in the case of electrically programmable 
nonvolatile memories. 

In this test, a pattern is stored in the memories and 
the memory is baked at 250° C with no bias applied. 
At intervals the memory is removed from bake, and 
the nonvolatile data recalled and checked for accu
racy. The data is not restored at readouts in order to 
ascertain the worst case retention. Since Xicor 
warrants cycling endurance of various values, this 
test was performed on parts specified for 1000 cycle 
end u ranee which had performed 1000 complete 
data alterations, as well as on parts which had not 
received th is treatment. 

HTRB 
HTRB stands for High Temperature Reverse Bias, 

a term which originated with bipolar circuits, in 
which case the test reverse biased the junctions of all 
of the input stages. For MOS circuits, a better term 
would be high temperature static bias. In this stress, 
which Xicor carries out at 150° C. Vss is grounded 
and a static positive voltage is applied to al I of the 
input and outputs as well as to Vee. This has the 
effect of applying a static bias equal to the power 
supply across the gate oxides of the circuit transistors. 
This stress is intended to expose failures which 
might occur as a result of drift of mobile ionic 
contaminants or latent defects in the gate oxides. 

It is known that many defects are accelerated by 
voltage as well as temperature. For example, it has 
been shown by Crook that the failure rate of oxide 
defects increases 107 times per MV/cm increase in 
the electric field. 15 For this reason, HTRB stresses 
were conducted with both 5.5V and 7.5V bias applied 
to the units under test. 

Package Environmental Tests 
The package environmental tests were done in 

accordance with MIL STD 38510 and MIL STD 
883/B Group C and D. Table 11 lists the tests, the test 
conditions and the acceptance criteria. The results 
column represents the summary of data from 3 lots. 
All lots passed the 883/B qualification criteria. 
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Accept 
Test Method Conditions LTPD # Results 

Temp. 1005 Test Condition C 15 1/25 0180 
Cycling (10 cycle 

-65 to 125° C) 

Constant 2001 Test Condition E 0180 
Acceleration (30,000 g 

Y1 axis only) 

Seal 1014 Test Condition B 
I 

-Fine (5 x 10-s cc/min) 2i80 
-Gross Test Condition C 0/78 

Lead 2004 Test Condition 82 15 1/25 0178 
Integrity (Lead Fatigue) 

Seal 1014 
-Fine Test Condition B 0178 

-Gross Test Conditio"n C 1178 

Thermal 1011 Test Condition B 15 1/25 0176 
Shock (15 cycles 

-55°C to 125°C) 

Temp 1010 Test Condition C 076 

Cycling (100 cycles) 

Moisture 1004 0/76 

Resistance 

Seal 1014 
-Fine Test Condition B 1/76 

-Gross Test Condition C 0/75 

Internal 1018 5.000 ppm max --- 0/3 0/17 
Water water content at or 
Vapor 100°c 15 

Content 

Mechanical 2002 Test Condition B 15 1/25 
1 

0 '75 
Shock (1500 g peak ! 

3 axis) 
I 

Test Condition A 1/25 
I 

0./75 Vibration 2007 
Variable (20 g peak 

Frequency 3 axis) 

Constant 2001 Test Condition E 1/25 0/75 
Acceleration 

Seal 1014 I 

-Fine Test Condition B 1'25 2 75 
-Gross I Test Condition C 1 25 0. 73 

T 

Salt I 1009 · Test Condition A , 15 
I 

125 0 73 
Atmosphere 

I 

Seal 1014 
Fine Test Condition B 073 

- Gross Test Condition C 0'73 
-- -

Adhesion of 2025 15 1/25 0125 

Lead Finish (#of 
leads 
from 
3 de-
vices) 

I 
I 

J Lid Torque I 2024 '. I 15 125 0 25 

Table II. ENVIRONMENTAL TEST FOR 18 LEAD CEROIP PACKAGE 
MIL-ST0-8838. Method 5005.7 Group 0. 
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RESULTS 
Table 111 exhibits the results of dynamic I ife test on 

2300 units of X2210 and X2212. The data show a total 
of 4 failures in over 1.7 X 106 device hours. The 
causes of the failures were determined through 
failure analysis and are also listed in Table 111. 

Tables IV and V show the results of 150°C static life 
test at 5.5V and 7.5V, respectively. No failures were 
seen out of 280 units tested with 5.5V applied bias. 
whereas one unit failed out of the 175 units tested 
with 7.5V applied bias. 

Tables VI and VII show the results of 250°C 
retention bakes before and after putting 1000 
program-erase cycles on units rated as being for use 
in 1000-cycle applications. The data on uncycled 
material shows the loss of 4 bits from 350 units baked 
for 1000 hours. The data on cycled material shows 
the loss of 4 bits from 175 units baked. These results 
are not statistically significantly different in overall 
failure rate, but examination of the form of the data 
shows a tendency for the failures in the cycled 
sam pies to be concentrated at early readouts, as 
might be expected for latent defects which had been 
accelerated by the high fields present during the 
store process. The data loss fraction through 1000 
hours at 250°C (which is equivalent to 1.08 x 106 

hours at 70°C for the 0.6 eVfailures observed) is seen 
to be in the range of 1-2% which is about half that 
reported previously for EPROM's.16 Results reported 
for other E2 PROM technologies would indicate that 
the present results are greatly superior to retention 
observed on the other technologies. 17 

168 Hr. 500 Hr. 1000 Ht. 2000 Hr. 

Total 
#Fail #In #Fall #In #Fail <tin #Fail #In Hours 

Lot 111 (2212) 2a 353 0 93 0 93 0 93 2 1 ·,, 105 

Lot #2 (2212) 0 385 0 98 0 98 0 98 2 3 ><, 105 

Lot #3 (2212) 0 99 0 99 0 99 0 99 1.9 x 105 

Lot #4 (2212) 0 279 0 99 0 99 0 99 21 x 105 

Lot #5 (2212) 0 322 0 99 0 97 0 97 2.2 x 105 

Lot #6 (2212) 0 283 0 99 0 99 0 99 22>..105 

Lot #7 (2210) 1 b 287 le 99 0 98 0 98 21 x 105 

Lot #8 (2210) 0 292 0 99 0 99 0 99 2.2 x 105 

TOTALS 3 2300 1 785 0 782 0 782 1 7 106 

a = 2 units - single bit retention failure. oxide leakage. 0 6 eV 
b = 1 unit - single bit oxide breakdown, 0.3 eV 
c = 1 unit - single bit oxide breakdown, 0.3 eV 

Table If/. STRESS DYNAMIC LIFE TEST 
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48 Hr. 168 Hr. 
I 

500 Hr. " 1000 Hr. :; 2000 Hr 

#In I #Fall 

Total 
Hours 

#Fail #In #Fail #In #Fail #In #Fall #In 

Lot 111 (2212) 105 0 '105 1
1 0 '105 105: 0 105 ' 2 0 ' 10' 

Lot r12 (2212i 25 !1 0 24 ; 0 24 0 24 228~8 

Lot ij3 (2212) 25 :1 0 

I :: II 

0 25 0 

I :: i 
23800 

Lot 114 (2212) 0 I 
251 

0 0 

I ;: II 
0 15832 

Lot 115 (2212) 0 
I 2s I i 25 23800 

Lot n6 12212) 25 25 I 0 25 25 2380[1 

Lot <17 12210) 25 25 25 25 23800 

Loi ~8 (2210) I 

0 24 24 i 0 24 i 22848 25 1; 

TOTALS 0 280 I 0 I 274 i 0 269' 0 269 11;-tr~ 10:.1 

Table IV STRESS 5.5V HTRB AT 150°C 

48 Hr. 168 Hr. 500 Hr. 1000 Hr. 

#Fail #In #Fail #In #Fail #In #Fail 

Lot #2 (2212) 0 25 0 23 0 23 0 

Lot #3 (2212) 1 a 25 0 23 0 23 0 

Lot #4 (2212) 0 25 0 23 0 23 0 

Lot #5 (2212) 0 25 0 25 0 25 0 

Lot #6 (2212) 0 25 0 25 0 25 0 

Lot #7 (2212) 0 25 0 24 0 24 0 

Lot #8 (2210) 0 25 0 25 0 24 0 

TOTALS 1 150 0 144 0 143 0 

a = single bit retention failure. leaky oxide -0.6 eV 

Table V STRESS 75V HTRB AT 150°C 

#In 

23 

23 

23 

25 

25 

24 

24 

143 

48 Hr. 168 Hr. 500 Hr. 1000 Hr. 

#Fail #In #Fail #In #Fail #In #Fall 

Lot #2 (2212) 0 51 0 51 0 51 

Lot #3 (2212) 0 49 0 49 0 49 

Lot #4 (2212) 0 50 1 • 50 0 49 

Lot #5 (2212) 0 50 0 50 0 50 

Lot #6 (2212) 0 50 0 50 0 50 

Lot #7 (2212) 0 50 0 47 0 47 

Lot #8 (2210) 0 50 0 50 0 50 

TOTALS 0 350 1 347 0 346 

a = 1 failure - single bit oxide leakage. 0 6 eV 
b = 2 failures - single bit oxide leakage, 0.6 eV 
c = single bit oxide leakage, 0.6 eV 

0 

2D 

0 

le 

0 

0 

0 

3 

#In 

51 

49 

49 

50 

50 

47 

50 

346 

Table VI. STRESS 250°C BAKE "NO CYCLE" 

Total 
Hours 

21896 

21896 

21896 

23800 

23800 

22848 

22968 

1 3 x 105 

2000 Hr. 

#Fall #In 

0 T 51 1 
0 47 

0 98 



: 48 Hr. I 168 Hr. 

r #Fail #In #Fail #In 
-

T 
Lot i:2 12212) 1a 25 1b 24 I 

Lot i:3 12212) 
I 

0 25 0 25 

Lot 114 (2212) 2= 25 0 23 

Lot lf5 12212) 0 25 I 0 25 

Lot 116 12212) 0 25 0 25 

I Lot ·H (2210) 0 25 0 25 

Lot #8 (2210) 0 25 0 25 
r--· 

TOTALS 3 175 1 172 

a ,-= single bit failure oxide leakage, 0 6 eV 
b - single bit failure oxide leakage, 0.6 eV 

500 Hr. 

#Fail #In 

0 23 

0 25 

0 23 

0 25 

0 25 

0 25 

0 25 

0 171 

c - 2 single bit failures oxide leakage, 0.6 eV 

1000 Hr. 

#Fail #In 

0 23 

0 25 

0 23 

0 25 

0 25 

0 25 

0 25 

0 171 

Table VII. STRESS 1 K CYCLES BAKE AT 250°C 

CALCULATION 
OF PREDICTED 
FAILURE RATE 

There is no simple. one-step formula for inferring 
a predicted failure rate from the experimental data. 
Instead. the failures of each individual activation 
energy must be treated differently. The first step is to 
calculate the equivalent device hours at the ambient 
temperature of interest, utilizing the Arrhenius 
relationship discussed earlier. This calculation 
should be carried out for every mechanism observed 
or expected. Thus, for example. the calculation for 
the 0 3 eV activation energy oxide rupture mech
anism should be carried out whether this failure 
mechnaims is observed or not, since this mechanism 

lion 
i 

I qu1va ent 
gy Hours at Hours at Number of ! Hours at 

Activa · I E . I 

Ener 
[eV I 

I 

125°C 150cc Failures 
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70"C 

1 71 100 5 43 100 2 I 8 99 100 
I 

03 
I T ! 1 71 . 106 5 43 105 3 3 73 10 

I I I 
06 

i 

! 106 10" 108 1 71 5 43 I 0 2 69 
I 

1 0 

- -1 r 

L I --

TOTA 

is always anticipated in MOS integrated circuits. The 
extrapolation should be carried out utilizing the 
junction temperature at the ambient temperature of 
interest and not the ambient temperature itself. The 
upper confidence limit is then calculated for the 
fai I u re rate for each activation energy. The upper 
confidence limits for the various activation energies 
are then summed for a total failure rate prediction. 
(The meaning of the "upper confidence level" is that 
with a certainty, or probability, of a certain level we 
can say that the true value is less than the stated 
value. Thus, the confidence level rate calculated is 
non-zero even for the case where no failures are 
observed, because we can't be sure that there will be 
none.) 

The results are tabulated in Table VI 11 based on the 
data tabulated in Tables 111-V As is seen. these data 
lead to a predicted failure rate of 0.045%/1000 hours 
at 70°C ambient with a 60% UCL and 0.028~/o/1000 
hours at 55°C ambient with a 60% UCL. For com
parison with other vendors who may use expected 
values. the expected values of the failure rates are 
calculated to be .030%/1000 hours (300 FIT) at 70°C 
and 0.019%/1000 hours (190 FIT) at 55°C. 

In reducing these data, we made the extremely 
conservative assumption of applying no acceleration 
for the elevated voltage of the 7.5 V HTRB data. Had a 
voltage acceleration been applied, the predicted 
failure rates would have been lowered by another 
two orders of magnitude. Although this technique of 
data enhancement has been employed by some 
companies, the more conservative estimate has 
been used here. These results show that Xicor has 
attained on its NOVRAM products failure rates 
comparable to those reported by major suppliers on 
standard volatile prod ucts. 18
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SUMMARY 
The data presented in this reliability report show 

that the data retention of Xicor's NOVRAM tech
nology is excellent. Even at as high a temperature as 
300°C, only about 2% lose data in 1000 hours. 
Theoretical grounds for expecting this result are 
discussed. The predicted expected failure rate at 
55°C is 190 FIT (.019%/1000 hours) for a value of 280 
FIT (.028%/1000 hours) at a 60% UCL. Finally, the 
cerdip packaging employed is shown to be capable 
of passing the Group D qualification requirements of 
MIL-STD 8838, Method 5005.7. 
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Introduction 

X2816A/04A PRELIMINARY RELIABILITY SUMMARY 

by Bruce Prickett & 
John Caywood 

The X2804A and ~816A are 4K and 16K electrically erasable programmable 
read only memories (E PROMs) organized as 512 x 8 and 2K x 8. These memories 
operate on a single 5 volt power supply for all operations. Figures 1 and 2 
show the pin configurations of the X2816A and X2804A and the functional 
di a gram of the X2816A. Figure 3 is the package out 1 i ne drawing for these 
parts. Figure 4 and 5 are bit maps which illustrate the physical location of 
the memory bits of the X2804A and X2816A respectively. 

Although Xicor introduced its X2816A and X2804A E2PROMs only recently, 
Xi cor is an experienced manufacturer of E2PROMs. This is because the family 
of NOVRAMs (X2201A,X2210 and X2212) which Xicor introduced earlier all 
contained E2PR0Ms integrated together with static RAM on a bit-for-bit 
basis. The process technology and the 5 volt design tec~niques which had been 
developed for the NOVRAMs were carried over to the E PR2M products. This 
experience enabled X1cor to introduce these 5-Volt only E PROMs with a self 
timed write cycle that includes latched address and data buffers. By 
producing parts with these features in production quantities, Xi cor has set 
the industry standard for E2 PROMs. 

Technology 

These E2PR0Ms employ the same triple poly n-channel process which Xi cor 
developed previously for NOVRAMs. With this technology, data is stored as the 
presence or absence of charge on a piece of second-level polysilicon which 
acts as a gate for a readout transistor. This piece of polysilicon is 
completely surrounded by....., 1000 A of thermally grown Si02 , one of the best 
e 1 e ct r i cal i n s u l at ors kn own • Ch a r g e i s t r a n s f e r red onto and off of t he 
storage gate by means of a quantum mechanical phenomenon, called Fowl er
Nordheim tunneling. This phenomenon has been described in detail in recent 
publications.1-3 

The operation of the cell can be explained in terms of the schematic 
diagram shown in Figure 6. First consider the left-hand read section. When 
the word s el e ct 1 i n e ( w hi ch i s fa b r i cat e d i n t h i rd 1 eve 1 po 1 y s i 1 i con ) i s de -
selected (i.e., low), the READ transistor is off. When the word select line 
i s s el e ct e d ( i • e • , hi g h ) , conduct i on th r o u g h the RE AD t r a n s i st or de pen d s on 
the charge on the floating storage gate. If the floating gate is charged 
negatively, the channel beneath it is in accumulation and no conduction 
occurs. This is read as a 11 011

• If the floating gate is charged positively, 
the channel beneath it is in depletion and the channel conducts. This is read 
as a 11 111 

• The fl oat i n g gate i s p r o g rammed ( i. e • , ch a r g e d neg at i v e 1 y ) by 
taking the Word Select line and source lines high while the poly 1 WRITE BIT 
line is held low. The floating gate is erased (i.e., charged positively) by 
taking the word select line high while holding both the source and WRITE BIT 
lines low. 
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As was explained in an earlier publication, tunnel current emitted from a 
textured surface inherently decreases more rapidly with decreasing 

3
voltage 

than does emission through thin oxide grown on a planar surface. This 
results in lower leakage currents from the floating gate during storage and 
during the read operation of the part. The excellent data retention which 
users may expect from Xicor E2PROMs is shown in Figure 7 where the log of the 
measured data loss rate is plotted vs. inverse temperature. The slope of a 
straight line passing through these data gives the thermal activation energy 
for intrinsic data loss in Xicor's technology: 1.7 eV. Extrapolation of this 
line to lower temperatures suggests that the mean time before data loss should 
be 3,000,000 years at 125°C. Such extrapolations cannot be taken literally 
but clearly show that data will be retained as long as anyone cares for 
temperatures within the specified storage conditions. 

Xicor's textured poly technology also yields E2PROMs whose ability to be 
re-programmed (usually called 11 endurance 11

) is good. Figure 8 shows the 
current conducted by a typical eel l as a function of the number of times that 
cell had been programmed to a 11 011 or erased to a 11 r 1

• As can be seen, the 
current conducted in the erased state begins declining noticeably at greater 
than a million cycles of data change, but after ten million cycles, the cell 
current in the erased state is sti 11 about 70 µA while the current in the 
programmed state is zero. These values provide good margin to the 50 µA value 
which is the nominal value at which the sense amplifier circuit distinguishes 
between 11 111 and 11 0 11

• 

Reliability Study and Results 

As was mentioned above, Xicor's E2PROMs use the same process technology 
and design techniques as the Xi cor family of NOV RAMs. Addi ti ona 11 y, these 
products are fabricated in the same wafer fab facility and assembled in the 
same assembly area with the same ~ssembly technology and controls as the 
NOVRAMs. For these reasons, the E PROMs should be expected to exhibit the 
same excellent long term reliability already demonstrated by Xicor•s 
NOV RAMs. The reliability studies reported here were designed to corroborate 
this assumption. 

One further note is that the X2804A is a smaller version of the X2816A, 
created by designing a mask set which is just like the X2816A except that 3/4 
of the array and two address buffers are removed (i.e., the X2804A is not a 
fallout die from the X2816A production). Thus, the reliability study focused 
on the X2816A as the more sensitive reliability indicator since it has four 
times as many memory bits and about twice the active silicon area. 

Since the study illustrated in Figure 7 showed a strong acceleration in 
data loss at elevated temperatures, data retention was measured at 250°C. 
(For an get i vat ion energy of 1. 7 eV, data loss at 250° C is acce 1 erated 
1.4 x 10 times with respect to 125°C.) Table 1 shows the results of data 
retention testing on two lots of material which was not intentionally cycled 
and on two lots after 10,000 program/erase cycles. Although the sample is 
small , in neither case was any data loss observed, which corroborates the 
results of Figure 7. 

Two other types of stress tests which were conducted on the X2816A were 
high temperature reverse bias (HTRB) at 150°C and dynamic life test at 
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show, no failures were observed in these tests for HTRB, and three units 
failed in 890,000 device hours of 125°C dynamic life test. 

The failure rate of the 2816 was estimated based on the data in Tables II 
and III. The method used is that discussed in some detail in RR502. The 
results, shown in Table IV, predict an expected fai 1 ure rate of 15 F. I. T. 
(.0015%/1000 hr.) at 70°C and 3 F.I.T. .00032%/1000 hr.) at 55 6 C. The 
extrapolated value for the 60% UL o t e ai ure rates are 260 F. I.T. 
(.026%/1000 hr.) and 140 F.I.T. (.014%/1000 hr) at 70°C and 55°C ambient, 
respectively. The large difference between expected failure rate and 60% 
confidence level for the failure rate are an indication of the enormous number 
of device hours necessary to confirm the low failure rates observed. 

Summary 

The technology used in producing the Xicor X2816A and X2804A are 
reviewed. The reasons for expecting excellent data retention and good 
e~durance are discussed. Finally, data are shown which confirm that these 
E PROMs share the excellent long-tenn reliability already demonstrated by 
Xicor•s NOVRAM family. 
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Tab 1 e I 

250°C RETENTION BAKE 

48 HOUR 168 HOUR 500 HOUR 1000 HOUR 2000 HOUR TOTAL 
#FAIL #IN #FAIL #IN #FAIL #IN #FAIL #IN fFAIL #IN HOURS 

Lot #1 0 50 0 50 0 50 0 50 0 50 97600 

Lot #2 0 24 0 24 0 24 0 24 0 24 46848 
(Cycled) 

Lot #3 0 20 0 20 0 20 0 20 0 20 39040 

Lot #4 0 55 0 55 0 55 0 55 0 55 1.1 x 10 5 

(Cycled) 

TOTALS 0 149 0 149 0 149 0 149 0 149 2.9 x 10 5 

Table II 

STRESS 5.5V HTRB AT 150°C 

48 HOUR 168 HOUR 500 HOUR 1000 HOUR TOTAL 
#FAIL #IN #FAIL #IN #FAIL #IN #FAIL #IN HOURS 

Lot #1 0 25 0 25 0 25 0 25 23800 

Lot #2 0 25 0 25 0 25 0 25 23800 

Lot #3 0 105 0 105 0 105 0 104 99460 

Lot #4 0 25 0 25 0 25 0 25 23800 

TOTALS 0 180 0 180 0 180 0 179 1.7 x 105 
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Table III 

DYNAMIC LIFE TEST AT 125°C 

168 HOUR 500 HOUR 1000 HOUR 2000 HOUR TOTAL 
#FAIL #IN fFAIL #IN #°f AIL #IN #FAIL #IN HOURS 

Lot #1 0 159 0 84 0 84 0 84 1. 7 x 105 

Lot #2 0 152 0 93 0 93 la 93 1.9 x 105 

Lot #3 0 75 0 75 0 75 0 75 1.5 x 105 

Lot #4 0 388 0 99 le 99 0 98 1.3 x 105 

Lot #5 lb 387 0 126 0 126 - - 1.5 x 105 

TOTALS 1 1161 0 477 1 477 1 350 8.9 x 105 

a column failure; ionic contamination;l eV 
b stuck row; ionic contamination; 1 eV 
c single bit retention failure; non-repeatable ionic contamination; 1 eV 

Table IV 

·~-~xpected 60~ UCL 
Activation Equ ha lent value of Failure Equ i • 

Energy Hours at Hours at Nu:n:ier of Hours at Failure Rate Rate Hour 
leVl 1Z5°C 150°C Failures 70°C at 70°C at ?o~c 55 

----,- - : 

~-1-~~t f F- ~:::!f~: 1~-~-~ ~~.-~f--
s at Failure Rate Rate 
c·c at 55°( at 55°C 
===-===--=------ ~----------==--=====-=:::. 

.3 8.9 x 105 1. 7 x 105 0 4.78 x 106 O"f,,/ 1000 .0195%/1000 7.60 x 106 0%/ lOOOhr .012/lDOOhr 

---

.6 8.9 x: 105 1. 7 x 105 0 2.26 x: 107 0%/1000 .0041%/1000 I). 73 O~/l 000 JJ016/1000hr 

--

1.0 8.9 x 105 1. 7 x 105 3 1. 97 x 108 .0015%/1000 .0021%/1000 9.29 x 108 .00032%/1000 .00044/lOOOhr 

I 
TOTAL 

l __ I I 
3 

I 
1.001w1000 , .02s1<1;oo~c .I 
---- --~--

_ __I · nmz<.t 1 ooo I ~J 1; •I 1 QOOhc _ 
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Figure 4: X2804A physical bit map. The arrangement of bits within 
each byte are displayed for column 0 and suppressed for the other 
columns in which the arrangement of column 0 is duplicated. 
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Figure 5: X2816A physical bit map. The arrangement of bits within 
each byte are displayed for column 0 and suppressed for the other 
columns. 
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Figure 6: E2 cell schematic 
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Figure 7: Data retention vs. temperature for memory arrays 
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Figure 9: Dynamic life test set-up showing the circuit 
con f i g u rat i on (a ) a n d the t i mi n g ( b ) • The cl o ck freq u enc i es of 
higher order address signals are divided down in binary sequence 
from A0• 
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Figure 10: Static life test bias diagram 
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